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ABSTRACT

This volume contains a collection of background papers prepared by

recognized experts on subjects pertinent to the Middle East situation;

these papers were utilized, among many other sources, for appropriate

inputs of information and analytical interpretation into the main study,

Great Power Interests and Conflicting Objectives in the Mediterranean-

Middle East-Persian Gulf Region, SSC-TN-3115-2.

i i i ':
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DISCLAIMER ,

The findings of this report are not to be construed as an official

Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized

documents.

CONTRACTUAL TASK

This Technical Note is in partial fulfillment of Task Order 74-1,

under Contract DAAG39-74-C-0082.
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FOREWORD

This volume of background papers on various key aspects of the Middle

East situation is an element of the WY74 program for the Office of the

Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans (ODCSOPS), Department of the

Army. It is one of two supplementary volumes to the summary report on

Great Power Interests and Conflicting Objectives in the Mediterranean-

Middle East-Persian Gulf Region, SCC-TN-3115-2 (Task Order 74-1).

The overall task order was prepared under the supervision of Mr.

Richard B. Foster, Director of the Strategic Studies Center, Mr. M. Mark

karle, Jr., and Mr. Hamilton A. Twitchell, Assistant Directors, and Dr.

Wynfred Joshua, formerly an assistant director. Co-leaders of the project

were William M. Carpenter and Stephen P. Gibert.

Contributors to tlhs volume were Mr. R.M. Burrell, Dr. Alvin J.

Cottrell, Dr. Curt Gasteyger, Dr. Bernard Lewis, and Air Vice Marshal

S.W.B. Menaul, RAF (Ret.). These papers, although revised and edited by

the SSC project team, reflect in the main the views of the initial author

of each, and the judgments on the Middle East are therefore somewhat at

variance from one paper to another. In the light of the complex nature of

the Middle East it is considered that the reader will find these individual

interpretations of interest.

Richard B. Foster

Director
Strategic Studies Center
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THE FORIGN POLICiES OF EGYPT, SYRIA AND SAUDI ARABIA

Introduction

The war between the Arab states and Israel produced several diplomatic

changes in tie iddle East, an important one being the opening of the way for

a renewal of U.S. relations with Egypt and Syria, but in terms of inter-Arab

affairs the two most notable features were the reemergence of Egypt as the

leading state in tile Arab world and the newly-acquired importance of Saudi

Arabia. One might pursue the analysis even further and say that the changes

could almost be described in personal terms: the emergence of a confident

(some would say overconfident) and popular President Sadat in Egypt, and

the realization that the opinions of an autocratic ruler of a highly

traditional state in Saudi Arabia are matters of great international

importance.

To analyze the changes in this way could, however, easily lead to

error, for although President Sadat has emerged as a figure with greatly

enhanced prestige there is much evidence to suggest that there are many

internal challenges in Egypt which still exist and to these he will have to

pay attention if his regime is to survive. Western commentators have been

swept up in a tide of Egyptian euphoria, and descriptions of Sadat such as

"the undisputed king on the Arab chess board" are as misleading as they

are glib. The attack on President Sadat's life in April 1974 is an obvious

instance ol challenge, in Saudi Arabia where the political system remains

traditional, centralized, autocratic and small, the personal role of the

ruler is much greaiter. But even here there are political pressures upon the

king and onus that are more difficult to discern than those in Egypt. The

traditional cast of King Faisal's mind and his greater concentration upon

religious values are factors which may make Saudi Arabian policy more

difficult to analyze, but they certainly do not reduce its importance. In

Syria where no such dominant personality has emerged as a result of the War,

analysis must turn, as always, to the internal divisions within the state

and to the way in which these affect the processes of policy formation.
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In other wo, rds tile foreiin pol icies of all these three states must be seen

Against the background of internal factors and not merely as the response

to changes in the InternationaL diplomatic environment since October 1973.

Lgypt's posLtion as the most important Arab state had prior to the

October war heen somewhat obscured. But it is essentially tile only Arab

:;tate wihich posses:,es tle rLco gnizable attributes of nationhood. A

corporate politicail enLit' and historically accepted territorial dimensions

.ire characteristics which 1few Arab states can claim. European influence

has been more direct and sustained in Egypt than anywhere else in the Arab

world, and titis too, by assisting in the creation of a centralized admini-

:t ratLon, has given [.gypt the means of asserting its nationhood.

'rihe dilemmas faced by Egypt in asserting its political identity were,

however, considerable and were discussed by President Nasser in his brief

apologia "'The Philosophy of the Revolution." He said that he saw Egypt as

being at the center of a group of circles--Arab, African, and Muslim. The

search tor a suitable policy touched upon issues in all three circles, but

the essence of Egypt's policy Lay in the first, the Arab, and in particular

in Nasser's attempt to lead and influence the Arab world. Nasser's method

was to ciampion tiie Arab nationalist cause and to encourage the other Arab

states to strive for "independence," but with theaim of creating simul-

taneously an exclusively Egyptian zone of influence in the Middle East.

Western-inspired defense systems were rejected, and arms were purchased

from the Soviet bloc in order to show how independent Egypt's decisions had

become. 'Tihe liberation, reconstruction, and unification of the Arab world

were the avowed aims, but the unification was to be under Egyptian guidance

ii not control.

In this campaign for "liberation," Israel played a major role. For

%ven wien Western influence had begin to wane and the pro-Western regime in

Iraq was replaced, and after British influence in the Gulf began to decline,

I:srael rcmained and could be described as a Western bridgehead. The campaign

tor "liberation" also involved inter-Arab affairs, for opponents of Nasser's

Arab policy were condemned as "reactionaries" and the reliance of several of
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thlese regLic, on Lhe West for diplomatic support and military assistance

was seen is further evidence of their reactionary nature. Leadership of the

"reactionary" group fell to Saudi Arabia, and active Egyptian efforts were

made to unde'rmine that state. The support of dissident movements throughout

the Arab world and elsewhere was justified by verbal sleight of hand

t.lmiliar to Lenin. This wa:; the distinction between "Egypt the State,"

I.ypt as L meimbrc ,i te comity of nations which had to conduct formal

rclations with other members, and "Egypt the Revolution," a country which

had dealings only with tie representatives of truly de-cratic and revolu-

tionary poLitical movements, '

However fine those policies sounded on paper, thie reality in the 1960s

was somewhat more somber. The Union witni Syria was a failure and the

attempt to Lake over the Yemen was also embarrassing and unsuccessful.

Hie principIc of Arab unity was further refined; there were now to be two

CCeepts: unlity of objectives, and unity of ranks. The first involved

unity with tte radical states and concerned political objectives such as

democracy aind Arab socialism. The second was wider and could embrace all

Arab rutgimes regardless of their ideology or system of government and was

the prcdominanit policy pursued throughout the 1960s. The unity of ranks

allowed Lgypt to seek support in the confrontation with Israel and when

necessary against the West. Unity of objectives became a less frequently

avowed policy and was used in Egypt's dealings with certain Arab regimes

but became much more a policy for internal consumption and propaganda

than an operative principle ot diplomatic relations.

The confrontation with Israel in 1967 was, in part at leLst, an attempt

by P'resident Nasse, r to restore his own personal authority and to refurbish

Etgypt's rather tartished image in the Arab world. The resulting war was a

disaster, with Israel left in occupation of Egyptian territory, the Egyptian

armed fortesi beatzu and discredited and the economy reduced to ruins.

'lihe CC01toII1ic aid of the "reactionary" Arab states was essential for the

rcgire 's survival, and in September 1967 Nasser virtually admitted the

lailtire ot his Arab policy at the Khartoum conference. At the Rabat

couference in DecCmber 1969 Nasser failed to get the concerted economic or

miltary support which he requested from the other Arab states and he turned



Iag'ain L)u b iii d i t, uip a rCVo IUt I "lnary [)I oc o IStateS wi th Syria, Libya and

ilk, Sudan. 011 Nasser's death ini September 197U there seemed to be very

I it tionLe itedit ISidt 01 his diplomaitic account. Israel was still on

L,'p t ian Soi i I ; 1,i i TIC it I ltity was a sham, with Egypt's armed fo rces

is ing armcd and t!ained2( k-se lusiveLy by the Soviet Union; the teronomy waS

;L :lgl:tI anid suurlV ICI Wnily byV courtesy of "roactionary" Arab support; the

>ijcanral was. s til I I tsed; and Arab unity was threatened by 8 guerrilla-led

.1 vi Iwar in Joit in witik Lhrveatened to bring down Lebanon as well. Sadat' s

he ri [age Was iiidceil nat :in enviLable one.

Since 1)7(0, kowevur, iie liaa: gradually legalized his authority, con-

solidated his powe-r, and ciiuue,'i\'ored to remiove potential -- and e,.en actual--

r i vaIS. Thlis mleantL a reconisideration of Nasserist policies in both domestic

and initernatiunlal allair.s. .ihe break, however, could not be too drastic, and

in .\pril 1971 Lgypt_ cunecludted a union with Libya and Syria. Although this

tuccess was temporary, i L helped Sadat at a critical time. It also aided

President \ssad oi Syriaj, wiuo tad cone to power in November 1970, to acquire

It-git irtacy fur his autiieri tr tv: gaining Egyptian influence over the Sunni

tArabs in Syria, Who uthterdisu might have caused trouble for the predominantly

AlawitL regime.

This union, liowOev, created opposition in Egypt, and Ali Sabri

endeavo red t, cajtiliZe uponl Lliis, indicating that Egypt could be defeated

by thev combinied vote of its Lwo partners, in the Presidential Council. In

order to strengthenl iiis, po-wer within Egypt, Sadat gained the support of

Ceneral Sadik, who was second in command to General Fawzi. The Sadat-Sadik

partnership began to develop along the linies of the previous Nasser-Amer

comb ination. Despite Sadat's 2ariy support, the new union could not survive,

but it lie] ped him Lu overcome the objections to tile already launched

deviation frumn Nasser I te policies. The Libyan leaders' call for the over-

throw of the Jordanian monarchy, the subversion of Saudi Arabia, and the

abandonument tf tihe search for a political settlement with Israel were not

policies likely to endear Libya to its partners.



The Internal political. st rug Ile led to Sadat's dismissal of Ali Sabri

in May 1971, but the E'gyptian LPresident still had to rely on Soviet military

aid smid diplomatic support, and on 27 May 1971 the 15-year Egyptian-Soviet

Treaty of Jriends iip was signed. The Russians apparently were not convinced

tiiat Sadat was yet in complete control and believed that his rightist

tcaden'iris would produce a political reaction in Egypt from which they could

1)t:.1, iL, possibly even resulting in tae installation of a pro-Soviet President.

i.L;ypLt was ioti'vated to sijn the treaty in part by the desire to get FROG

missiles Ir m the LISSR.

Having ot rid of his immediate rivals and having covered himself by

s-igning the treaty witii the USRR, the Egyptian leader began to follow a

policy of rcconciliation witLh the conservative Arab regimes. King Faisal

paid a visit to Cairo in June en route to Washington, and the opportunity

was taken by Sadat to improve relations between the two countries. Faisal

was opposed to union between E gypt and Libya. Further evidence of Egypt's

return to the policy oi Aceking friends among non-radical regimes was given

in December L971 wi en Sadat refused to break off relations with Iran over the

occupation of Arab islands in the Gulf. These actions reflected little

credit on the Egyptian P'resident. Further, the year 1971, which had been

described as "the year of decision," ended in debacle.

Within lgypt traditional nationalist sentiments began to express them-

selves, and student rioting, mostly against the Russians, became more frequent.

Discontent was also noticeable in the armed forces, as voices were raised

seeking either a firmer commitment from the Russians or their expulsion.

The Egyptian President continued to keep his options open by maintaining

iAztiz Sidqi as 'rime Mlinister--a man who was thought to be trusted by the

Russians--wiliie trying to open a dialogue with the United States. Tempo-

rarily, the tiuunting internal pressures were relieved by the expulsion of

the Russian military advisors in July 1972 and by the dismissal of General

Sadiq in Octobhr. Tihese actions gave rise to a severe challenge to the

regime by a ,roup wihich included Sadiq but which also contained strongly

religious elements. Muslim rioters burnei a Coptic Church in November 1972,

and there were signs of revival among the Ikhwan (The Muslim Brotherhood).

Further riots lollowed, and the dismissal of Prime Minister Sidqi was widely



d, manded to balance th;t of General Sadiq. Tie latter had no unified group

around him and President Sadat was again able to survive.

Sadat's situation was not, however, very strong. He had evicted the

Soviet advisors after the may summit conference between Nixon and Brezhnev

in order tLO indicat, to Washington that Egypt could still act independently,

regardless ol 111Y other impression which Nixon may have gathered--or been

given--in MoIscow. Egypt's ('.lose identification of Israel and the United

States was modified a little, and in February 1973 Sadat sent his personal

advisor on security matters, Hafiz Ismail, to Washington in an attempt to

break the diplomatic deadlock over Israel. The failure of this mission

may have been the factor which finally convinced Sadat that the emergence of

detente between tie superpowers would frustrate Arab attempts to settle the

Israeli issue. The conmunique issued after the Brezhnev-Nixon summit

conference ot June 1973, which omitted any specific reference to the Jarring

mission or to U.N. resolution No. 242, served to confirm these fears.

(The 3,200-word Cojmmunique in fact devoted less than 100 words to the Middle

East.)

An increasing sense of frustration drove the Egyptian president to

dismiss both the Prime Minister (Aziz Sidqi) and the Secretary General of

the Arab Socialist Union (Sayyed 4irai) in April. Power had to be con-

solidated before new policies could be pursued, and in May, at a speech

to industrial workers near Cairo, the Egyptian president said that from

that time on Egypt regarded the Rogers initiative as dead and that a state of

total confrontation agsinrt Israel had begun.

Saudi Arabia

The pivot of the new policy was to be a much closer relationship between

Egypt and Saudi Arabia, vital for any effective use of the oil weapon. In

the search for a united Arab front no possible ally was neglected, and even

though Khadda[i's new scheme for Egyptian-Libyan unity was put off, Sadat

was careful not to make a formal break at this time with Khaddafi. The

cooperation achieved by Sadat between radical and conservative regimes was

a significant achievement, and almost certainly one which the more flamboyant
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and ambitious Nasser could not have secur-ed. Sadat's lower political profile

and the abandonmeL of plans for Egyptian hegemony In the Arab world were

undoubtedly decisive featuires, particularly in improving relations between

Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The reduction in the Arab military aim from the

total crushiilg of israel to the lesser one of seeking the liberation of

territories occupied in 1967 also helped to secure wider Arab support.

The alliance was not, however, entirely of Sadat's making. King Faisal's

influence in the Arabian peninsula was very significant, as was Syria's move

away from a posit:ion of hostility to "conservative" Arab regimes. This

change--one which owed more to the Syrian Minister of Defense (Mustafa Tlas)

than to President Assad--was also very important, for it allowed Jordan to be

brought into the defense planning. By the mid-summer of 1973 plans were

well advanced, and King Faisal even went so far as to warn the United States

that unless Washington changed its pro-Israeli stance, future oil supplies

might be jeopardized. At one stage the use of the oil weapon alone seems

to have been considered by Egypt and Saudi Arabia to make the West put

pressure on israel to withdraw from the occupied territories. This was,

however, rejected, as it was felt that such use of the weapon might not be

concerted, and neither might its effects become evident with sufficient

speed. Lack of success would undoubtedly lead to turmoil in the Arab world,

which Libya and the Palestinian organizations could then exploit, and this

might threaten the position of Sadat and perhaps even that of Faisal.

The two leaders seem to have decided in the summer of 1973 that war

was necessary to ensure the degree of Arab unity without which the use of the

oil weapon would prove fruitless. By May of 1973 the antiaircraft missiles

in Egypt made war possible; the Egyptians realized that they could not hope

for air superiority over Israel, because of the lack of pilots, and because

their Migs were short-range, defensive fighters. by the end of August,

war was, to all intents and purposes, inevitable. The leaders of Syria

and Egypt had staKed their political futures on it and failure to attack

would certainly have resulted in domestic political turmoil and the probable

collapse of both regimes by ndlitary coup.
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Alter Lhe War

Although Arab military success Li in the war were relatively brief in

duration, the impaLt of the croasing of the Suez Canal and the attack on the

Golan Heights was very great. For even limited success was interpreted as

political victory, particularly as all previous Arab attempts at reversing

Israel's conquest had been such public failures. The element of surprise

and th maintenance of secrecy restored Arab confidence, and the apparent des-

truction of the myth oF the Israeli superiority gave a great psychological

boost to the Arab cause. LhesL early successes enabled later failures--

and the return to a position of military dependence on the USSR--to be

obscured and even forgotten. The political deadlock had been broken.

The war did more than restore Arab confidence; it also restored the

armed force.s to a position of primacy withiin the Egyptian political system.

The armed forces know--even if the Arab public does not--that the victories

achieved in the October war were not as glorious as they have been painted

;and that defeat again came very close. Their patience with diplomacy is

likely to be of brief duration unless its successes become immediate and

obvious. Talk of renewed fighting is already beginning, and it is difficult

to be'ive that Egyptian claims to Arab leadership along the lines avowed by

Nasser will long remain dormant among the military class. Faisal may try to

channel this claim into the defense of the Persian Gulf for a wide Arab

strategic aim, which may not exclude another war with Israel. Unless the

precarious nature ot Sadat's success is appreciated, particularly by

Washington, the pressure for renewed hostilities may become overwhelming.

For President Sadat and indeed for President Assad the time is short; only

King Faisal has the degree of internal control which will allow him to

survive a brcakdown in the Geneva negotiations.

The achievements ol Secretary of State Henry Kissinger are in fact

iragile. The disengagement agreements were not easy to achieve but the

difficulties in getting a fNil settlement will be very much greater. The

easiest problem should be SLnai. Israel has indicated a willingness to return

much ol the Peninsula--under suitable security safeguards--but Egypt insists

on payment of $2.1 billion by Israel for the oil which it has extracted

from the Abu Rodeis oil fields in the Sinai since 1967. In other words,

8



wIititvLr !s rav I appears t1 yLL Id, Lhe Egyptian price--even in Sinai--can

be , ald is I ikc Iy to be, ino. r'ased. 'Ihe Golan settlement, too, will be

f rauglit w Lith dif fi( ultics, and that still leaves the even more complex

problVIIeS of the West B ank and Jerusalem.

lEgypt seeks a reconciliation between Jordan and the Palestinian

resistance movlimnt to facilitate resuming and making progress atthe Geneva

talks, and it was with this aim in mind that King Hussein was invited to

Cairo in mid-July 1974. After tie talks Sadat stated that it was not

difficult to reconcilC t1 two sides; the problem was rather to stop other

1 orces from sowiug disSi'1s ion between them. The Egyptian desire for a

rconciliation is not natched by that of the Palestinians; on the very day

tiat Sadat's statement was published, Faruk al-Kaddoumi, the head of the

p,litical department o[ tie Palestinian Liberation Organization, stated that

a reconciliation with the King of Jordan was possible only on terms which

would mean the effective end of his regime.

The immediate problem is over who should represent the West Bank and

Gaza Strip Palestinians at Geneva. The PLO is adamant that King Hussein

s tall not be their representative, but the King on the other hand has

rlused to recognize the PLO and insists that the West Bank should again

hecome part of Jordan. The communique issued after the Sadat-liussein talks

showed some progress. The Jordanian leader apparently agreed to accept

the PLO as the representative of those Palestinians who did not live in the

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 'The PLO rejected this formula saying that it

could niever accept a situation in which it was not the sole representative

o the Palestinians.

Even if a Jordanian-PLO agreement could be reached, the current

attitude of Israel is scarcely conducive to further rapid progress. The

Israeli government was reported to have conducted a lengthy reexamination of

its policy towards the Palestinians in mid-July, but in a statement issued

on 21 July 1974 the customary view was reaffirmed. The Cabinet's decision

was reported as being that-"peace will be founded on the existence of two

independent states only: Israel with united Jerusalem as its capital and

a Jordan ial-P'alestinian Arab -;tate east of Israel with borders to be

:9



dttermined inll egotiationls between Israel and Jordan." The statement continues,

"This state will provide for expression of the self identity of the Jordanians

and the PaLestinians in peace and good neighborliness with each other." In

the face of this rejection of the concept of a Palestinian state, it is

difficult to see how any real progress can be made, for the Palestinian

refusal to live under a liashenite regime is deeply fouL.ded. On the

Jerusalem issue, Fai:;al is unlikely to give in on the demand to return it

to Arab control, ald might use the oil embargo to enforce this point.

The alctual processes of Jordanian-Israeli disengagement are also a

proxinmte source of difficulty. In the Hussein-Sadat talks it was stated

that the next step in Arab- Lsraeli negotiations should be a disengagement

between Israel and Jordan, with Israeli forces pulling back to a line five

miles from the River Jordan. The Israeli view is that the Jordan talks should

follow further progress in Sinai. Tlhe Israeli cabinet is believed to dispute

the need for a five-mile withdrawal and holds the view that the river

is the best line of disengagement in any talks with Jordan. Retreat would,

it is argued, merely strengthen the Arab states' military position in any

renewed hostilities.

The Israeli desire to deal with Egypt first is understandable but is

likely to receive little support in Cairo. As stated above, President Sadat's

continuation in office depends on maintaining the momentum of diplomacy, but

hi cannot appear to be putting Egyptian interests above all else. However

much some people in Egypt may want a settlement as part of what might be

described as an "Egypt first" policy with little attention being given to any

of Nasser's three circles (Arab, African, and Islamic), the legacy of the past

cannot be discarded so quickly. Objectives fostered for so long and with

such energy cannot be abandoned easily. There are powerful groups in Egypt

which would be quick to remind the President of Egypt's historic mission to

liberate all occupied Arab soil. Sadat would doubtless prefer, as would

almost all the heads ot state in the Middle Esst, that the Palestinians did

not exist, but they do and their commitment to their cause is shared by other

Arabs (and, it might be noted, encouraged most actively by the more distant

regimes in Libya and Iraq). No Egyptian leader, nor any Syrian one, can

hope to pursue for very long a policy which appears to ignore Palestinian
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interests. P'residetnt Sadat obviously feels that he cannot go much further

in bilateral negotiations with Tel Aviv without incurring the risk of

"getting too far ahead of the Cield" and so expose himself to hostile

criticism and evel to the danger of overthrow.

There are already signs that the unity of ranks between Egypt and Syria

is under some strain. The dif lerences appeared in March when the Syrian

Minister of Defense claimed that Egypt's acceptance of the ceasefire on the

Suez [ront robbed Syria of a chance to launch a massive counteroffensive ,

Against Israel, in the GoIan Heights. The date, General Tlas stated, had

been set for 23 October 1973 and the operation would have evicted the Israeli

invaders. The Egyptian acceptance of tile ceasefire he said came as a complete

surprise to Damascus . There may be some truth in the statement, because

additional Arab forces, including three Iraqi brigade groups, were on their

way up to the Syrian front when the ceasefire began. Other reports have

indicated that the USSR had to put considerable pressure on Damascus, even

to the extent ol threatening to block further arms supplies, to get the

ceasefire accepted by Syria. The Syrian criticism was understood in Cairo,

and in mid-April 1974 when fighting again flared on the Golan front, the

Egyptian War Minister, Field Marshal Ahmed Ismail, was quick to warn Israel

that if the hostilities continued, Egypt would not hesitate to back Syria

militarily.

Egypt is still very sensitive to any accusations of deserting its Arab

allies. The tensions betwenn Israel and Lebanon prompted Sadat to offer

Egyptian military assistance to Beirut in order to forestall such charges.

On the seventh anniversary (if tht June 1967 war, when President Sadat

visited Egyptian troops in Sinai, he emphasized that Egypt's work was not

yet over. it wouid nLot h omnpluted he said until the withdrawal of the last

ioreign soidier from ali Arob tcrritories and vnti] Palestinian rights were

restored. Here again is evj.uencc of thE Egyptian leader's care to

emphasize the continuing role of the military and his insistence that the

signing of the disengagement agreement did not presage the abandonment of

Arab allies.
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Syrian misgivings are not likely Lobe easily removed, and some Syrian

politicians have been quiCk to point out that Egypt's pressure to ensure

priority for a speedy reopening of the Suez Canal is an indication of the

way in which Cairo is concentrating on its own interests, for the reopening

of the Canal does nothing to restore Palestinian rights nor to regain further

Arab territory. The Syrian leadership would, however, be reluctant to see

a serious rift develop between Cairo and Damascus. The current Syrian regime

is no more secure than most of its predecessors, and the close alliance

with Egypt heLps to keep the Sunni Arabs under control. The Pan-Arab aspira-

tions of this group have caused serious problems for previous regimes in Syria,

and Egyptian support for the current regime undoubtedly helps to dampen

potential opposition from this quarter.

Soviet Union

The pressure from the Syrian military for a new round of fighting has

been sharpened by the massive flow of Soviet arms to Damascus. In mid-

April 1974 President Assad visited Moscow, and the joint communique issued at

the end of the visit spoke of the Soviet Union's recognition of the need to

consolidate Syria's defensive power. The Beirut press reported that the

following weeks saw steady supplies of SAMs, Mig-23s, and Nig-25s arriving in

Damascus. If Mig-25s are to be present in Syria they will probably be

flown by Russian pilots, and their purpose in being there may be to provide

fleet cover formerly flown from Egyptian bases.

The USSR gave maximum support to Damascus during Dr. Kissinger's

attempt to achieve a Syrian-Israeli disengagement. The private diplomacy

of the U.S. Secretary of State was not liked by the Kremlin, who wanted to get

the negotiations back to Geneva as quickly as possible, for there the Soviets

and the Americans have an equal role. At the same time, however, the Soviets

wanted the Syrians to get maximum concessions from the Israelis, and it was

with this end in view that Mr. Gromyko paid several visits to Damascus during

the period of Kissinger's air-shuttle diplomacy. The Soviet aim was to

stiffen Syria, but to stop short of ictually wrecking the talks. As an

exercise in brinkmanship, the Soviets had to tread carefully and at the
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point of maximum israeli conceSsion, the Kremlin was quick to switch tracks

and welcome the agreement. In private, however, Moscow warned President

Assad--aud by extension the Egyptian leader--that now that the talks were

back at Geneva, the Arabs would need the powerful protection of the USSR.

This argument was reinforced by pointing to the lifting of the oil embargo

and by Moscow's hint that now that oil supplies to the United States had

been resumed, Washington would no longer seek to put pressure on Israel

and that the Pentagon would in fact use the interval to rearm the Jewish

state. The latter twist in the argument was designed to stimulate still

further Syrian requests for Soviet arms.

Soviet support for Syria has given the USSR an influential role in

Syrian-Israeli negotiations. The Soviet government has backed Syrian

demands for total Israeli evacuation of occupied territory. Should Moscow

later decide to impede progress at the forthcoming Geneva Conference, the

Russians could press Syria to remain adamant on the territorial question.

The probLenm in Syria is unlike that in Egypt, for President Assad

has not made the same major changes in foreign policy which have been made

by President Sadat. The fact that Israeli troops are closer to Damascus

than they are to Cairo and that the Golan Heights is a much more sensitive

area than Sinai seriously affects the position. Many members of the Syrian

armed forces feel that Egypt deserted them at a crucial hour and they are

therefore keen to resume the fighting. Soviet arms supplies have made

this a realistic option, under the assumption that the Egyptians would be

drawn into the conflict within a few days.

The value of Syria to the USSR is considerable: it provides Moscow

with air and naval facilities for Mediterranean operations and its position

enables the Soviets to bring pressures to bear on Turkey--a major source of

interest to the Kremlin in view of current quarrels between Greece and

Turkey, and of ever greater interest in terms of Soviet plans for the Balkans

after the death of Tito. The Syrian economy does not suffer from the

population pressures which have so bedevilled Egypt, and the existence

of minority groups and rival factions gives the Soviets scope for the sort

of political maneuvers which they appear to prefer. (The dangers of such

maneuvers emerge ouly much later--sometimes, as the Kremlin has discovered,

too late to repair the damage which has been done.)
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The supply ot arlml; t Syria by the USSR has given President Assad the

option of renewing Like conf| ict with Israel. The flow of arms has also

beten dviigned to put pressurc on Cairo to rejoin the Soviet ranks. If

diplomacy i ils to give President Sadat the successes which he needs then

Lhe army in Lgypt will doubtless urge a renewal of the fighting. Before

Lht;iL can occor, however, new arms as well as spare parts for weaponry

previ(o)sly huppiiud will be necessary. The Egyptian President has voiced

iLis displeasure on several occasions at the reluctance of the USSR to supply

aL the arm.s whicl E)'.ypt ihas dkemanded and has stated his desire to acquire

arms Lrom the Unitud States. Domestic constraints may, however, prevent

W.ishingtoii IroWI mcting the Egyptian requests. if this happens, the pressure

onI Sadat to :,eek a reconciliation with Moscow may become very gre'at, and if

these pressures are not heeded then his position would undoubtedly be

LhraLene u. The Kremlin is therefore playing a waiting game, being careful

to extend periodic olive branches to Egypt such as the letter of 25 May

1 74 from Mr. Brezhnev marking the third anniversary of the Egyptian-Soviet

treaty, but at the same Lime causing envy among the military class by

supplying Large quantities of modern arms to Syria, and more recently to

Libya.

Libya, besides being the recipient of Soviet arms, has been critical of

its neighbor to the cast. The Libyan leader Khaddafi stated, in a Beirut

newspaper on 28 April, that iiis country and the USSR had the common aim of

seeking to prevent the reestablishment -f American influence in the Arab

world; this was seen as a critical reference to President Sadat's attempts

to improve hEg.yptian-American relations. The Libyan Premier, Major Jalloud,

while in Moscow on 14 May, spoke of the need to improve Arab-Soviet relations

along the lines set out by President Nasser. This again was an open criticism

of Sadat, and the speech was given wide circulation by Soviet news media

covering the Arab world.

Not all Soviet criticism of Sadat has been performed by proxy. When

the policies of liberalization and so-called "de-Nas.erization" began to

achieve prominence in March and April 1974 and particularly when the scope

of plans [or economic reconstruction using massive American aid became more
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widely known, the Kremlin's aLtacks increased in virulence. The Egyptian

leadership was accused of belittling Nasser's legacy and destroying the

fruits of socialism in Egypt. The attacks were careful not to mention

Sadat by name but their target was obvious. Moscow Radio directed its

Arabic listeners' attention to the unstable situation in Lebanon which, said

the commentator, had "useful lessons" for other Arab countries which were

current.ly endeavoring to open their doors to the West. Another broadcast
said that in present Etuy Egypt "the dogs of the exploiting classes are

barking and howling by tue rubbish dumps for they have sniffea a smell

which revives their hopes."

The USSR continues to maintain tLe tension in Egyptian-Soviet relations

in the hope that Sadat's desire to gain closer friendship with the United

States and Wcstern Europe will be frustrated. The Egyptian President has

indeed endeavored to improve relations between Cairo and Moscow. On 14

April 1974 the Egyptian deputy Prime Minister Abdul Kader Hatem endeavored

to convince the USSR that his country's new direction in economic policy did

noL Involve a rejection oi Soviet friendship. A few days later a Soviet-

Egyptian agreement covering technical and scientific operations was signed.

The Egyptian leader's journey to Rumania and Bulgaria so soon after President

Nixon's Cairo visit nay he seen as further evidence of Egypt's wish not

let the rift in relations with the USSR widen still further. On 23 July

the twenty second anniversary of the Egyptian revolution, Sadat spoke of

his regret at the lukewarm state of relations with the Soviet Union and

expressed the hope that misunderstandings between the two countries would

soon be removed. There are voices already being raised inside Egypt which

doubt the extent to which the United States will be prepared to assist

Cairo in its policies of economic reconstruction and the regaining of Arab

lands. A notable example of this was the last article written by Heykal
I

In Al Abram. This attack, which prompted his dismissal, called attention

to what the author regarded as the essential disparity between long-term

American and Egyptian interests. This was a most serious challenge to

Sadat's public and euphoric friendship with Kissinger and it is one which

continues to find echoes within Egypt.

1 Al Ahram, 1 February 1974
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The tact that sucL views were published by so important a journalist

as ikeykal ist an indication of the difficulties which the United States faces

in reestablishing its influence in the Arab world. Suspicions of Washington's

motives have been foLtered for many years, and the effects of U.S. military

and diplomatic support for Israel cannot be rapidly erased. The Soviet

Union will, of cour e, endeavor to ensure that Washington's task is made

as difficult as possible by reminding the Arabs of previous U.S. support

for Israel uid by slowing down the progress of the Geneva talks. As has

been stressed already, Sadat's position is by no means as secure as some

observers would seem to believe; the momentum of diplomatic success will have

to be maintained it his prestige is to remain high, yet it is difficult to

ste how this can be achieved. On the one hand further successes are necessary,

but on the other baLnd Sadat cannot afford to appear to be pursuing Egyptian

aims to the exclus ion oi Palestinian needs. Any hint of a separate

agreement by Egypt with israel would be equivalent to a political kiss of

death, and unless thc Geneva negotiations satisfy King Faisal, particularly

over the future status of Jerusalem, Egypt's economy would soon be under

pressure since Saudi support would almost certainly be withdrawn. In order

to counter tis latter possibility, Egypt has been seeking economic assis-

tance from all quarters: Western Europe, Japan, Iran and the other Arab

states. Were King Faisal to withdraw his economic support, the smaller oil

producers would almost certainly follow suit, and it is doubtful whether

non-Arab support would be available on a sufficient scale to sustain the

very ambitious plans which Egypt .as now formulated. Were Sadat to fall,

• ;ome of these schemes would, however, survive and here there may be an

opportunity for Wasshington to ensure that its influence outlasts any

changes in regime by granting aid for projects which any future leaders

are likely to preserve.

The continuation of Saudi Arabian support for Egypt is crucial, both

in economic and political terms. But this support restricts Egypt's freedom

of maneuver. On the one side Riyadh has to approve all the steps taken

by Cairo in its dealings with Israel. When Jerusalem is discussed, there

is unlikely to be any reduction in the scope of King Faisal's demands.
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(EVen a change in leadt-rshLl1 ill Saudi Arabia is unlikely to affect this

position materially, because thle aext king will endeavor, at least initially,

to don iaisa1l's mantle and demands for the restoration of tile Muslim holy

places to Arab sov'reLgnty torm an important part of that garment.) On

the other hand Saudi Arabla may well require Egyptian support for a policy

which could put Egypt in an awkward spot. It could happen, for instance,

that Saudi Arabia will wish to see a less radical government installed in,

or less radical policies pursuied by, Syria. If Damascus refused to bow to

Saudi pressure (the Syrian economy being less dependent than the Egyptian

one on grants frow Riyadh), the Saudi leadership would undoubtedly ask

Cairo to back its request for a change, and that would then reveal the true

position of Cairo as a hostage of Saudi Arabia. Failure to assist Riyadh

could result in economic iosses on a great scale, while willingness to

fall in with Saudi designs would render the regime open to propaganda

assault for betraying Egypt's political destiny and failure to support

the Arab radical camp.

Whatever policy the Egyptian regime procceded to follow, its chances of

remaining in power would be greatly curtailed. In Jordan and Kuwait, too,

Saudi Arabia has a close interest in the sort of regime which holds sway,

and Riyadh would at least expect Egyptian quiescence, if not active support,

for any action it decided to take to preserve the sort of government which

it regards as suitable.

Ii. S. Policy

it is hard to know just how the United States should react in such cir-

cumstance!;. it should certainly keep constantly in mind the weakness of

Sadat's position and the dilemmas which he faces. Economic assistance

ior Egypt, and Syria too, is undoubtedly necessary--and on a dramatic

scale. Arms aid would als" help to reassure Sadat of the fact that U.S.

policy really has changed and would allow him to disarm certain of his

critics. Sadat will need to convince his people (and other Arabs who have

been told for so loniof tie treacheries of Uncle Sam) that Washington is now

a true and long-term riend of the Arabs. The U.S. government will need to

tread carkflly if more fuel is not to be added to that fire, and there will

t plenty oL people in Moscow willing and able in the meanwhile to use

beilows on the ilames.
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Whether thl ['ni t d ;tit.; can convinct, the Arabs tihat it ias their

interest S at iiart whi lu )thvrs seek to destroy that image is the key to

thk' problem, for onle Ilmu1t reihleulber that the Soviet Union places a high

priority on the lkiddlL. Last., lhe area adjoins its southern border, contains

lnu home of Lli. religion of the great proportion of its Asiatic subjects,

e0-ms the' oni leVt to the Mediterranean from whence pressure can be exercised

on NA'10's VuLnerahle southern flank, inLits direct access from the Soviet

heartlands to tilt Indian Oct an and Africa, and contains the reserves of oil

trom which the Westi's industries are fed and its armed forces supplied.

fle vaLue of influence in the2 Middle East to the Soviet Union is very great,

'Ind the price that it wilt pa, to maintain it will be equally high. The

Arab-Israeli dispute is not tie reason for Soviet involvement, but an

occasion for it, and the Kremlin will be extremely reluctant to see such

opportunities tor involvement lost. Soviet interests in the Middle East

and those of the Ulnitcd States are not parallel. Hostilities and rivalries

are what the Kremlin seeks, for the possibilities which they provide for the

implementation of fumdamental Soviet aims. Unless this dimension--the Soviet

interest in reducing U.S. infiuence to a minimum--is also kept in mind,

policies pursued by Washington are unlikely to achieve lasting success.

A sta.emate in Geneva could give rise to immediate problems in Egypt.

A renewed situation of "no war no peace" would probably be intolerable,

and Egypt would doubtless then begin the search for new and forceful ways

out of the impasse. This would certainly be the reaction of the military,

some of whom have retained sufficient confidence from October to face the

prospect of renewed hostilities with equanimity--and some perhaps with a

warmer emotion. 'he pressure for renewed hostilities can already be observed

and in Egypt's case bowing to such pressure would involve reversion to a

position of mil itry dependence on the 1jSSR and en end to hopes of friendship

with the United States. It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss

the extent of and linit to possible U.S. pressure on Israel in seeking an

agreement witn thet Arab states, but observers in Cairo, Damascus, and Riyadh

are certainly expectiug cvidenct of such pressure, and of seeing a resultant

change in israel'sA negotiatnlug position.



Witi regard t, Saudi Arabia, the policy requirements for the United

StatLeS Cou Clear, and ja rhclj asi r to implement, than tLIose in regard to

Egypt. Thtc energy needs of the U.S. economy require close cooperation between

WashlilgLon and Rliyadh for at least a decade and probably beyond. Military

and techinicaL assistanc' is required by Saudi Arabia; schemes for social,

economic, and Luctloli development all require external skills, and

here there are great )1portunities for the United States. (With the

opportunitics ther, arc also dangers, ot course; the industrialization of

Saudi Arabia will be very difficult to achieve and the importation of foreign

labor on a massive scale has political implications which cannot be ignored,

particularly Lor a system oC government such as that which now prevails

in Saudi Arabia.) Again the United States should lend all possible assistance

to long-term development plans, and here competition from the USSR need not

be feared. 'llie present ruler, and probably his successors, seem unlikely

to fall prey to Soviet blandishments, and there is a fair degree of parallelism

between U.S. and Saudi objectives in the Middle East. The need to counter

Soviet attempts at subvrsioi is appreciated in Riyadh (but further Saudi

help for the Sultan of Oaina would be appreciated in Muscat). Anything the

United States can do to promote an understanding between Riyadh and Tehran

about the Persian Gulf would also be welcome, but Washington might find that

the Royalist Arab states would hope for some restraint on the Shah's desire

to be the Gulf's policeman and tiis would )robably be difficult for Washington

to achieve. Un its dealings with Saudi Arabia the United States will,

however, have to consider the Egyptian situation and remember that the

desires by some Egyptian politicians to revert to policies which seek the

leadership of the Arab world for Cairo are by no means dead. Egypt's memories

of Nasserist aims cannot be easily expunged, but these aims may well clash

with Saudi Arabia's long-term political ambitions. In the past these have

been lew, but an. increase in wealth and prestige after the October war has

doubtless enhanced the ambitions of possible successors to King Faisal, if not

of the Saudi ruler himself. These ambitions could well take on a Pan-Arab

aspect, but th~s would then raise problems with Egypt, where aspirations to

Arab leaderh-ip may now be dormant but are certainly not moribund. The

political objectives of the current Saudi leader are unclear, but they are
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unlikely to bv very ambiLiotiS tr very sophisticated. Many of the causative

lactors are, however, Itkely Lo change, and Washington might well find in

the luture thLt to give SiliiulLaUeOus support to Riyadh and to Cairo is not

always an easy, or compatible, task.

With regard to Syria, very little can be said. In a country with so

many deep internal divisions and sectarian suspicions, politics is inevitably

obscure and impenetrable. The revolutions of fortune's wheel are un-

predictable in such a cowitry. The current regime is not stable. In

negotiating at Geneva, the Syrians are likely to proceed very cautiously,

for any sign of weakness--or even of flexibility--will doubtless be used

as criticism of the regime for betraying the Arab cause. The hatreds

against Israel which have been so assiduously--and insidiously--fostered

have produced a bitter harvest. The ability of any Arab regime to make

real progress in diplomatic negotiations, a process which demands mutual

cnfidtnce and reciprocal concessions, has been inexorably restricted if not

totally eliminatud by the repeated propagandistic assertions of hate over

the last quarter century. It is difficult to negotiate with people

whose destruction you have constantly predicted without suffering a severe

and paLnful loss ol honor and respect. All Arab regimes are now open to

the charge of betrayal if they cannot produce the political rewards which

are so widely expected. That the basis of those expectations is a largely

mythical interpretation of last October's military events is, in this

respect, a truly academic point. If no political satisfaction is achieved,

regimes will totter, and in Syria and perhaps in Egypt too, they will fall.

Whether a more radical Baathist regime under someone like Jadid will emerge

or whether Saudi pressures will produce an opposite effect cannot be

foretold with any degree of confidence. Whatever happens, the way forward

for U.S. policy in Syria will not be easy. An appreciation of the largely

self-engendered difficulties faced by any Syrian regime may enable Washington

Lo offer a more congenial, and therefore more effective, hand of friendship

to Damascus, but the task will not be easy.
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Finially, wiLh regard to 'gypt, the problems are very complex and the

pitfalls many. Sadat has had to abandon so many of Egypt's former objectives

that his positiOn,, without the momentum of continued success, can only be

regarded as insecure. It is easy for him to issue statements, and even to

pass decrees, which announce the end of Nasserism, but the principles behind

those former bellefs of the need for the modernization and the independence

of E'gypt cannol be rejected without putting his political position in peril.

A iPan-Arah r,volutionary posture can perhaps be abandoned, but a reversion

to a position whereby Egypt appears as the hostage of either Saudi Arabia or

the United States, or for that matter the USSR, is impossible. Of the two

aspirations, modernization probably takes secona place to independence.

[he rebuilding of Egypt',; economy and society is widely desired but if it

had to be at the price of autonomy, the aim would probably be rejected.

The new investitent law in I-gypt has already come under domestic attack for

putting the economy of the country back into the hands of foreigners, and

even In this sphere-, let alone the political and diplomatic one, the United

States aid We-itern Europe will have to proceed with discretion. Support

for President Sadat will have to be given generously but skillfully. His

difficulties in accepting help from the West are many and profound. He has

made a major gamble. If he fails, the West too may share the loss.
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SO)UTHi AS[A: AN ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES AFFECTING
RtECIONAL. AND INTERNATLUNAL SECURITY AND STABILITY



St LIit AS IA: .% .\VA, YSI OF liE L-SES AFFLCTING
RIdA; L NAI. A I {N,'!.WI.',[ANAL SECLI:,I TY AND STABILITY

The designatint i , ,t ,ii 1, A 1'e ion usually is accepted as

embracing India, flakist.i:!, lin,,i.idesh, Sri I.anka, and the Republic of the

Maldives. This .nal ,-i.-,, ,,ever, will locus on the two key powers whose

continuing conflict since 1948 has been tne mainspring of instability in

the SubcontitLnt: Pakits:ut, and India.

Of these two bitter rivals, India has always been the stronger,

militarily and politically. India drew inherent advantage from the fact

that it reached independence after World War 1I as a reasonably established

national entity, and thus was easily accepted as such by the international

community. Pakistan, by contrast, represented an artificial compound of

regions that had been under British colonial sway but could not be inte-

grated into an independent India. Prime Minister Bhutto reminds us that

the letters forming Pakistan derived their meaning from the geographical

makeup of Pakistan as its founders saw it: "P" was for Punjab, "A" for

the Aghan Frontier, "K" for Kashmir, "S" for Sind, and "TAN"
I

for Baluchistan. (it is interesting to note that no letter for Bengal was

provided for in the name.) While Pakistan had to struggle for internal

identity and external acceptance, India after the war could rely on poli-

tical institutions that had already coalesced during the independence

struggle and upon a greater increase of internal cohesion provided primarily

by the dominance ol the Congress Party in the Indian political system.

Liitarily, India has always maintained a quantitative advantage over

Pakistan, ranging anywhere from 2:1 to 4:1. This has been particularly

true, as will be seen below, in the vital arena of airpower. Furthermore,

Pakistan's military disadvantage is just as grievous, if not worse, on

the ground and at sea. The simple manpower statistics bear this out.

Zulfiqjar ALl l Ilutto, "Pakistan Builds Anew," Foreign Affairs, April

1973, ). 54).
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AL the time of partition, 500 million Indians confronted 150 million

Pakistanis. Since the dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971, this ratio has

widened into 000 million Indians versus 76 million Pakistanis.

Despite this blatant inferiority across the military spectrum,

Pakistan was--until 1971--able to deter and resist any efforts on India's

part to decisively defeat it.s rival. Indeed, in the 1965 conflict,

Pakist, actually defeated India in the air, downing 70 Indian aircraft

while losing only 48 of its own airplanes. The Pakistani air force, how-

ever, remained relatively static throughout the six years following that

b.itle, while tLe Indian air force made enormous quantitative and qualita-
I

five strides during tile same period.

By 1971, through a program of modernization and expansion, the Indian

air force ranked as the world's fifth largest, after the United States,
2

the Soviet tuion, Communist China, and France. This explains in good

measure why Pakistan was decisively defeated and dismembered in 1971

by the loss of its east wing, and why India emerged after the two-week

war as tue regionally dominant power by dint of its vastly superior

military posture in all categories of armament. What made the essential

difference in the conflict was tile stark quantitative and qualitative

inferiority of the excellent Pakistani air force, which could not give

adequate cover to tie Pakiaitani ground forces and navy. The numerical air

baliance between India and Pakistan now stands at roughly 3:1, and tne

ludLan superiority in quality of aircraft is overwhelming. Five of Pakis-

tan's eight combat-ready air force squadrons consist of obsolete planes,

lour squadrons of Chinese >IiG-19s, and one squadron of U.S. Sabres. They

have at least two amre squadrons of Sabres, but the Pakistan air force

contends that these are used only for training advanced flying cadets.

Both tie MBo;-19s and the Sabres are obsolete in comparison with, for

example, tli, more than 200 advanced MIG-21s in the Indian inventory of

For an excellent discussion of the change in the relative Indian and

Pakistani air force postures between 1965 and 1971, see Major General Fazal
Nhiqueem Khlan, Pakistan's Crisis in Leadership, pp. 234-246 (National Book
Foundation, Islamabad, Karachi and Lahore, 1973).
2

Ibid.
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865 combat planes. The most modern aircraft possessed by the Pakistanis

are the some 25 "rencli Mirage Vs. ndia's military predominance is

also re-lec ted in the number o military ordnance factories each possesses.

i'akistin has only one, wlereas India has about 30, which produce all kinds

Of weapons, including Ml(; aircraft.
I

Thus Pakistan no long;er can mount anything resembling a remotely

crt-dible det.rrenL to Indian military strength. In the past conflicts,

Iakistan was able to fight long enough to allow the international

diplomatic processs to bring about a cessation of hostilities and a

return to the status quo ante bellum, which, for the most part, was the
2

objectivC of Pakistan strategy. In the event of a new conflict, West

l'ikistan c(ould be overrun So swiftly that such a strategy would be doomed

to failure. The successful explosion of a nuclear device by India now

adds somte poLtential nuclear dimensions to India's established conventional

-;upremacy.

Pakistan's manifest ilitary weakness--which is all the more pronounced

in thI ace of Indian hgemonial ambitions under Prime Minister Indira

r;liidi--his also undermined the gcneral political posture and influence

ot l'akistan. Against the backdrop of expanding Soviet involvement in the

affairs of the Subcontinent, this imbalance not only threatens the

;tability of South Asia but also threatens the security of Iran and hence

the stability of the Persian Gulf as well.

Many permutations of the potential conflict situations could evolve

Irom the current imbalance of political and military strength which

presently favors india so definitively. These potential conflict situa-

tions relate to thE inttial political situation in Pakistan and India,

but are likely to spill over into other states in the area--principally

Iran and Afghanistan, but also possibly Iraq and the entire Persian Gulf.

Anwar Syed, S'aki.tan's ,ecurity Problem: A Bill of Constraints,"

ORBIS, Wintur 1973, p. 852.

Alvin .I. CottrelL, "Political 3alance in the Persian Gulf,"

Strato i c Ri-vi hw, Winter t973, p. 37.
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Kashmir from the beginning ol Ltic partition of the Subcontinent in 1948

has always been a potential source of conflict and will remain so. The

Pakistanis have always pressed for a plebiscite to determine the region's

future based on the assumption that the 3.5 million people of Kashmir,

being largely Muslim, would opt for union with Pakistan. The issue has

flared again as a result of runors that Sheik Mohannad Abdullah has been

discussing the issue with Indian leaders and is prepared to accept

autonomy in return tor not permitting the plebiscite to take place. It

should be recalled that Kashmir is already partitioned--Pakistan holds

one-third of the area and India the remaining two-thirds. There has been

rioting again in Kashmir, and troop movements by Pakistani and Indian forces

were reported during July 1974. Thus Kashmir could once again become the ca4se

of conflict between Pakistan and India and perhaps the cause of fighting

among other powers who would be forced to make decisions regarding inter-

vention on their own (e.g., the United States, Russia, China, and Iran).

In addition to the Kashmir question, provincial conflicts and disputes

in Baluchiatan and the North West Frontier areas of Pakistan could lead to

local or interregional hostilities. One mainspring of potential regional

conflict is the drive for autonomy or perhaps even separation on the part

of the two Pakistani provinces of Baluchistan and the North West Frontier

Province. There is no need here to enter into a lengthy discussion of the

background of these two questions. Suffice it to say that the central

government of Prime Minister Bhutto has not been able to maintain complete

tranquility in either of the two provinces. In the North West Frontier

'rovlnce, tLhe longstanding claim of the Pathans--going back to the original

partition of the Indian Subcontinent by Britain--has been reasserted with

some force since the defeat of Pakistan in the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war.

The leaders of the movement have called for the creation of an integral

Pushtunistan which would enter into some form of union with Afghanistan.

There are approximately 7 million Pathans, almost equally distributed on

opposing sides of the Afghanistan-Pakistan border. Since the overthrow

of the King of Afghanistan in early 1973, the new ruler of Afghanistan,

Prince Sardar Daud, has pressed this issue, which had been kept muted

while the King was in power. Daud enjoys intrinsic support on this issue,
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which strongly irotivates his countrymen. Indeed, nearly all Afghans,

irrespective of their tribal affiliation or political orientation, seem to
1

believe that l'ushtunlstan must one day be part of Afghanistan. They

recall that past Kings of Kabul not only ruled over much of what is now

Pakistan, but actuilly sat oin the throne in Delhi.

The tough and aggressive Sardar Daud will continue to exploit this

emotional issue, it only for purposes of unifying his country around him.

It is a mission to which laud is personally committed--he has often been

called the architect of the Pushtunistan movement--and he could rally a

nearly fanat[cal response.

As has been noted, under the King--primarily as a price for good

relations with Pakistan and Iran--Afghanistan in effect put the Pushtunistan

question on ice. This restraint can now quickly dwindle in the face of

the patent weakness of lakisLan and the temptations that this may present

to an ambitious man like Daud, wno is intent upon shoring up his own

authority in his country and is not as sensitive as the King whom he

deposed to the ramifications for stabiliLy in the larger framework of

the Subcontinent.

Even if Baud himself should fail to take the lead in such a concerted

campaign, it could be pressed by those who supported him in his coup against

the monarchy--that is, the young group of radical Afghan military officers

who undoubtedly pursue tlheir own grand design vis-a-vis a weakened

Pakistan. There is reason to believe that Daud was used in the coup because

of his respected name and his well-known opposition to the King. In the

grand tradition of military-engineered coups, once he has served the

initial purposes of the young officers, they may well remove him. The

young officers behind the coup apparently include a number of men who were

trained in the Soviet Union, who possess Russian weapons, and who might

play the Soviet game when and if the Soviets deem it propitious and prudent.

I Discussion with the Honorable John Steeves, former United States

Ambassador to Afghanistan. For an excellent discussion of Daud's
longstanding interest and motivations on the Pushtunistan issue, see
James W. Spain, The Way of the Pathans (Robert Hale: London, 1962).
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An Indian military detlgation has visited Kabul for the ostensible purpose

of concluding arrangementl lot training Aiglhan officers in Indian military
I

establishments. All of thsCe factors attest to the inflammability of the

Pushtunlstan issue and to the likelihood that it can be pushed any time

Russia, Afghanistan, India or the three in combination may wish.

'fhe Aighans can initiate a conflict, but they cannot impose on Pakistan

a favorable settlement of the Pushitunistan issue by force without outside

help, and thuy are undoubtedly aware of this. Prime Minister Bhutto arti-

culated this forcefully: " Afghanistan on its own does not pose a problem

for us." 2  Bhutto, however, went on to acknowledge that Pakistan would be

in deep trouble if Afghanistan received "military support and assistance

from external forces." 3 He voiced the fear that such external aid was

precisely the subject of a variety of clandestine dealings. He said there

have been "ominous developments--military missions coming, going, all sorts

of discussions taking place, agreements in depth, secret agreements,

agreements to give arms, agreements to train personnel. All these things

do not happen for nothing."

If the North West Frontier problem were not enough, Pakistan faces a

possibly more serious threat in its Baluchistan Province, which is bordered

by Iran on the west, Afghanistan on the north, and the Arabian Sea on the

;oitth. The province is sparsely populated: it comprises 40 percent of the

territory of Pakistan and has only 2.5 million inhabitants. Baluchistan

shares a 500-mile border with Iran, ano approximately 1 million Baluchis

inhabit the Iranian side of the frontier. The Baluchis living in Pakistan

are demanding more autonomy from the central government. Yet Bhutto's

power base is in the Punjab. There are no Baluchi members of Bhutto's

Monig Times, Karachi, 3 May 1974.

!Morning Times, Karachi, 29 April 1974.

Ibid.
4

Ibid.
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Pakistan PeoI IL.S Party rtprvesented in parliament. Rather than yield to

1 aluchistant demands Ior autonomy, Bhutto has followed an opposite course;

namely, to bring the tri-bal rulers more under the central authority.

Th. tribal leaders hav- lought to retain their old power bases, and therein

lies much of the source of unrest and rebellion which has openly flared in

Baluchistan. The 1OvemeIts in both Baluchistan and the North West

Frontier Province have been emboldened by Pakistan's ostensible political

.Ld miliLary weakness in the wake of defeat and dismemberment in the 1971

war with India. Thus Pakistan's great military inferiority has had the

effect of encouraging internal elements with longstanding grievances to

surface in the hope that Pakistan's weakness might make it easier for

external forces--principally India and the Soviet Union--to involve them-

selves more intensely in these problems.

The Baluchistan issue seems to be the more serious at the moment. Des-

pite Paki.stani claims that the problem is under control, outside observers

reported in November 1973 thaL long stretches of the road leading from the

provincial capital of Quetta to Karachi could be traveled only by military

convoys, and that even railway traffic in certain parts of the province

had to be guarded by armed detachments.I

The dispute is also more serious because it vitally involves Iran.

Iran very much fears that an insurgency in Baluchistan Province of Pakistan

would attract the Baluchis on its side of the frontier. In short, Iran

lears that India, possibly in concert with Iraq and Russia, may attempt to

inspire dissension in Baluchistan which would lead to dismemberment of

the laluchi state within Pakistan and remove a buffer area on Iran's east

border. This in turn could become a base for infiltration and insurgency
2

among the Iranian Baluchi tribe. Although it has not been publicly

Peter Hless, "Trouble in Baluchistan," Swiss Review of World Affairs,
November 1973, p. 7.

Dale P. rahtinen, "Arms in the Persian Gulf," Foreign Affairs Studies
(Amuri( ,n Enterprise Institute: Washington, D.C., 1974)
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at1knowledged, S.VLw ral Iranian helicopters with advisors have already

landed in Pakistani Blaluchistan in an effort to counter the insurgency.

lie Shah's fears are undrstandable. Already deeply involved in the

Persian ul I region via his relatively large intervention in Oman against

the Front for the Liberation of the Arab Gulf (PFLOAG), the Shah relishes

neither a "second front" in Baluchistan nor difficulties with Pakistan.

It is important in tris context to understand the vital role Pakistan

plays in Iranian straLegy. A fundamental tenet of Iranian security policy

concerns the territorial integrity of Iran's Moslem but non-Arab neighbors

on its eastern and western borders--i.e., Turkey and Pakistan. Iran needs a

friendly Pakistan as a buffer against the extension of hostile power adjacent

to Iran's borders. While the focus of the Shah's apprehensions is on the

aluchi issue because of the. volatile potential immediately adjacent

to Iran's border, in a larger sense he cannot accept any intervention in

Pakistan by external powers. Thus his fears extend to any conflict--even

one sparked in the North West Frontier Province--that could escalate to

lull-scale military action leading to the takeover of Pakistan. An

uprising in Pakistan which triggered Indian intervention could lead inex-

orably to a major contlict between Iran and India.

Iranian-Indian relations are reasonably good at the present time, as

reflected in the fact that Prime Minister Indira Ghandi has become the

first Indian Prime Minister in fifteen years to visit the Shah. This

warming of relations, however, is due in no small masure to the chronic

deficiencies of India's economy. India imports today about three-fourths

of its total purchases of 120 million barrels of oil from Iran, and India

needs this oil at reasonable prices. Thus the Shah, by threatening either

to withhold oil or to keep the price high, has some leverage over India.

This leverage undoubtedly accounts for the Indian government's silence

regarding the flights of Iranian helicopters to Baluchistan--notwithstanding

the fact that India is well aware of Iran's military activity in support

of Pakistan's counterinsurgency efforts in Baluchistan.
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India's Lhw nuclear L tLr is not likely to have an immediate impact

on Indian-Lirnian relations. Clearly, however, the Shah is not likely to

:;it back whi l india adds auc lear power to the drive to extend its

inflaenCO fi-om tnt, Subcontinent to Pakistan and beyond to the Persian

;uLf. It its in this context--as well as against the background of the U.S.-

lEgyptian tuciear as.-istancek1 agreement--that Iran'a nuclear development

plan-s muiLt be viewed. It has already become known that the French govern-

mLnt will supply Irain witi live nuclear powerplants, and that the United

States will supply two nuclear reactors. Although the Shah has continued

to emphasize the peacelui nature of Iranian nuclear ambitions, it should

be remembered that the Indians stressed a iimilar theme even after they

exploded their first nuclear device. An interesting aspect in this

cofleChion i s that P',nds.;kii, by dint of its own peaceful nuclear develop-
1

mient, conccivably would be in a position to provide plutonium to Iran.

fhie Shah also continucs to be concerned about India's close ties with

tile Soviet Union, which parallel Moscow's bonds with Iraq, and the Iranian

ruler has been disturbed by Indian efforts to advance military assistance

to h;ell states. lie ias persuaded the Sultan of Oman to remove a swall

unit ot Indian naval officers who had been assigned to the Sultanate to

assist in tne development of the small Oman navy aad to have them replaced

by Pakisn.mis.

Giveon Lh Shah', rc-icial interests and security imperatives, he has

n1,t bcet similarly apprehensive ol Pakistan's military assistance to both

rov.] ind nonroyal Arab states--assistance which has been particularly

estensive in air training missions. Pakistan has been aiding the air

forces of r;iq, Kuwait, Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi,

and Libya. There is no question that the Shah does not look kindly upon

Pakistan is considered one of the states which could immediately become

a nuclear power by the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency provided
it will pay tite price. The Shah has the money. New York Times, 5 July
1974.
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t. I JLp11 Io fvol I utiolidrV i ,iiSpr iculari y to Iraq, which has been

yel VLA -iupport ink,, al i nducuen C laluchistati state through propaganda

iiii Ii avhdand b V d i F L rLl ss 551 stan(i eo toe baluciil insurgents in

I rani l'aP i~ L,I,!". lie Lat expressed his irritation on this score. 1Yet

ILho Slial is- ily. aware o1 Pab istai' s motives inl these assistance programs--

ilhk'~m -i ut NA iS Whfiil im lidlhUtto 'S host 114 of the Islamic Conference

ill [ahioiu o'i 22 Fchri ary 1974,_ at which all >1'oslen couintries were repre-

Sent eu and durinig whiich IBnurI to recognized Banglzi desh.

Thc1 C011,fcrk'lcV wa1.1 hi;Ilin Successful from- the staindpoint of Prime

'ioitcr Mhuto', image and for Fakistan's relations with the Moslem-

1'raih wolrld. Ever since thir defeat and dismreeient , the Pakistanis have

;ugLt o ASSOCiate mo~re closely with the Arab states--and indeed with

ill Moslem states. Given their military weakness, they are seeking to reduce

heir- vtiino rabi it V by strengtheniing diplomatic links--and thus their

political crudibility--with a ,,rouping of states that might be in a posi-

Lion to he [p thent il thie event. of future attack by India. In this quest,

they have conceatirated also on oil-rich countries because they believe

this will1 because of their st rategic location, give them a more favored

position with ckouitr~es of the area as well as with countries dependent on

the oil, i.e. , the Ifniited StateCs and Western Europe.

This raises the subject o1 l'akistani expectations vis-a-vis the United

states. Naturally the hope' lingers in Rawalpindi that the United States

will provide Pakistan with modern weaponry to help redress the stark military

imbalance that now favors India. Toward that end, the Pakistanis continue

to try to caLer to American security predilections. In this respect, they

lhavt recognized the new stensitivities in the United States and Western

Europe regarding access to Middle East oil, and they have tried to emphasize

the roLe th-at Pakistani could play in helping to protect the oil routes to

the Persian gulf. There is litle illu.;lon inl Rawalpindi, however, about

any major steps to equalize the b~alance of military power between Pakistan

1. This poAnt hasy emerg;.E troT-n private discussions with Pakistani officials.

2Foreign Report :-,, Thec Economist (London) , Ill February 1974.



and India , 'vCon Lite Widesprr)ICid Support that India Cont inues to enjoy in

the United S totes. SoHIe hoie ii-s grown ini Paki:;tan that India's detonation

ol a nu~Ci ear dev 1cc ;11L1li t dapt-n Lte p in- I d ia sient iment in the United

S taleS and p rOy idC Lhu liiii ed S;tates with an aidequate ratilonale for sup-

plying, 11101re phi ;iCAt ed wk'apo(nrv, especiaLly aircraft, to Pakistan. This

tot iv,, was. ip iicit in t~i Pe1alst-ani government 's Aide Meroire 1which

ex:presseid gi aVe Con1cern over Lte Indian nuclear explosion and stated that

11nh Government ol Pakistan wi LI resist pressures to foilow in the footsteps

(-1 India." Thle Pai~stLai - would be able to build a nuclear weapons capa-

hility, but the costC Would he' enormous. It is clear that they much prefer

to rely on a :substant11ial qJuantitative and qualitative improvement in their

conventional military caLpablifties. The motive was evinced also by Prime

Minister Bhiutto in ac int~ervIew in PakIstan in Fbur 93i hc

lhe disparage d the extent to which Communist China, Iespite its generous

assistan1ce, coldJ nip~l Pakistan in thle event of a new contingency and

emphasized that "thire isl Only oneC country that can really hel? us ade-

quately, and that is the United States." Such hopes notwithstanding,

however, Pakistan knows that it cannot realistically count upon a sub-

stantial U.S. shift of policy in Pakistan's favor in thu immediate

future.

PakIstan's priorities therefore are directed at strengthening its

regional ties. By flying Lor Arab countries, P'akistan wishes to cement

relations with the Aral) world. Thore is the direct hope that in return for

such assistance, Arab recipients--particularly Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi,

where Pakistani air training missions are engaged--will. transfer w~dern

jet aircraft to Pakistan in the event of a future2 onflict with India

(as the Shah did in 1965, when he loanied 50 aircraft to Pakistan). The

Pakistanis, hiowe~ver, would prefer Lte U.S. F-4 to the French Mirage, 2

which they will fly for Abu Dhiab i. (Abu Dhabi Iwili receive about 32

Mirage li ghters I ron Fraince. '

PakistLan Embassy, Wash Ington, 1b.C. , 17 J une 19 74.

'3 Dana Adams Schmidt, "New Indian Worry--Pakistan Pilots," Christian

ScienceM1onitor, 5 February 1974.



'ik ii.j>t in t-ck isvci I l L L IL I i.cni ci oil 1,, ir tile services of its pilots

i thv Arab cmnu iC ii, 101 Womcc tLhn,- 1ly. Tile pilots are regular Pakistani

I 10lCk pI vi S 11nd wli ali Jis tani air force nif ormcs. According to

Pikij L ini :0 iUC:, Lcu V the etote~ (in dt r a rranpe,__MCti t.; similar Lo those that

8ouvo rn Lhii :,LColcunduCcelt of r i ti, h mil iLary pc rsonne 1 in Omnan , Dubai,

.11d othier Gulf ii ni L afcs. As has been stressed, Pakistan's principal

inc ecot. ill tICe' i~ac programs is tie political one of drawing impor-

tint par*i of tile Aral) world ctoser to Pakistan' s cause (and in the

curesL:; al su i-edut iii g lild i a' iluenCe in thle Middle East). A secondary

hIWIICI itOf t0 asiv ac arrangements is that they give Pakistani pilots

humnd I -nekC de .1 11minli cmgiit tine v ies t mode ra a irc raft not in their own

A,; 1)(-n hen otd, thme Shah of Iran looks upon these Pakistani acti-

vces em im isgvcch if lso With utnderstanding. Yet clearly thle wide-

pc-cad 1',kistan mil iLacy trainin-, program inl the Arab countries poses

somw potentially serioms implications fur Pakistani-Iranian relations,

LIespitec the-ir tcurrecct cordiality and need for close political and military

col alhor:it ionl. IL is posbe-nieyas it now seems--that Pakistani

pilots may yet Find thtniselve2s flying in combat missions for countries

that arc antagoistic to [rani, and that certain scenarios of conflict could

L eerge inl wih th11Le two Count rieS night be caught onl opposing sides.

This COULd LcvctUatC, for example, if somie current traditional rulers,

suchl an; Lilt Sheikh of Abu DIjabi or even Saudi Arabia, should change from

roy.i ruile tO 1 iMure socjali~iL Arab-type rule such as is found in Iraq,

Sylria, S0110h YLeen, etc. The current community of interests between Pakis-

tanl and I ran :seewcs to precluode s uch a contingency, but such is not beyond

hi realm ccc Lice possibIl

i'rivate di:;ccssion with tihe then-president and now Prime Minister
ilhutto and top-ranking po lit lea I and military leaders in Pakistan

.' durinig 1dCbruiary I 97.

hiscicusions wi im1 Paiki tAn11 1tmhassy at taches in Washington.
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Much oI t he oLLtLiLi daa1g r in South Asia stens from the internal

weaknesses oi hoteo PakisLan aud India. Pakistan's weakness invites internal

unrest, which in turn beckons to outside intervention. The danger is

compouided in tn is rt-spt by the combination of India's preponderant

military str(-ngth vii-i-vis Pakistan and its abiding internal troubles,

partit'uLarly economic onus. listory abounds with examples of rulers and

,ovrnimvints opting for external adventurism or confrontation with neighbors

In order to deilect the attention of their citizens from internal woes

and to iLte tihir otherwist squabbling populations. The great outburst

of doft1t;1eLi idul.tIL[oli for Indira Chandi following India's victory over

I'akistan has becn diSsip)mrcd by the rapid deterioration of its economy

with littL2 rciicf in sig',ht.

Thus it is quite plausiblu to envisage a scenario in which India would

intervwne in Paki:itani problems, particularly in the North West area if

Afghanistan chooses to push the Pushtunistan claim. This intervention

could even take th form, in the event of a large-scale rising in the

North West Frotier Province, of a mobilization of Indian forces near the

Pakistani border at or near Lahore. Such a mobilization would force

Pakistan to mass its forces to guard against tihis threat, enabling the

uprising in the Norti West Frontier Province to proceed against the weakened

national garrisons. Should india tUen choose to follow up its threat with

a thrust into the Punjab through Lahore, Pakistan's second largest city,

Pakistan would be virtually wiped out as a national entity. Under those

circumstances the Shah c uld not be expected to sit idly by: Iran would

almosjt certainly move to cootroat India from Baluchistan and with airborne

forces. Thus an escalat ing and spreading conflict would be set in motion--

and one that could easily lead to superpower involvement. Prime Minister

Bhutto has invoked precisvly this danger in his warnings against India's

hegemonial ambitions and his pleadings for a redressing of the balance on

the Subcontinent: "Pakistan will never accept the concept of Indian

hegemony on the Subcontinent, but it is also equally against India's own

real interests. Since her economy cannot sustain the role of dominant

power, she would have to depend to a large extent on outside assistance,

and her preeminence would be virtually that of whatever superpower she
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chose to alIly Ie rs eIf wit Ii at a gi Veil t im.. It is therefore in the interest

ol tilt g lob I powe rs ;,; ilich aIs of Licc i(,ghborinyg countries to see that

a just a lance  i; e!;tatl IisIied in the SubconLincnt. .l

It bears inentil.il.ni Li.lt 'lakistani views ,sl a potential Iranian inter-

vention in behalf of 'akistL.d are not unqualified. While Pakistan welcomes

Iranian military support for PakisLan, many Pakistanis are understandably

conceried ,boUt hiLlging their territorial integrity to another country,

no matter how closely the ilntrests of that country may correlate with

their own. There is also the concern, albeit muted, that if Iran inter-

venes it might choose to exercise dominant influence in that country.

While Pakistan would undoubtedly prefer Iranian hegemony to conquest by

India, it does not look with relish to either eventuality.

1i India goes on to deploy a nuclear weapons capability, as seems

IiKeiy, Pakistan's apprehensions of Indian military pressures and inter-
2

vcntions would be immeasurably heightened, in the event of a contingency

along the lines that have been described, a major question would concern

the likely actions by the Soviet Union aad China. Pakistani officials

today are not sure what China would do. Some point to China's failure to

aid in the c:ase of Bangladesh, but they acknowledge that this was a

different and somewhat awkward scenario for the Chinese to the extent that

the Bangladesh rebellion had at least the trappings of the kind of

"national liberation war" Lhat Chinese policy and ideology are pledged to

support. Therefore, there is some feeling that the Chinese would not sit

quietly by in the case of an imninent defeat of West Pakistan, and might

at. least stage diversionary attacks against India in the east. These

issues were reportedly discussed during Prime Minister Bhutto's May 1974

visit to China.

All Bhutto, op. cit., p. 547.

PakisLan's; Minister of Foreign Affairs has stated that India has
enough plutonium to niaKe 17 nuclear bombs, and Canada agrees with
these estimates. Wsiaii itorn Post, 25 June 1974.
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The Sovits Lor thir part might desist from involvement in a major

conflict in South sia i f t1he hnited States chose to commit itself in some

form, i.e. , even a large-scale carrier force in the area, as was the case
I

in 1971. PiL-king in any event is very concerned over the close relation-

ship between India and Russia, especially the 20-year treaty for defense

and cooperation signed by the two countries in 1971. The Chinese are

watching closely other Soviet activities in the Subcontinent, including

toe pro-Soviet coup which took place in Afghanistan during the spring of

1973 and the possibility thiat the Soviets are quietly supporting the

Pathans in the North Wst Frontier Province and the Baluchis in Baluchis-

tan--il not directly, then at least through the Iraqis, with whom they

also are linked by a 15-year treaty involving mutual defense obligations.

The success of these efforts would bring the Soviets to the Indian

Ocean by land, and Pakistan stands athwart the principal route. Thus

the Chinese undoubtedly see the potential danger of being outflanked in
2

the Subcontinent. Sensitivity to this danger could make West Pakistan

far more vital to them--politically and militarily--and hence make them

more ready to intervene directly in Pakistan's behalf. Yet the question

remains of how strong an intervention they would be prepared to mount--

even in the form of a diversionary attack against India--knowing that the

Soviets could deploy 40 divisions against them.

The profound clanges in the Subcontinent that have been described above

lorm the background against which the Indian Ocean has assumed vastly

increasing importance to both Pakistan and India. Until the 1971 war,

both India and Pakistan gave at best limited attention to the Indian

Ocean. For Pakistan the main concern was to maintain the security of the

sea routes between the western and eastern parts of the country.

Sultan Almad, "Bhutto's Visit to China and the Future of the
Subcontinent," Morning News (Karachi), 10 May 1974.

2 Tad Szulc, "'fhe Chou Fn-lai Analysis," Washington Post, 12 June 1974.
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fadia's securiity concerns were overland: China to the north and Pakistan

to the west alnd east. Both Countries were preoccupied with internal

problems. with their immediate confrontation in the Subcontlnant, and

only lastly with Lite Fhidian Oceani.

Vollowing the British departure and the crushing defeat and dismem-

bermcL'n of Pakistan in 1971, however, both countries began to pay more

attention to the waters frontiag them. India, buoyed by victory and

confident of its regional power, began to look to the Ocean as a natural

aad proper area of its domainl. Defeated Pakistan, recognizing that its

future survival would hinge more than ever before upon external help,

6egan to See Lite ocean as Lte major source of access for such assistance

anld as the power-political arena for the two superpowers.

Norman 1). Palmer, "South Asia and the Indian Ocean," in Alvin J.
Cottreli and R.M. Burrell, The Indian Ocean: Its Political, Economic
and Mlitary importance, p. 240 (Praeger Publishers: New York, 1973).
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PrivattILy Pakistani officials favor a navai presence by tile United

States ill the Indian Ocean even though publicly Pakistan has taken a

position in favor of neutralism for the area as far as tile superpowers

are' concernetd. (Ancern has been expressed about the Soviet naval presence

And about the fear that the funds for further development of the U.S.

naval base at Diego Garcia would not be appropriated. Indications of approval

ot millitary preserlce have been made not only by Pakistan but also by Iran

and the Sheikhs of forrier Trucial Sheikhdoms of the Southern Gulf and of

Bahrain and Qatar.

When it is inferred that the Indian Ocean states fear a naval race,

It should be added that neither do they wish one superpower to establish
naval supremacy. This is particularly true of Pakistan. Of tie key

states of the region of concern to Soviet and U.S. interests, only India

is opposed to the U.S. presence. The Indians have been lobbying against

Oiego Garcia for a long time and yet, as has already been pointed out,

India never appears threatened or concerned over tile Soviet naval

presence. They obviously see the Soviets as a protector against China.

Interestingly enough, China appears to wish for a continued U.S. presence

rather than disengagement in the entire area East of Suez.

It is also worth noting that India has repeatedly denied that it

has granted naval bases to the Soviet Union. This may be technically true,

bit. it has permitted several Soviet naval visits per year, and Soviet

ships may have used replenishment capabilities at the Indian naval base

of Vlaskhapatnan on the Bay of Bengal which the Soviets helped develop

for Indian use. Soviet ships may also have used a restricted area

on [ndia's southwest coast. Pakistan has permitted both Soviet and

U.S. naval visits. U.S. combatant vessels have not visited an Indian

port In several years.
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OP'J' )NS FOR U.S. POLICY IN SOUTH ASIA

I. fhe United States could continue to pursue its present policy which

has tried to steer a middle course between India and Pakistan--trying not

Lo take sides--but which, in spite of it or because of it, has led to two

wars (1965 and 1971) and which has pleased neither India nor Pakistan.

Given this option, the United States would seem to be flirting with the

possibility of another conflict which again would require us to choose

sides with all the controversy which has been involvea in the previous

two military engagements.

. The United States could choose to support Pakistan since it is a

Muslim nation, is strategically located on the Arabian Sea at the entrance

to the strategic Gulf of Oman and the vital routes to the oil-rich Persian

Gulf, and has a cl)ser association with the Arab-Muslim world than does

India. This option would antagonize the very strong pro-India sentiment

which pervades academic and official America. This option, because it would

tend to write off India, would appear to be unacceptable--whatever its

results--given the practical politics of the United States.

i. The Indian Subcontinent and especially the balance of military power

between P'akistan and India has been so drastically altered since the conflict

of 1971 over East Pakistan that It could be argued that the most stable

balance of power would consist of permitting India to continue to outdistance

Pakistan militarily to the point where India's military predominance would

become so great that this balance would be a balance based upon a clear

Indian military hegemony. This option is as unfeasible as the previous

one because it would be unacceptable to Iran which is the protector of

/ i Pakistan and which would never accept the view that it must always fear/
an indian attack on West Pakistan supported by the Soviet Union which would

eliminate Pakistri.n as a buffer state between India and Iran.
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4. anotlrer option would be, since Pakistan has renounced for tile time being

Its intentiOn to develop a nuclear capability, that tile United States could

bild up Pakistan's conventional military forces to a point where Pakistan

c(itld either deter an Indian attack or defend itself against such an attack

long enough to provide international diplomatic intervention which would

l)rlng about a cessation of hostilities and restore the situation to the status

quo ante bellum. This has been Pakistan's policy and strategy in previous

conflicts and, despite many difficulties with this policy in terms of its

ambiguity and unacceptability to both sides, it nevertheless has prevented

widespread uncontrolled conflict--a conflict which could now spread to

Iran with all the implications such a development would have for U.S. policy

toward the oil-rich Persian Gulf.

It should be remembered here that, prior to the current dismemberment

o Pakistan in 1971, there never was a serious danger that a war between

India and Pakistan would spread beyond the confines of the Subcontinent

and involve other countries such as Iran and, given Iran's great importance

in tihe Persian Gulf, to that region as well. This policy would seem to be

the most prudent one since it would be consistent with U.S. past policy in

the Subcontinent of maintaining some semblance of a military balance between

Pakistan and India. This policy would appear to be all the more justified

now since India has exploded a nuclear device, which clearly gives it the

option of developing a nuclear weapons capability. The United States could

clearly argue that India should not fear a restoration of Pakistan's

military capability to a level enabling Pakistan either to deter or prevent

an almost automatic extinction of their national territory by India.

After all, Pakistan does not base its relations with Russia on the

[act thet Russia is heavily arming India, and there is no reason why India

should base its relations on U.S. provision of arms to Pakistan. There can

be no doubt that the Indians would object, but they would be most

unlikely to change their relations with the United States to an orientation

much different than now prevails. This would be the most logical and

sensible policy for the United States in this area since the great weakness

of Pakistan militarily is creating a serious military and political
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Contingency for the United States in the entire area from the tip of the

Arabian peninsula to the Subcontinent. Added to, and in support of, this

option should be the establishment of a permanent, but flexible in terms

ol size, U.S. naval presence in the northwestern Indian Ocean to provide

the necessary psychological foundation for those countries such as Pakistan,

Iran, and the traditional rulers of the Persian Gulf-Arabian Peninsula area.

rhtv,4e states fear the Russian naval presence and wish to see a countervailing

lorce in the form of an American naval presence to offset it and thus to

inhibit its political influence on revolutionary states and forces (e.g.

PFLOA;, Iraq, the Palestinians, etc.) which seek to bring an end to txadi-

tional forms of rule in tile entire area. Pakistan is not traditionally

ruled, but its defense is presently linked to royal-ruled Iran and it is

very much concerned about Soviet inroads into the Subcontinent and about

Soviet naval presence in the Indian Ocean. This is why Pakistan privately

is hoping that tile U.S. Congress will provide the necessary funds for the

lurtl er development of Diego Garcia.
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W-'Sl ERN 211 ROP:, TIllE MlD)1)1 I, EAST, AND TRANSATIANTIC RI:LA'l IONS

Summary

It Is no ex:tg'%ration to state that the conjunction of the Middle

1.. r and oil crises in the fall of 1973 produced a series of interconnected

results which had a profound and still not fully measurable effect on the

international system. [n the specific context of transatlantic relations

it introduced a new dimension by emphasizing America's power and exposing

Europe's (and Japan's) vulnerability. It promoted the disintegration

raither than the integration of the European Economic Community (EEC); it

increased Eastern Europe's dependence on the Soviet Union and Western

Europe's on the oil producers; it improved the American position both in

the Middle East and towards Western Europe by broadening its political-

strategic base in the former and strengthening its economic-monetary

po.,Ition toward the latter.

TL'he Indic loser of all this (leaving the developing countries aside)

is lurope in general, and the EEC in particular. The douhle crisis laid

open its politial weakness and its geopolitical limitations as an actor

on the international scene.

The events in the Middle East brought to the fore the various histori-

Cal, structural, and conceptual differences among the policies and outlooks

of the European countries. There are at least four major differences. In

the first place, the Latin countries (France, Italy, and Spain) have a

pronounced Mediterranean orientation whereas Anglo-Saxon Northwestern

,urope is oriented toward the Atlantic. Secondly, the Latin countries are,

on the whole, more dependent on external energy sources than their Northern

Ve Ighbors. The third difference is at least partly a function of the

preceding two. It relates to the varying degree of concern about the

security of energy supplies and the policies towards the producing countries

which follow from it. Finally, Europeans have a different perception of

the nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict than Americans. Europeans on the
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whole do not see the conlIIct as an tox ension of the East-West confronta-

I ion or as part ot the "Cold War", as is often depicted as the U.S. point

ot vlew. Thcy consider it much more as a conflict sui generis, which con-

sequentlv cills for different policies towards the parties involved.

Such different concepts and outlooks were bound to clash when, in

(ctobet 1973, the risk of a dangerous confrontation with the Soviet Union

coincided with the Arab oil embargo. In the first instance, the Europeans

I, It painfully dep-ndent on the United States, which seemed to by-pass

them in its response to the confrontation; in the second instance, they

olind themselves allost totally dcprndent on the Arabs. European irrita-

tion was to grow still further when the United States came out of the con-

flict as the winner on both scores: with an extraordinary and unexpected

reentry to the Arab world and with better long-term prospects for its

conomy an(d currency. Doubts were raised in the minds of many Europeans

(and Iapanese) whether Washington had not been somehow instrumental in

unleashing or toleratin'., the crisis. However untrue, such suspicions are

,yiptomat ic, inasmuch as they show that henceforth European and American

politick in the Middle East will be, more than before, a part of trans-

atlantic relat icns: the gains or losses in the former are likely to have

repercuissions on tlI latte r.

The pol ic ies Ot the principal European countries towards the Middle

East refle(ct their attitudes on several important issues: first, their

e,,neral interest in the Mediterranean-Middle East area; second, their

dependence on Middle East oil and their views of how to overcome or reduce

it; and third, their future politico-economic relationship with the United

States and the content of a "European identity" as distinct from, or a

precondition of, a reformulated "Atlantic partnership".

All these differences explain the ,,-eat difficulties the countries

of the EEC had, and still have, in a 'reeing on a common policy towards the

Middle East which does not anta,,onie The producing countries or unduly

challenge the United State,.s, which takes into due account the varying

secrity requ irements of ea.ch member country, and which contributes to

the reduction of the structural differences which still exist among them.

Their pol icies, however, followed national and not European interests and
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WC I-e I iL'ere t I til Lii C I~III I d i t i i l 1'. 1ie 1-o) itiiclab le. fius Fr ance

111d (;-rii.i1itre on th Ii.itd ior toier FEuropean cooperation but disag ree

,-Iwhether it Iloil hIc Ik i leVted w i Lii, or independenrt from, the United

U at [lire tid Kri Itain ;Loppcd Lip their arnis sales to the Middle Fast

witII tout itilh ciiel- about What. 01fecLt this would have on their own part-

ecra, and 01n the re e ivinI, c-utties; together with Italy they let their

I I. -of-. V. n sdel icit grow t tmanageabl1e propor tions wh ile at the

111Lil I line t;tiiaV' r:tde ,,irpi us continued to an exri&nt which further

iii reaised t he( monetaryv d ist.-n i I ibrium air onTg thr Nine.

In) spiito ol 1.1 miiful- dea with the oil-producing' Count ries .7ru

siII rtrnmiin voil nra 1)1 L, W it h1 rego rd t6 both its energy supply and t ht

V.0nt StuMns of Arabk inlvestmnt (aitlwhich are bound to invade its markets.

III It tonipt irg to be-come less vulinerableo through the sales of arms, nuclear

r(e.IC torS ( theI examnile of t he United States and France -ould well be fol-

lowed lItv ofther countries) , and industrial tech'aology, Europe could become

mre vuiiiiirah le in other re-spects.

Neither the strength of its internal organization nor its greater

lI i t ia!i cubets ion will remTove the basic dependence of Western Europe on

Middle Easterni oil or on American strategic protection. Europeans have

comic Li real iXc th;it f-or the foreseeable future this double vulnerability

W i I t IvIY witIh I them. I t W i IIconIsiderably limit their freedom of action

with rga,;ril Li) the Middle East and, even more importantly, with regard

Iill I'li ted Staiten. thiey are therefore doubly sensitive vis-a-vis their

Amekr ic:in a I I because of its neglect of consultation during the October

PON1 cri!nis, becauitse of ai lingering, uneasiness about superpower collusion

hnriiei lte Iv a fterwards, and because of their fear that the United States

iiinhit use ( i s improved poisition for pressing its allies into stricter

a 1I"i guelit WithI its iown foreign aind energy policies.

Cjyon this vulnerability and its continuing structural differences,

Ftirgipe has I ite other choice than to pursue a policy in the Mediterranean

and Middle Fast that is essentially trade oriented and based on a series

of new or renegotiatied treaties of association. Such a Mediterranean policy

couilid, howe-ver, t urther the trend towards a "regional ization" of world

t ri(li,. Europe Tnight he intcreasingly inclined to consider the Mediterranean
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A s it L''d OM I iIIL' I- Vk' i t it ta iI it o :i ,ttt wit h the UnitLed St at es about

.)(1 om(rn aipproach tow:rds the Midd(1k V Vist . It is in this economic field

rmre than in :iny othcr that Fr jet ion.- could arise between Europe and

America, wit h growing ilot e rdepe)(ndence the con flicts are bound to spill ove~

Into (it her f iV Ids.

At presC1nt it seemsI that ai consensuis is emerging among the principal

Ftiropeain eontr Io.u (ted h v France e and Ge rmany ) with regard to the basic

-rir .0 prioritit-5 ot their Foturc piol icy: thev first priority is a

st rongt hen tog of the EEC; the second, the improvement of transatlantic

relIat ion-,; atnd the t hi rd, the 'dialogue'' with the producing countries.

''Ostpo Ii ti k' Living, lo(st momentum and aceeptabi I i ty . This sequence is

interestinog hecaust, it- reverses the order of priorities which many Euro-

1-urn cmint ric:; hive boen folIlowing uint it recenotly and which had disast rouis

rcsil ts for European cooperation and Atlantic relations. Whether this

order ean he adhered to depends also on Washington's will ingness to accept

gr-eater European independence and to give priority to Alliance cooperation,

however laborious, over its relations with the Soviet Union and its speci-

i ic interests in thc Middle Fast.
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I' ITI.)! , ii)I . I:AS I, AND TRANSA I'IANTI(: RI . Al, O ';

A . A New Diiinsion in Lure-American Relations

It is 1iO P o,,',(rlt ion to state that the conjunction of the Middle East

and oil crises in the fa1il of 1973 produced a series of interconnected

resul ts which had ,i profound and still not fully measurable effect on the

international system. In the specific context of transatlantic relations

it introd(uc.d a new dimension by emphasizing America's power and exposing

Europe's (and Japan's) vilnerability. It promoted the disintegration

rather than the integration of the European Economic Community (EEC);

it increased Eastern Europe's dependence on the Soviet Union and Western

Europe'r; dependence on the oil producers; it improved the American

position both in the Middle East and towards Western Europe by broadening

its political-strategic base in the former and strengthening its economic-

monetary position towards the latter.

The main loser is undoubtedly Europe in general, and the EEC in

particular. The double crisis revealed to a painful degree its political

weakness as well as its geopolitical limitations as an actor on the inter

national scene, deficiencies which its stupendous economic prosperity

tended to conceal. Western Europe's strength and aspirations appeared

powerful and persuasive at times of economic growth and political stability

(.1nd so did Japan's); they were, however, not sufficiently resilient to

withstand economic challenge and political pressure. The EEC turned out

to be "a fair weather organization" based on, and fed with, the expecta-

lion of sustained growth. Its minimum political consensus was derived more

iron a defensive reaction against potential superpower intrusion than from

.a co cept of positive .action towards the outside world.

Nowhere. is this now more evident, more blatant, than in Western

.airope',s policy, or rather policies, towards the Mediterranean and the

Midd l, EIst . There are a number of reasons for this. A unique combination

,)f factors har; made the Middle East the catalyst which has brought to the
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,i.- tlit. hi -;trie. I, sLru'[tur l , ind conceptuaI differences that shape

Ihrcp. "~m tut I ook, ori ent;itions, and policies in important fields. In

, . thi.;, difter.nces I ie also at the root of American-European

,lie.,ion. ln.:;uiul as the Middle East with its oil acquired a new

ind vit.al inip)rt 'tee lor E.rope, it was almost inevitable that these

dillt.rk.n'c,; would become ;mi additional element of strain between Europe

.111, tho, (huitcd S ,'tas. It seems therefore essential to examine them in

* ,::h , t~ l j .

'. Th. i.,l .rr ,mna.in-d the Middle East in European Perspective

rliert, ret i leas t four major and partly interrelated areas in

whicli crp. eountries differ in outlook either among themselves or

with tllhe United States. The first concerns the pronounced Mediterranean

riontation of the Latin countries (France, Italy, Spain) compared with

the more Atl.utic orientation of Northwestern (Anglo-Saxon) Europe. This

diiferenec in point of view , which has, of course, geographic as well as

histtric re.isons, has now been reinforced by the fact that, roughly speaking,

the Mediterranean countries of Europe are more dependent on external energy

'pplies than their neighbors to the northwest. This has resulted in a

second strtictural difference: the degree of industrialization and the

status of the oil companies of the Latin countries is quite different from

Ili(se ()I Northwest Europe.

The third difference is at least partly a function of the two pre-

ce(ding ones. European countries are concerned in different degrees about

the security of their energy supplies. Accordingly, their attitudes

towards the Arab countries, their willingness to make concessions to them

and their eagerness for either major bilateral deals or multilateral nego-

t iitions diffe.r considerably. The fourth difference relates to the fact

tliat American public opinion (including that of the Administration)

perceives the political nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict quite differ-

coitly than many European )governments (and perhaps also individuals).
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C. Meditor-raneall vs. At I ant ic Ori ntat i(on

Historical ties, geographic location, -omnnrciai interests, and

CUltural afn t ies atc-oktnt tor the fact that Italy and France, in spite

of their membershi 1p in EE(. .nd Spa in, with close links with both Western

Europe and the United States, have preserved a "Mediterranean" orientation

while the countries of Northwe:st Europe have an "Atlantic" point of view.

Biritain, with forn,,r c(,loni il ;trateLgic interests in the Middle East but

with I ittle, il any, ,ultur,tt affinity for the Mediterranean, occupies,

-is usa I , an inttermed iate position. To be sure, the Second World War

and its aftermath have severed most of the links which existed between

France and the Lebanon, Syria, Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria; between

Italy and 1ibya; and between Britain and Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, and the

Persia.i Gulf. The British now have little more than a symbolic presence

in Cyprus, Malta, and Gibraltar. These European countries, however, have

left their imprint on the commercial and cultural structure of their former

dependencies. These relationships have, although in a modest degree,

influenced the EEC's Mediterranean policy, in the formulation of which

France and Italy were and are instrumental. They are likely to be

even more so in the near future.

Italy (probably more than any of the other countries) has been

marked by this dual North- and SouLh-bound outlook. The Italian peninsula

was recently correctly described as a long bridge: one end lying in

democratic, industrial Western Europe, the other deep in the very different

world of the Mediterranean. Italian history has been largely formed by

the pl;iv of these two worl.ds against each other.1 Italy's policy has

always been torn between industrialization, integration, and security

within the framework of "Northern Europe" and development, association,

anId neutrality within the Mediterranean area. It was the ruling Christian

Democratic Party (de Gasperi in particular) which opted for the first

alternative, including an alliance with the United States. Ever since,

Italy has steered a pro-European course, with membership in the EEC and

NATO. As the influence of the Christian Democrats has waned and that of

the Left has strengthened, interest in the second alternative, or at least

some of its components, has revived. France's situation, as well as Spain's,

"Italy in Peril," Washin _ _, reprinted in International Herald

rribtiiie, 17 June I974.
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d if te rs from It a I y ' s in var iouS ways. But the outlook of both France and

Spain cont aiii; an important Mediterranean element. It has its roots in

ai continnit', "snpe(ial relationship" with some of the Arab countries and

is nurttiired by a sense of cultural mission which sorves as a kind of

counterweight to their association with the Ang, lo-Saxon-Germanic world.

It was hardly surprising under these circumstances that the disarray

ot the 1':'C, compommnded by the oil embargo, strengthened the hand of those

who advocated a more pronounced southward-looking policy in Italy and

France (and possibly in Spain), even to the extent of presenting the

Medilt.rranean/Middle East region as a kind of "third alternative" to the

Atlantic Alliance- and recommending a widening cooperation with Communist

Europe. After the Ostpolitik had lost its momentum and the limitations of

Eastern trade became increasingly visible and as tensions grew with the

United States about its role and influence in Europe, a reorientation of

Kurope's policy towards the nearby Mediterranean and the oil-rich Arab

world seemed a promising outlet for Europe's economic dynamism in exchange

I-or much neoded oil and labor. Such a turn, however unrealistic in

almost every respect, offered some attractions. It would put France in

the role of the community's natural leader in the forthcoming Europe-Arab

dialogue, and it would combine an assured oil supply with a more credible

resistance to real or imaginary American predominance. Rarely has a

hitherto unknown foreign minister become as popular overnight as when

Monsieur Jobert presented this perspective to the French.

With the changeovers in the French Presidency and in the German

Chancellery, hopes for a "relance Europeenne" have probably dampened

the enthusiasm for a too one-sided and pronounced "Mediterranean

orientation" that smacked of anti-Americanism. The Euro-Arab dialogue

will therefore probably take place in a different context and spirit

than some Europeans might have liked to see.
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I). Different Dee__jees of Vltneral, ij ity

The se-cond set of differences, which relates to the different degree

to which the EEC members are dependent on external energy resources, is

a matter of objective fact rather than political inclinations or tactics.

As the tables show, the EC countries find themselves in rather different

positions in terms of the structure of their supply, the distribution of

their energy resources, and, last but not least, the state of their

balance of payments. These differences have a direct bearing on their

attitudes towards the producing countries as well as towards the United

States.

Again, roughly speaking, the countries of Northwestern Europe find

themselves in a better position than those in the South: Britain and

Norway, because of the North Sea oil deposits; the Netherlands, because

of its major gas resources, and Germany, because of the large coal deposits

which are still sufficient to generate a considerable foreign trade

surplus. They are all, in one way or another, less vulnerable than France

and Italy, who are both short of oil and gas as well as of foreign

currency. Their precarious situation explains at least partly the almost

panic rush for bilateral deals with Arab countries and, in the case of

France, a crash program in nuclear reactors which, given the additional

commitment to Iran, may well turn out to have overextended French nuclear

industry. Thus, by a strange coincidence, the paucity of energy resources

contributed to the reawakening and vindication of their "Mediterranean

vocation." It provided both a welcome pretext and a useful basis for

their negotiations with the producing countries. To this must be added

another distinctive feature which distinguishes France and Italy (and

Spain) from the other EEC members: they are so far the only countries

with Important nationalized oil companies. This provided them with a

temporary advantage insofar as their governments could use them--though

not all too successfully as it later turned out--in their negotiations

with the producing countries. It was, however, precisely this state

ownership which promoted bilateral deals without at the same time in-

creasing flexibility of bargaining and distribution. In both of these

areas, the "multinaLtonals" were able to operate with greater efficiency.
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.. Chani,. Notion of .Se., i ty

The third area of divergences relates to the various concepts of

"socurity". Threatened with an oi I embargo, West Europeans (and many other

nat ions) became suddenly aware that their security was jeopardized by a

different kind of threat than they had hitherto been accustomed to. Unlike

the "traditional" threat, this new one was not political or military but

rather economic in nature. Unlike previous threats, it did not arise

in the East-West context but along the North-South axis. In spite of

numerous warnings, hardly anyone had been foresighted enough to gauge

the high degree of economic vulnerability of Western societies to such a

threat, let alone the ways and means to cope with it. The oil embargo

exposed this vulnerability, thus adding to the notion of security a new

and no less serious economic and social dimension. Above and beyond the

security from military aggression and political pressure, Europeans (and

Japanese al ike) now had to worry about the security of their supplies of

energy and raw materials, which they discovered were vital to their

economic well-being and social stability.

While probably all European governments would agree on the importance

of this new dimension of security, they would differ considerably on the

place and priority it should be given in their overall policy. Their

different interpretations of the nature and scope of this particular

security threat and of the means to deal with it would, of course, be

partly determined by the different degrees of their economic vulnerability.

These conflicting and often contradictory interpretations became more

divisive than the relatively minor disagreements about the defense against

a commonly perceived military and political threat. It is not simply

the known versus the unknown or the traditional versus the new which

divided the European count ri s in their approach to meet this "economic

threat". It w.s precisely the structural and conceptual differences

among them that shaped their reaction and led them to adopt a wide

variety of often conflicting policies that generated bilateralism rather

than mu ltilateral ism and promoted a (defensive) nationalism at the expense

of a policy of interdependence. Whereas the necessity for common defense

placed the Europeans in the same boat although perhaps on different decks
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.1nd Seats , they found tho'msv|iwyes in considerably different situations with

dif ferent ont looks and o it ferent ideas aboiit remedies when confronted

with the task of seCuring their energy supply.

1. ivt_ Ain__ Interpretat ions of the Arab-Israeli Conflict

There remains the last (fourth) divergence. It exists less among

lhe Inropeand mort, b'tween the Europeans on the one hand and the United

States on the other. It has its roots in a different understanding of the

nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Contrary to what--for easily

understandable reasons--lsrael wants the Western countries to believe,

many Europeans do not see this conflict as an integral part, or extension,

of tl,e "Cold War" or a fight of the "Western democratic world" against

"Soviet-Commnunist expansion." They remember its origins and see its

,evolution since 1947 (if not since the Balfour declaration) in a different

Sig;ht.

While recognizing the dangers of a further Soviet penetration into

the Middle Fast and the importance of a free and democratic Israel,

many European governments (if not people) find the contention difficult

to accept that the conflict is little more than a transfer to the Middle

East of what has plagued Europe in the last 30 years, with all the con-

sequences that follow from this. Successive French governments have

consistently rejected this interpretation. The reasons have to do both

with mercantile calculations (the Arab world being so much more interes-

ting as a customer and supplier) and a deep political distrust of any

Soviet-Amer fcan collusion, the first manifestation of which occurred in

1956 and was precisely directed against France (and Britain).

Britain has many historic links with Arab countries and still prides

itself on some residual influence in them. "In order to maintain this

influence," says an English writer, "it is essential to give a larger

degree of direct aid and comfort to the Arab, than to those whom they
2

regard as their enemies." The British thus seem to have moral obliga-

tions to IsraeL (leaving the political and strategic ones to the United

States) and political-economic interests in the Arab world. This

* D. Watt, "A Clash of Interests and Sympathies," The Financial Times,

19 October 1973.
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attitude is basically shared by other European countries. The Germans

are in a more delicate position, but they, too, are unwilling to opt for

one side, as If the Arab-Israeli conflict were an extension of the East-

West confrontation.

These European attitudes towards the Arab-Israeli conflict differ

considerably from those which were (and perhaps still are) held in the

linited States. Large sectors of American opinion, public and private,

were more convinced than the Europeans that assisting and supporting

Israel was equivalent to fighting against a growing Communist (particularly

Soviet) influence in the Middle East. In order to secure continuing

American support, Israel had every interest in reinforcing rather than

correcting this view. As the ongoing American-Arab rapprochement shows,

the view is dangerously simplified and surely does not adequately reflect

the complexities of the Middle East situation.

While the United States, at least until recently, was therefore

inclined to see the Arab-Israeli conflict as part of its worldwide

rivalry or confrontation with the Soviet Union, European governments

tended to treat it as a regional conflict sui generis. They admitted,

however, that an ever increasing Soviet involvement in it could jeopardize

European security interests. Nevertheless, they were not prepared to

tolerate any extension of Alliance responsbilities into that area. They

refused to take sides, in the wake of the United States and its powerful

Sixth Fleet, in favor of Israel at the risk of antagonizing on the one

hand the Soviet Union to whom they are directly !xposed on the continent

and whose power they cannot match, and on the other hand the Arab states,

with whom many entertain friendly relations and whose oil they need

much more than their American ally does.

Such differences between the positions and attitudes of the Europeans

and the Americans were bound to surface when in October 1973 the risk of

a dangerous confrontation with the Soviet Union coincided with an Arab

oil embargo. The Europeans, who felt painfully dependent on the United

States, were Ignored, much to their chagrin, by the Americans when the

confrontation was at its climax, and when the embargo was invoked, they

found themselves vitally dependent on the Arabs. European irritation,
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if not rusentment, was to grow still further when the United States came

out as the winner in both crises. The Americans made an astounding come-

back to the Arab world, where the Europeans' "neutrality" had brought them

only short-term advantages, and America emerged from the energy crisis with

better long-term prospects for its economic and monetary position than

either Furope or Japan could hope for.

Small wonder, then, that here and there voices could be heard which

ac,'uscd or suspected the United States of having manipulated (if not

iust igated) the Middte Eastern crisis so as to reassert its leadership

Wer its emerging economic rivals in Europe and Japan. 3  However untrue,

such suspicions are in a way symptomatic, inasmuch as they bear out the

basic and important fact that henceforth European and American politics

in the Middle East are bound to have a direct influence on transatlantic

relations. The gains or losses which are made in the former will have

repercussions on the evolution of the latter--at least as long as the

Western countries faii to agree on a common approach to the Arab world.

G. The Policies of the Principal European Countries

It is against this background that the policies of the main European

countries towards the Middle East have to be evaluated. The differences

in their attitudes and interests derive from their different concepts and

positions on several important issues: (1) their general disposition

towards, and interests in, the Mediterranean-Middle East area; (2) the

different degree of their dependence on Middle East oil and their differ-

ent views of how to overcome or reduce it; and (3) the nature of the

future politico-economic relationship with the United States and the

organization and content of a "European identity" as distinct from,

or a precondition for, a reformulated "Atlantic partnership." On a

different level, as transatlantic relations are increasingly influenced by the

evolution of Soviet-American relations, so has the Middle East, or rather

U.S. policy towards it, now become a determinant for European-American

relations.

3 P. Pean, Petrole: la troisieme guerre mondiale, pp. 215 ff (Paris, 1974)
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All this adds up to a mixed bag of conceptual and structural

differences which is difficult to disentangle. It explains the great

difficulties the EEC had--and still has--in agreeing on any common

policy which does not antagonize the producing countries or unnecessarily

irritate the United States and which takes into due account the varying

security requirements of each member country. Germany, for example, still
streses its politieo-ilit;rv vulnerability and, consequently, gives

priority to Alliance cohesion whereas France and Ttaly are primarily

concerned about their economic-energy vulnerability. Finally, the EEC

must work out a policy which contributes to the reduction of the struc-

tural differences among the European countries without over-exposing them

to the growing pressure of the "Petrodollar."

There are, however, no clear lines between particular sets or

groups of countries, pitting, for example, those who are basically

hostile to "American hegemony" and favorable to bilateral deals with

the Arabs against those who insist on close consultation or collabora-

tion with the United SLates and prefer multilateral negotiations. France

and Italy hive been foremost in pressing for bilateral deals but they

were rather eagerly followed by Britain and Germany who, for different

reasons, nevertheless pleaded more forcefully for a concerted action

which would involve the United States (and Japan). France and Germany

have agreed on the principle of strengthening European cooperation but

they still differ (though less now under Giscard and Schmidt) on its

procedural and substantive terms. They also part company where balance-

of-payments problems are concerned. Germany with its large surplus can

\pursue a more relaxed and cautious policy of investment and trade vis-a-vis

the producing countries: its arms trade, for obvious reasons, is negligible.

Prance, on the other hand, finds itself rallied with its former colonial

rivals, first and foremost with Britain. They have entered a new round

of arms trade competition involving also occasional frictions with the

United States. And finally, there is the rivalry between the nationalized

and private oil companies, which is partly the result of their different

status and partly the result of a general trend (particularly noticeable

in Germany but also in Britain and Scandinavia) towards greater government
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control ove the toi I ,in(l gas industry and a preference for state-

t 0-state ne).ot iat i oils.

Thle pictor, is thus i;athcr complex, if not confused, and hardly
shows any oira Iatte, it exp ains first the pro-Arab turn in the

F.FC dIoclar;it ion on the Middle, East of 6 October 1973, the generalities of

the declarat ion laboriously arrived at by the EEC summit meeting in

(;opnflha.en in mid-December 1973, and finally the difficulty of predicting

the prcise, nature of the EEC position at its long-expected dialogue with

the Arab coutintries.

In taking :i closer lo ok at the policies of the principal European

cel'ntries (hiring and after the Middle East crisis, the differences, fric-

tions and contradictions become evident. Under the common heading of

tell-inter,,L the ensning breakdown of almost any EEC cohesion and

solidarity, old prejudices and new preferences surfaced. Thus, Britain

under Prime Minister Heath showed its (as we have seen: traditional)

pro-Arab inclination more clearly and, much more discreetly, its Gaullist-

tainted diffidence of the United States and of its robust Secretary of

State. Like France, the British stepped up their arms deliveries con-

siderably. On 21 January, only 3 days after the signing of the Egyptian-

Israeli disengagement agruement, it lifted the embargo to Israel and its

immediate neighbors. Pefore that, Britain had agreed to equip Iran with

the "tllindfire" antiaircraft radar system; agreements with Omar were

signed in early 1974 for eight B.N. Defenders, six Short Skyvans, and

four B.A.C. 167 MK 82s; in March 1974 an agreement was concluded with

.lordan for S.A. Bulldog trainer craft and in May 1974 (together with

France) for 36 Jaguar fighter planes. All this complements a number of

previous (mid-1973) deliveries to Israel (12 Short Blowpipe submarine-

launched SAMs) and Saudi Arabia (an unspecified number of Scorpion

light tanks).

This promotion of British arms deliveries to the Middle East

coupled with a considerable expansion of agreements for trade and economic

cooperation contrasts somewhat curiously with Britain's intention

(confirmed by the new Labor government) to reduce still further its

presence "East of Suez" and possibly also whatever forces are left in
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the MCdi lerranean (i.e. one naval command ;inii a few planes in Malta plus

one infant ry bat ta I ion, one irmed reconnaissance squadron and some

aircraft with two squadrons of an RAF Regiment In Cyprus). A politico-

military pre'sence i , obviotusly no longer a precondition or safeguard for

over expanding economic and oil Interests in the area. Unlike France,

britain thus maintained a link, however tenuous, with Israel and favored,

.1i least nomilnallv, a limitation of the weapons trade in the Middle

Las t.

The Fronch at t itude on both accounts was less balanced. In con-

cluding new and rather major arms deals with Pakistan, Kuwait (18 Mirage

F-Is, 10 SA-330 E Pumas, an tarly-warning/control radar system, and 20

1 ight ;tze, I Ie helicopters plus, together with Britain, 36 Jaguars),

Saudi Arabla (38 Mirage Ils, 150 AMNX-30 tanks, and some frigates and

minesweepers) France made substantial inroads into a formerly almost

exclusive Anglo-American domain. In late 1973 it also signed an agree-

ment with Morocco (for two patrol vessels) and Tunisia (one patrol vessel)

and expanded its arms deals with Libya. Germany and Italy agreed to sell

three coastal patrol bo ats to Lebanon, and four MB-326 trainers to Dubai.

These various deals were and are still backed up or complemented by

,A host of bilateral negotiations and agreements between the European

,i the prodticing countries. In the center of all stands Iran. It

concluded tm.jor agreements with France, Britain, and Germany, the most

spectacular of which was with France in June 1974. It is a 10-year

deail worth $4 billion worth of French industrial equipment and technology,

incltuding five large nuclear power reactors, all in exchange for Iranian

oil. This treaty was only the climax of numerous other negotiations which

France conducted in January and February, mostly in connection with

Foreign Minister Jobert's trips to the Middle East. These include bilateral

negotiations with Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Syria, Iran, Libya, and Abu Dhabi.

Except for its major agreement with Iran and another one with Saudi Arabia,

little has so far come out of these negotiations. Few tears are shed

about this in Paris today, as France would have found itself committed to

prices which by now would be considerably above the current world market

price. One prime motive for Jobert's hasty rush into bilateral deals
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wa]s no dottir it;: w isl to v,., to t it- Wash ington energy conference with enough

o I cont rn t-; in h is pocket to p',rmit him to resist more credibly any

Americ an atteompt at bllvinu, his country into "submission."

Britain and Germanv, too, signed agreements with Iran. Furthermore,

the. English sent missions to Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf states while

the ermans concludtd agreements with Algeria and Egypt. On the whole,

G'ermanv pursued a middle-of-the-road policy the main objective of which

was an overall improverment of its relations with the Arab world--

svmbolized by Brandt's visits to Algeria and Egypt--without jeopardizing

its delicate rlitionship with Israel. Italy, finally, signed agreements

with fraq, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Libya, the net effect of which

remained, however, limited.

All those efforts covered a time span of little more than six

months, i.e. from December 1973 to June 1974. Their simple and common

objective was to assure a minimum of oil and gas supplies (including the

construction of oil pipelines) in exchange for generous economic,

scientific, and technological assistance. They were neither planned nor

coordinated nor do they spring from any kind of political concept about

what the future nature of Euro-Arab relations should or could be. It is
worth remembering that the EEC or, more precisely, its Davignon Committee,

had so far made little progress in formulating anything resembling a

cooherent Middle East policy. It was the crisis in the fall of 1973 which

forced the EEC countries to take a common position, however vague.

Under the given circumstances, it could surprise nobody that it was

hiised in favor of the Arah countries rather than Israel. It merely

summed tip what in practice each country had done thus far on its own.

llut these individual actions and national interests hardly add up to a

"Eiropean policy" towards the Middle East. Beyond noncommittal general-

ities there were no concrete proposals for an Arab-Israeli settlement

nor was there any agreement on the role and place the Middle East was

to have in future European politics. What we are left with then are some

common features which characterize Europe's reacions. They may help to

explain to some extent its future actions.
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There is, in the first placoe, the fact that in spite of the remarkable

vol tme of transact ions tl.e, tovtal ainount of moncy or investments which

the European countries have pledged to transfer to the Middle East still

fal Is far short ot: compensating for the total flow of cash which the

producing countries now receive and which will mostly be channeled

back into Europe (and North America). Also, no agreement, however impres-

" iye, which has been concluded so far guarantees any European country

more than a smail percentage of its actual oil requirements. The gap

between thc two will have to be filled, as before, by private companies

or nationalized industries. In other words, Europe's vulnerability is

basically ,naltered. It will remain a major concern for European govern-

ments. As such it is bound to influence their policies towards both the

Middle East and the United States.

In the second place, this hectic and uncoordinated series of bilateral

negotiations and agreements testifies to the complete breakdown of any

Conununity approach in the fie.lds of energy and foreign trade. Moreover,

it has profoundly shaken the solidarity among its members. Some of the

bilateral agreements will have long-term effects on the domestic industrial

policy and the external commercial orientation. They bear the mark of

revived nationalism, it not protectionism, wi.th occasional anti-American

overtones. As their only purpose was to overcome temporary shortages and

to sat sfy short- and medium-term needs they lack any broader perspective

which would take into account the political and social consequences which

such far reaching agreements inevitably entail, first and foremost for the

Arab societies but also for Europe. In short, it was an ad hoc, stopgap

approach without any preconceived ideas about its long-range implications.

The arms deals in particular reveal a disquieting "insouciance"

:,hotit their potential impact on the stability and security of what

continues to be a politically highly volatile region.

To be sure, the United States has sinned on both counts, perhaps

even more than the Europeans. It is, after all, still the major seller

of arms, and it has pursued a highly nationalistic and frequently narrowly

conceived energy policy itself. By declaring its determination to regain

complete independence of external energy sources by the early 1980s it
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coaLladicts all its solemn p)rocimaL iols abouL the beneiits and obligations

oi "mutual interdepeneInce" which the other inldustrialized countries are

k'JIleLd upon to a(ccept. In so doing it raises doubts about Its willing-

,ness to work, on an equal footing, for common solutions and makes its

warnings to the Europeans against unilateral actions sound rather hypocri-

t cal. Not surprisingly, Europeans have reacted, or overreacted, to such

i1dmonitions with growing irritation. In the wake of the Middle East

crisis and American singlehandedness they were even less disposed to

accept what they considered to be a reassertion of American predominance.

L'iropean sensitivity to anything which, rightly or wrongly, smacked

of such an attempt had been further awakened by the way the Middle East

crisis was handled by Washington. At the same time it increased rather

than decreased the anxieties about Soviet-American collaboration and its

potential impact on third parties whether in Europe or in the Middle East.

I be sure, in the fall of 1973, there were probably as many fears about

I coil ision between the two superpowers as there were about their possible

Collusion. But Europeans (like the Israelis and Arabs) became perhaps more

than ever before aware of what the superpowers can actually impose on

others once they are able to join forces. Still, this uneasiness was

overshadowed by the impressive display of American power and diplomacy

in the Middle East, highlighted by the unexpected improvement of its

relations with formerly hostile Arab countries, and only partly matched

by the much less impressive performance of the Soviet Union. It made

the United States look like an almost unrivaled power in the area.

The Europeans have little or nothing to counter-balance this gain in

prestige and influence in a region that is so important to them, and

they can not exclude the possibility that the United States might play

out their improved position in the Middle East in the unfolding compe-

tition with its industrialized partners. there. Such a U.S. comeback into

an area as vital to European economy as the Middle East is expected to

reinforce the U.S. position vis-a-vis Europe as well. In other words,

luropeans felt even more exposed to, or dependent on, America's goodwill

once, they realized that not only their strategic security but also their
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:,c t it v ol ;lpl v wIs It) I, i Il I twin,'ed iI not dotermined by the Aerican

pow r alld [lip lollti v ;o mani- icit I v di splvcd oni t he continent as well as

il th' Ni ll La t.

This ted lini ot double vulnerability accounts for many of the

g;rudging react ions with which Europeans answered in the wake of the

Octoher war Wshinton's initiatives for co.mon actions, appeals to

.;Olid aritv, and proposals foi cooperation. It was certainly one reason

why they insisted so much, perhaps more than ever, on consultation and

,,re.,ter independence. Finally, it explains why many Europeans had become

mt .- reluctant than before to accept Washington's thesis about the

inseparability of strategic and economic interdependence which it wanted

to enshrine in the AtLantic Charter. In accepting this proposition,

Europe would have formally acknowledged a position which, however real,

seemccd to many incompatible with its desire for greater independence

and equality.

Ii. i.uropean and Middle East Security

On this issue, then, Europe's concern for security in the tradi-

tional strategic sense merges with its almost desperate drive for

security of supply," with the United States in a sense providing the

key to the two. In order to assure the latter, some European countries

seemed prepared to lower somewhat their standards for the former. The

example of the rather light-hearted expansion of arms trade with the Middle

East has already been mentioned. It is now being followed by a series

of highly controversial sales of nuclear reactors. Here again, the United

States moved first. its pledge to sell such reactors to both Egypt and

Israel has torn down whatever barrier of inhibition might still have

existed in this field. Whatever its reasons, the decision has given an

easy pretext for France to follow suit immediately and to outdo the

Americans by selling no less than five reactors to Iran. Under such

circumstances it would be surprising if other European countries or indeed

,lapan did not jump sooner or later on this apparently profitable bandwagon.
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On a different level but in the same vein, France's recent agreement

to coopera te with the Soviet linion in the field of nuclear technology

cOuld st ir tp some controversy with the United States from which part of

French nuclear technology has been acquired. Once more, then, the search

for additional energy sources (because this was a major motive for the

Soviet-French treaty) cuts right through time-honored political and

strategic inhibitions. It shows to an equally disquieting degree how

relaxed (or resigned) industrial countries have become about the dangers

of "peaceful proliferation" with its inherent risks of spill-over into

the military field. Ilere the growing discrepancy between the two concept-i

of security referred to above becomes most disturbing. For the sake of

ensuring "economic security," highly sophisticated weapons as well as

nuclear reactors are given to politically unstable countries situated in

a strategically central area--and all this is done with little or no

concern for the repercussions and the possible "feed-back" such deliveries

could have one day on the buyers no less than on the sellers.

of the sellers, Europe is probably the most exposed. Unlike Japan,

it is contiguous to the Middle East and thus first to suffer from any

conflict to erupt there. Unlike the United States, it has neither the

means nor the political will to contain it. At the same time any major

economic or military agreements with the producing countries, particularly

those which entail the transfer of major industries and technologies,

create new dependencies. Like those concluded with the Soviet Union,

they have, for better or worse, not just economic but also political and

strategic implications. In attempting to become less vulnerable in

terms of energy supply, the EEC countries may thus become more vulnerable

in other fields.

Europe's economic vitality, like that of Japan, depends crucially

on free access to an outside world, including, of course, the Middle

East, over which it has little or no means of control. Had the October

War acquired much wider proportions (such as a substantial Soviet presence

in the area), Europe would have been directly affected. It had to rely

on the United States for redressing what at a certain moment appeared to

be a dangerously shifting balance of power. In retrospect it seems
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surprising, and rather symptomatic for the general political climate of

diffidence vis-a-vis Washingtn and detente with Moscow, that in spite of

all this Elvurope seemed to be more worried about its immediate supply

problems and more upset by American single-handedness than by a substantial

increase of Soviet influence in the Middle East.

Tie difficulty (if not fallacy) with a European Middle East policy

proper is that it is no backed up by a political and security structure on

which Europe (or the EC) could draw, except the alliance with the United

States. The primary reason for the European countries' reluctance to

support openly American help to Israel was not so much the desire to

affirm its independence and "identity" (which did not exist anyway) but

the fear of having its oil supply from Arab countries cut off. While

this attitude may have attenuated the impact of the embargo (which, in

hindsight, turned out to be much less damaging than it was thought at

the time) it did not diminish American influence in the Middle East

(quite the contrary) nor did it increase Europe's bargaining power vis-a-

vis the Arabs.

There are, of course, several explanations for this. One of them

is surely that only the United States had the political power to act at

the same time as a constraining force vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and a

mediator between the belligerents. It alone had the credibility to live

up to its commitments and sufficient weight to counter Soviet actions.

lurope's political presence in the Mediterranean was insignificant in

military terms and basically economic in nature. It is symbolized by a

series of association treaties with most Mediterranean countries (the

most notable exceptions being Egypt, Syria, and Libya), some of which are

tp for renewal or renegotiation this year. With the exception of Algeria,

none of these associated countries is an oil producer. The EEC's

"economic connections" and its much disputed (but overrated) "Mediterranean

policy" was therefore of small use during the crisis. It did little to

influence favorably the Arab attitude towards the EEC as a whole. (The

ostracizing of the Netherlands proved this clearly). One might even

argue that the Arabs took the Alliance much more seriously than the EEC,

since they concentrated on disrupting the former while ignoring the latter.

4 ,. Ruhl, "The Nine and NATO)," Atlantic Pa 2/1974, p. 42 (July 1974)
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It is, however, only fair to add that Europe's weakness and Its

desperate attempt to overcome its economic vulnerability are not simply

due to its political fragmentation and military insufficiency alone.

Even a politically united EEC would have been vulnerable and of modest

influence in the Middle East. If, as Lothar Ruhl suggests in his paper,

at the moment of the Arab-Israeli war and the threat of an effective oil

ecmbargo against the EEC as a whole without any distinction between

"friendly" and "unfriendly" countries towards the Arab cause, the EEC

had had (a) ;an lected European Parliament with exclusive budget

authority, (b) a European Executive with competence for foreign affairs,

common defense, shipping, energy supply, transports, etc. and all the

other attributes of power, and (c) common armed forces including a navy

and nuclear arms, even then Europe would still have been seriously

dependent on the Middle East for crude oil and on the United States for

managing (with or against the Soviet Union) the crisis and bringing hack

a semblance of peace.

The fact is that neither the internal organization of Westerr

Europe, its political cohesion, or the degree of its economic integration

can radically change its overall position vis-a-vis the outside world.

These factors can increase Europe's power to act in a crisis and improve

its bargaining position in peacetime (both would have been highly welcome

in the last ten months), but they cannot remove its geopolitical and

economic dependence on foreign resources, markets, and labor or its

vulnerability to strategic attack.

Here lies the basic answer to the question about Europe's future

relationship with the United States and its capacity to pursue a more or

less independent Middle Eastern policy. Both are in many respects a

Function of this fundamental European weakness. It is a fact which

Europeans only gradually and reluctantly acknowledge: on the one hand

it means that for the foreseeable future they will remain dependent both

on Middle East oil and on American protection. While the dependence on

oil is expected to decrease over the next decade (although the flow of

vast amounts of Arab capital into the European market will probably

become an even more serious threat to its stability), the dependence
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on the United States will undergo little change. This is true for Europe's

security In the traditional sense, i.e. protection against Soviet military

aggresslon or, more likely, political pressure, as it is true in many

ways for Europe's economic security (including the security of supply

lines), insofar as it depends to a great deal. on the stability of the

Middle East which in turn is partly contingent upon the continuing politico-

military presence of the United States.

The situation there is likely to undergo further change with the

reopening of the Suez Canal. The Soviet Union will probably benefit the

most from it. It will make them less dependent on the Arab littoral

states and their nearby port facilities (Egypt's in particular) and more

flexible in their naval movements around the Arabian peninsula. The

reopening will thus increase Soviet military options. Given their

interest In the area, Europeans cannot view this development with

equanimity. Many seem rather relaxed about it, however, perhaps because

here again there is little they can do to prevent it. Thus, at a recent

f eeting of European and American experts, it was stated that "the Soviet

Navy is unlikely to exploit these wider options in a way that will signi-

ficantly increase the Soviet threat to the Middle East." It was also

stated that "there is no direct or close link between the Middle East

situation or the reopening of the Suez Canal on the one hand and the

political and strategic interests of the external powers (mainly the

Soviet Union and the United States) in maintaining naval forces in the

Mediterranean on the other."

This is a rather important conclusion. It relates directly to the

role of the U.S. Sixth Fleet. Europeans recognize its utility for the

foreseeable future. While they are somewhat skeptical as to its ability

to carry out its full mission of supporting a land battle in Southern

Europe, they believe that it can fulfill a stabilizing function in the

Middle East as a "guarantor" of a Middle East settlement as well as a

counterweight to the Soviet Eskadra.
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On neither account can Westero Europe ccntribute much. What one can

expect at best is a reappraisal of the EEC's "Mediterranean economic

policy." Some figures may demonstrate its rather minor importance. Until

now only 7.5% of the EEC's total foreign trade was done with the

Mediterranean Countries in general, 3.5% of which was with those in the

Eastern Mediterranean. Eighty percent of this trade accounts for oil

imports in exchange for manufactured goods in about the same order of

magnitude (80 to 85%). Conversely, some of the Mediterranean countries

conduct almost il their trade (up to 85%) with the EEC, a situation

which has led to a disturbing imbalance in the overall trade structure.

long before the oil embargo was initiated, the EEC had begun to search

for a means of redressing this lopsided balance. It was in a way an

attempt to complement the EEC's Northwestern-Atlantic trade orientation

with a more rational Mediterranean counterpart.

This is now happening, although less, as originally planned, under

EEC aus;,ices and more on a bilateral country-to-country basis. Still,

After several months of deadlock the EEC Council of Ministers on June

26 reached an agreement on prolonging the Commission's mandate to

negotiate new agreements with the Magreb States, Israel, and Spain.

This is a modest first step in reviving a more communitarian policy.

It will probably take a long time until anything like a more comprehensive

;pproach towards the entire area emerges. But this seems to be the only

field in which, in the near future, Europe is likely to play any

significant role in the Middle East. Even minor success in this area

could create new frictions with the other industrial countries (first

and foremost the U.S.), particularly if it means an enlargement of the

controversial preferential zone and a further step towards a "regionaliza-

tion" of world trade.

The impetus for a more concerted European action could come from the

yet ill-defined "Euro-Arab dialogue." European officials assert that it

will not and should not contradict in any way U.S. interests in the area

but rather complement them. Given their strategic vulnerability and

their continuing structural differences, Europeans have, in the final

analysis, little other choice. There are signs that this is now more
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fully recognized. The eventual comromise on the "Atlantic Declaration"

is one, although not thei most important, evidence of this. More important

is the gradually emerging agreement among the European leaders (Giscard

and Schmidt in particular) about the basic priorities of future European

policies in the first instance, a strengthening of the Community which

includes the preservation of what has been achieved so far ("preserver

I'acquls" as the French say) and a pragmatic tackling of the most urgent

issues (inflation, balance of payments, energy); second, the improvement

of transatlantic relations; and, third, the "dialogue" with the producing

countries--"Ostpolitik" having lost both momentum and acceptability.

This sequence is interesting. It more or less reverses the order which

a good number of European states have followed until quite recently--

with all its disastrous results for, first, European cooperation and, then,

Atlantic relations.

Whether in fact this order of priority can and will be adhered to

depends to a great deal on Washington's policy towards the EEC on the one

hand, and towards the Soviet Union on the other. As regards the former,

Europeans hope for less abrasiveness from the United States and more

tolerance for their desire for greater independence, however modest and

remote. They are concerned that their American ally has lost patience

with, and sympathy for, the painfully slow process of European integration;

that it Is now more inclined to deal bilaterally with individual European

countries than with the Community; and that it tries to impose on them a

leadership which defines its national interests more narrowly than before

and occasionally succumbs to the temptation of playing out its regained

strength.

As regards Soviet-American relations, Europeans hope that the

dialogue between Moscow and Washington will not go against their own

objectives and intersts, first, as regards their political status;

second, with regard to the East-West negotiations (in particular the

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and the Vienna talks on

mutual force reductions); and, third, on commercial and monetary issues.
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rheir concern is not unfounded, because on all these issues their interests

do not always and necessarily coincide with those of the superpowers.

And as if all this were not enough, the Middle East with all its fallacies

and fantasies has added yet another dimension to this list of potentially

divisive issues.
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I in[Qort: Exports Total
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r, W, h67 37,80 76,47
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[:.1,. I '/7u .9027 18,54 37,81
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(oL,.1) (, ici (total) gold

pr i c -)

Woqst c;,,rmmv 0, C 4,.5 32w0 5.0

J" 'r ',I,2 3,9 8,1 4,3
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o Is It, I It-"st in ;ted Produc t ion o Cruide Oil in Europe

(including distilates)

1972 197" 1974 1975 1976 1980 1985

North Set Are;j

I. ,; land 0 0 0 3 14 100 140

Norway 2 2 4 19 31 45

I)nniI rk 0 0 1 1 1 2 80

Net hrlands 0 0 0 0 0 3

;ermionv 0 0 0 0 0 0

,ubrota 1 2 2 5 23 46 150 220

Other Areas

GoeriimnIV 7 7 7 7 7 6 5

I'ra1ce 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

11t' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Net 1,2- r land s 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

Others 7 7 6 5 5 8 10

Subt ota 1 20 20 19 18 18 20 20

CINI) TOTAL 22 22 24 41 64 170 240
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THE MIDDLE EAST AND THE ARAB-ISRAELI PROBLEM



Ti l. 1)1)1l : l i A X;l 'A111% ARAB-ISRAEL I PROBLEM

'lie prohlCH 0I ot il, d Ic Last must be seen at three levels and in

three uatefgorie_. "uch of their difficulty and complexity arises from

L ilt teract ion ald intecrining] ing of the different problem areas.

A\. l .ocal t on f i ct

The first and lowest ILevul 7s that of local conflicts--that is to say,

confll icts or1_lat ing ill tie irea, in which the issues and the interested

parties are local. The:Se are of several kinds: those internal to

on, country; disputes between countries in the area; disputes affecting

the whole of the atea; and disputes between countries in the area and

i)utside parties. They are also of different types, including ethnic,

territorial, religious, and ideological conflicts. Examples are the

troubles with tile Kurds in Iraq and the Dhofar rebels in southern Arabia,

the conflicts between Arabs and Iranians, between radical and tradiional

.;ates within the Arab world, between Egypt and Libya, between the countries

and states of eastern and southern Arabia, and the disputes over Cyprus

and Eritrea.

The best known and mnost puolicized is certainly the Arab-Israeli

conflict, which involves several different but interconnected problems:

relitionis between israel and tile neighboring states of Egypt, Syria,

Lebanon, and Jordan; relations between Israel and the Palestinians; and

such secondary but nevertheless important problems as the Arab and Jewish

rel ugees, tile social and economic changes resulting from the Israeli

occupation of the West Bank, and the problem of terrorism.

if tie Arab-israeli problem had remained on a purely local level it

would certainly have been solved long since. Neither side is able to

impose its will by force on the other, and both would have understood this

as a result of successive inconclusive wars. The Arabs are unable to

conquer Israel by their own unaided efforts and the Israelis are unable to

Impose their will on tile Arab world as a whole, since even the most crushing

victories over israel's Arab neighbors would in the long run be inconclusiie.
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Le ft to tilcmselves, both wouldi ioonier or later haVe Settled down to some

kind o o0dus vivendi based onl mutual tolerance, which might in time have

given way to a more peaceful relationship. Both sides are weary of endless

:111d l uLile struggle, Of tie strains of permanent readiness for war, of the

wa.teful deflection for military purposes of scarce and much-needed human

and material resources. An increasing number of both Israelis and Arabs

ire becoming disillusioned with ideological mystiques and are dubious about

the attainability or even the desirability of some of the aims they have

been pursuing. Without interference by outside powers, this would in time

l.ive led to one of two results: either a compromise solution, satisfactory

to neither side but acceptable to both, or a smoldering but quiescent minor

Local conflict, troublesome but not dangerous to those directly involved,

and unimportant to the rest of the world. The Arab refugees would have

been resettled without international aid or intervention, as were the many

millions who fled or were driven from their homes in India, Pakistan,

Poland, the lost German territories, and Africa, when the world was reshaped

in the aftermath of the Second World War. All these refugees were resettled,

in far greater numbers and by far poorer countries, without international

aid or interference.

Even if there had been no earlier settlement, the war in October 1973

would probably have resolved the issue. On this occasion the Arab forces

attacked with the maximum advantage of tactical and strategic surprise and

at a time of Israeli domestic confusion and international isolation. In

spite of this, they were unable to gain a military victory and were saved

Irom military disaster by an externally imposed cease-fire. The Arab

commands certainly are aware of this.

After October conditions were uniquely favorable for negotiation.

The Arab states had achieved sufficient success in their initial assault

to restore their military self-respect and enable them to negotiate without

loss of face; they had suffered sufficient subsequent failures to discourage

them from trying again for a while. The Israelis, on their part, realized

the danger, the cost and the strain of maintaining a military posture

against the Arabs. In the absence of the great powers, both would

undoubtedly have been amenable to direct negotiations.
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LUtortunately 10r boti Liic Arabs and the Israelis, their dispute is

not a purely local one. It is complicated not only by external powers

but also by the liii ted Nation6, once waspishly defined as "an organization

Io th conse~rvat ioa of coni lict ." This is perhaps unjust, but contains

some, element of truth. In some ways the functioning of the United Nations

in dealing with difficult international conflicts has been rather like

that oi modern medicine in dealing with certain previously fatal diseases.

It has advanced far cnough) to prevent the patient from dying but not far

enough to cure him, and instead keeps him in a state of suspended invalidism.

In the meantime, the United Nations, immobilized or deflected by the

politics of its 'embers and weighted down by its own increasing profession-

alism, tends to conserve whatit cannot resolve.

13. the Rolte of Oil

on the second level of Middle Eastern conflict the most important

issue is that of oil. In part this is a straightforward commercial

problem--the natural and rational desire of the oil producers to get more

money for their product while it lasts and while the world still needs it.

[ie desire for greater returns on the sale of oil is a rational motiva-

tion and the actions it inspires are therefore predictable, discussable,

and negotiable.

Unfortunately that i. tiot the whole story. The attitude of the oil

producers t,;wards the Western world must be seen within the context of a

larger and more complex i..ane, of which it is an integral part and an

expression. By this is not meant the Arab-Israeli conflict, nor the

superpower confroltation. oil has no inherent connection with either,

although it has--partly by chance, partly by design--become involved with

both. What is meant is another and older confrontation, variously

deacribed as between rich and poor, between the West and the Third World,

i,bcween developed and developing countries, or between the industrial

powers and the producers of raw materials. Of these raw materials, oil is

one of the most important and hence an effective tool for political

pressure. For many of the peoples of the poor countries, or Third World,

this confrontation is far more vital and important than the remote and
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irrelevant rivalric; of Waohlington and Moscow. Though tile term "poor"

may seem a little odd as applied to the oiL-rich countries of tUie Middle

Last, it remains appropriate to their attitudes and to much else besides.

The relationship between the developed and less developed countries

is part of a long and complex historical process which began with theI epansion of Europe and eventually engulfed the whole world. This expan-

sion, and the ascendancy to which it gave rise, have taken various forms.I the Middle East it meant colonial rule only in a few places, and for

relatively brief periods. Mostly the impact of the West was indirect, but

nevertheless sufficient to shatter the old society beyond repair and give

rise to urgei|t social, economic and political problems and to deep resent-

incnts directed against the Western standard-bearers of the civilization

from which these disruptive changes originated. Islam is an old and proud

society; its relegation for the past century or more to a subordinate and

imitative role has been hard to endure. For some years past, the attitude

ol people in these countries has been one of revulsion against the West

and against the institutions and way of life associated with it such as

liberal denocracy and free enterprise. This mood of hostility has given

rise to exultation at any opportunity to show and use strength against

the West. This attitude was not created by the Russians, but it has been

effectively exploited by them. An early indication of this feeling was the

wave of ecstatic rejoicing with which even conservative Arab states greeted

the first Soviet-Egyptian arms deal in 1955. What caused them so much

pleasure was not the extension of Soviet influence or power to the Middle

Fast, but rather the slap in the face administered to the West. Their

appreciation can only have been heightened by the fumbling and ineffectual

Western response at tile time. There have been other occasions since then

although none so striking and gratifying as tle use of the oil weapon

against the West.

on the larger question of attitudes towards the West, there is a

notable contrast between most of the Arab world, on the one hand, and

Turkey and Iran on the other. This is, of course, in part due to the fact

that the latter countries adjoin the Soviet Union and have a direct his-

toricaL experience, which the Arabs have hitherto lacked, of Russian
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imperiaIism. But tiat is not all. There is also the vital distinction

between those countries formerly under imperial rule, whether direct or

indirect, and those which never lost their independence. It is striking

thai the old independent countries, almost without exception, are pro-

Wetern or associated with pro-Western alliances--Turkey, Iran, Saudi

Arab;I, Ethiopia, Thailand, Japan. It is only the others, which have

nde rgone prolonged Western domination, that reacted emotionally against

the West and tailed to perceive a similar but greater threat from the

Sovtet Union. There are many signs, however, that they are learning

rap idly.

in the meantime the oil weapon and the pani_ disarray which it caused

in Europe and elsewhere have given a feeling of elation and of power to

those who use it, which is very gratifying and at the same time very

dangerous. This is typified by those Palestinians who, believing that the

gyptLians, Jordanians, and Syrians are concerned only with recovering

their own lost territories and serving their own interests, are convinced

that the Palestinians are about to be betrayed by their so-called Arab

brothers. But on the subject of oil, the general attitude is one of

"having the world by the throat." Such a feeling brings solace and

delight to peoples smarting under the long domination of alien powers

and cultures. This mood makes the Arabs ready victims of any force which

opposes the West and challenges Western power and Western values. It

enabled the Nazis, while in fact offering the Arabs very little, to win

extensive Arab support; it enables the Russians to do the same--often the

same support, from the same quarters.

The Russians succeeded where the Nazis failed, and established them-

selves in the Middle East, thereby inaugurating the inevitable process of

disillusionment. They are still able, however, to use and encourage the

ntiL-Western mood, and in this they are greatly helped by the supine, almost

willing submission of Europe to Arab demands.

The mood is a dangerous one, and can lead to dangerous miscalculations.

Some far-sighted Arabs are aware of this, and in Egypt, for example, an

article in al-Ahram pointed out the injury the oil embargo was doing to the

Arab cause. Yet at the same time the English-language Egyptian Gazette was

exulting in the panic disarray of the West, and demanding a tightening of

the screws by the oil powers.
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America stood firm agaiuLst tite oil weapon, thereby winning the respect

ol Arab governments, and is seeking ways (although perhaps not with

sufficient urgency) of protecting itself against any future Arab attempt to

wield it. Europe and Japan, however, remain vulnerable, and the poorer

counLtries of Asia and Africa even more so. In the meantime, the increased

cost of oil is placing anothLer and more powerful weapon in the hands of

the producers--that of money. if the present buildup of funds continues

unchecked and their use unrestricted, the oil producers will soon have

it in their power to cause considerable damage to the whole Western

monetary system. This would not of course be to their advantage, but it

would be rash to assume that enlightened self-interest will necessarily

prevail over immediate self- .ndulgence in determining action.

C. Conlictlng National Interests

lhe third and highest level is that of great power conflict,

especially the rivalry between the two superpowers.

I. Soviet Union

Soviet aims in the Middle East are obvious. For the Soviet

Union it is the route to Asia and to Africa, the hinge of three continents,

and an area of vital strategic importance whether in the confrontation with

the West or with China. it is in particular the route to the Indian sub-

continent, likely to be the main political battleground between the Soviet

Union and China ii the rivalry between the two continues. From a defensive

point of view, it provides a forward bastion for the Soviet south, which

is othlerwise vulnerable to attack from the Middle East. Perhaps of far

g reater importance at the present time, it provides a means of preserving

the Muslim subjects of the Soviet empire--the Turkish and Persian-speaking

peoples of Trans-Caucasia and Central Asia--from ideological contamination

by their independent co-religionists to the south.

Soviet methods in the Middle East have undergone a number of

changes. The classical Marxist approach of class war, for which the

Middle East is singularly unsuited, has long since been abandoned. Soviet

techniques currently used in the Western world, those of ideological and
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industrial subversion, are 1ot appropriate for the area. In most Middle

hastern countries there are no free trade unions, no free universities, no

Irev press and media, and no liberal intelligentsia to exploit. The

Soviets must deal with governments or at least with groups capable of

seizing power and to~ming governments within the system. They pursue

therefore a "t(reat Power policy," imperial in the traditional rather than

imperialist in the modern sense, using communism, nationalism, even reli-

.ion and race, as and where necessary, and directed to a number of local

and specific purposes as well as to the general overall aim of extending

the influence of the Sovie2t Union and diminishing that of the West.

Detcnte has not changed Soviet intentions in the Middle East.

oil the contrary, it has given greater opportunity of pursuing them. Here

as elsewhere, detente for the Russians is neither a policy nor a substitute

lor policy, but an instrument of policy. The Russians have made it clear

ill a number of ways that they do not regard detente as applying to the

Middle East but rather see a detente in Europe as an opportunity to

devote greater efforts to other areas including the Middle East.

There is some doubt as to how soon the Soviets were aware

of the impending Arab offensive in October 1973. it is certain that they

knew ol it at least several days beforehand, as is evidenced by the move-

ment of families out of Egypt and Syria. It may well be that the period

was longer. It is very unlikely that the Soviets actually instigated the

attack, but it is clear that they did nothing to prevent it. They might

have claimed that such an offensive, launched without prior consultation

with them, was a violation of the Soviet-Egyptian pact of 27 May 1971, and

in particular of Article 7, which states that "in the event of situations

developing which, in the opinion of both sides, create a danger to peace or

a violation of peace they will contact each other without delay in order to

concert their positions with a view to removing the threat that has arisen

or restoring peace."'I They have made no such complaint, though they have

ll, reason at the present time to spare the feelings of the Egyptian

U;overnment. Under the terms of the U.S.-Soviet Agreement of 24 June 1973,

the Soviet Union was under an obligation to inform the United States of any

Impending danger of war. They did not see fit to do so, thus violating their

For a discussion of the somewhat divergent Russian and Arabic texts
of this treaty, see liernard Lewis, Times (London), p. 16 (8 October
1971).
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undertaking within only a few moiltils of having given it. President Sadat

has told us that the Soviets t ried Lo stop the .ar immediately after it had

begul. It WOUld indeed hav been politically advantageous to secure a

cease-fLre while the Arab attackers were still in possession of their

initial gains. But the attempt, if it was made, failed, and thereafter

the Soviets, far from trying to stop the war, tried to extend it by urging

other Arab states to join the fray.

Another way in which the Soviets violated the detente agreement was

by inciting the Arabs to use and mLintain their oil weapon against the

United States in particular and the West in general. Later they warned

the Arabs against lifting the oil embargo and thus weakening their own

position. Even the Egyptian disengagement agreement was portrayed in

Soviet broadcasts as an attempt by the-Americans and their reactionary

Arab allies to isolate the Arabs from the Soviet Union and force them to

abandon their socio-economic and political gains achieved under socialist

rule and with Soviet help. for this and similar reasons the Soviet Union

repeatedly called on the Arabs to escalate their economic warfare against

the West. At the time of the disengagement agreement with Egypt, opposi-

tion in Cairo, vigorous though naturally not public, came especially from

those circles known to be in touch with the Soviet Embassy and well disposed

towards the Soviet Union. A statement ascribed to Gromyko and published in

al-Ahram on 22 January 1974 was seen by them as an expression of support

for their views and an encouragement to intransigence. According to this

statement, Andrei Gromyko gave assurances of the continuance of Soviet

support for the Arab peoples and the people of Palestine. Gromyko defined

the attitude of the Soviet Union in the following points:

0 Moscow does not oppose any efforts undertaken by the
United States in the Middle East as long as these efforts
have as their basic objectives the protection of the
rights of the Arab peoples and the people of Palestine
and as long as these efforts do not injure the interests
of a third party.
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* The Soviet Union will not accept anything less than
[what] the Arabs themselves would accept, and if this
does not happen, the Soviets will announce their
posiLion clearly.

0 The key to the solution of the Middle East crisis is in
the haids of Egypt in the first instance. The Soviets
are fully aware of this and they will strive to establish
relations with some of the other Arab states.

* ''he attitude of the Soviet Union towards Israel must be
clearly defined. It is that the Soviet Union is the
friend and strategic ally of the Arabs and that the
security and peace of the peoples of the area depend on
the solution of the problem of the Palestinian peopld
and the restoration of their rights.

0 The Soviet Union aims at maintaining relations with all
thie Arab states, irrespective of their political regimes.

This statement does not appear to have been published either in

the world press or in the Soviet press,and was presumably a direct

comimication to the Moscow correspondent of al-Ahram. It seems to have

had no immediate significance relating to the situation at that time but

should not be underrated for that reason. Its importance seems rather to

be as a preparation for possible changes of policy at a later date, as a

statement Ior the record, and as a form of guidance to pro-Soviet elements.
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The present situatLion offers curtain dangers to Soviet interests.

onv of these is the danger of peace, of a peace negotiated under American

auspices resulting in a pax americana in the area. On a personal level,

Aiiiericans are better liked than Russians and are generally seen by Middle

astern countries a.; constituting far less of a threat to their inde-

pendence and idJetitv. A state of peace would also reduce, although

'ertainly not eliminate, the hold which the Soviets have over the Arab

states as their military suppliers. For these and related reasons the

Soviets have no great interest in the establishment of peace between

Israel and its neighbors, and if they do not actually obstruct the con-

clusion of such a peace, they will take care to lay a minefield across

the path of the peacemaker which they can detonate at any time suitable

to them.

There is also a danger, however, to Soviet interests in an armed

conflict between Israel and the Arab states which could again result in

a humiliating defeat for the Arab proteges of the Soviet Union and for the

Soviet arms which they wield. This would place before the Soviets, as in

1967 and 1973, the need to choose between suffering this defeat and

entering into a dangerous situation of confrontation.

For the Soviets, therefore, there is an agonizing choice to be made

between the dangers of peace and the dangers of war. Which considerations

will prevail, which dangers will they find greater? Obviously their

decision will be shaped very largely by American policy, or at least by

their own perception of American policy, which may not be the same thing.

in general terms, a continuance of the state of conflict would no doubt

he more suitable to Soviet interests, provided the dangers inherent in

that condition can be contained or minimized. If the Soviets became

convinced that in the event of another confrontation not they, but the

United States, would back down, then any incentive to peace would dis-

appear and the advantages of the state of conflict would become dominant.

It is such an assessment by the Russians that constitutes the major

danger of the present situation. At the moment they do not yet
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appear to have made (p thii- 111inds. 'They are offering resistance to the

process of pcace by sLtill cnr-ouragin g the Arabs in the use of the oil

weapon and by encouragi ng "haJrd I iners" in tile P.L.O. and in Syria to

del-ay progrL'ss--rnot yet to the point of breakdown, though with increasing

boldness. They may not unreasonably hope that peace talks will break down

without their assistance. if peace talks, however, do seem likely to

!itircced, one must prepare for more active Soviet intervention against them.

Soviet leaders were less than delighted with the disengagement

agreement with Egypt. Secretary of State Kissinger's attempts to associate

them more closely with the negotiations for a disengagement agreement between

Lsrael and Syria seem only partially to have pacified them. Arabic broad-

casts from Moscow present these moves as part of a concerted maneuver to

cisolidate and expand aeo-colonialist positions. American business,

according to a broadcast from Moscow in Arabic, was seeking new opportunities

a t the expense of "the national sector in the Arab countries." David

ockeleiler's trip to Cairo was presented as an attack on the revolutionary

social and economic changes in the Arab world. Other broadcasts attacked

those elements who were alleged to be undermining the united Arab-Soviet

Iront against Israel, and menacingly reminded Arabs of their dependence on

Soviet aid.

Most striking was the sudden appearance of Foreign Minister Gromyko

in Damascus in the final stages of Dr. Kissinger's negotiations. Just at

thi point when things seemed to be going well and drawing towards a

successful conclusion, Mr. Gromyko made a sudden flight to Damascus. The

immediate result of his appearance was a hardening of Syrian attitudes, the

reopening of questions already agreed to, and the sudden appearance of

obltacles noL previously present. One was the problem of the linkage between

the disengagement and a final total Israeli withdrawal from occupied

territories. Clearly this question must have been resolved at an early

stage in the negotiations, otherwise there would have been no further dis-

cusslons and no possible basis for such discussions. The question raised

is the fundamental one of the interpretation of Resolution 242: whether

it requires withdrawal from territories or from all the territories. The

issue is an old one and one on which israel clearly will not compromise
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bk I-o, kvL'n t e ngo t i Itns beg in. Trhe Egyptians hlad agreed to a

di sengagemii& n I wi hou nuc'h a ciausc and the Syrians seemed likely to do

the same. lh, suddvi rai-;ig of this issue at a very late stage by the

Syrian government was obviously something new and not a continuation of their

1previous negotiating position. It seems a likely guess that this hardening

of Syrian attitudes wa at Soviet instigation; this was confirmed by a

puilic statement madu by Mr. Gromyko on 26 May 1974 when he declared that

the real issue was Israeli withdrawal from all the territories occupied in

the 1967 war. 'lie insertion of this argument at this particular point can

only be described as an attempt to sabotage the disengagement talks.

On this point the Syrians finally gave way, and contented themselves

with a reference to Resolution 338 of the Security Council, which in turn

refers to Resolution 242, which allows both sides to reserve their positions

on the territorial question.

More serious--and more dangerous--was the exclusion of the Palestinian

org,kizationF from the cease-fire agreemeat. The Egyptian disengagement

.ireemvnt had applied the cease-fire to military ad paramilitary actions;

hW Syrians refused to include the reference to paramilitary actions, and

o.io thvir way. This, coupled with the return of 60,000 civilians to

Iu mieiFra, virftually gives the Palestinians--and therefore the Syrians--an

open license to resume and escalate hostilities at will, while.the result ng

Amrican assurance to Israel authorizes them to respond appropriately.

Mr. Gromyko did not .,onceal his direct interest in retaining this option

of paramilitary warfare.

2. Arab States

With regard to the question of the aims and intentions of the

Arabs themselves, here one must distinguish three groups, each in turn

subdivided within itself. The first group consists of the four Arab states

immediately adjoining Israel, each with its own policies and purposes. Here

it may be remarked that any serious conference genuinely concerned with

peace and settlewent, and not merely with temporary arrangements and revi-

sions, must include Lebanon as well as the three states militarily engaged.
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The second g, rouj t nl i.,ts of states nOt directly involved, but

playing an active part ill th1L dispute by politicai activity, military contri-

butiolns, or, most important ot all , by the sponsorship of terrorist organiza-

t ions. Libya, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia are clearly the most active in this

'oltteXt

il' third group consists of the Palestinians--the most concerned,

the ii,'st important, yet the most difficult group to define and identify.

A disLtinction must bv made between thec l'alestine entity and the Palestine

people. The Palestine entity is an invention. The Roman name Palestine,

jres erved in the Wea:t, died out among the Arabs before the Crusades, and

has no roots in Arab history, sentiment, or tradition. It was adopted by

Ii itai to designate the >landated Territory assigned to it on both banks

of the Jordan after the First LWorld War, and then arbitrarily restricted

to the West ;hunk only; it was abandoned, with the Mandate, in 1948, and

later revived by the Arabs. Both names, Palestine and Jordan, are more

ideological titan geographical. The Palestine people, on the other hand, by

whutever name they may be designated, are a reality, and their problem is

i real one, which must be solved as part of any general settlement. There

is some doubt, however, as to who has the right to speak for them--

the Jordanian monarchy, the local notable leadership, or the militant organi-

zations centered in Beirut. These, it will be recalled, include bodies

sponsored by various Arab governments for use in inter-Arab conflict as

well as against Israel.

The Arabs find themselves basically confronted with a choice

between two objectives: (I) to accept the existence of Israel and try to

reach a settlement on the best possible terms available to them; or

(2) to pursue their original *ohjective of unraveling the past, a part at a

time, first the 1967 war, then the 1948 war, and so ultimately undo what

they regard as the great injustice constituted by the very existence of

Israel. The option is retained by the common use of open-ended formulae,

notably the demand for "the restoration of the rights of the Palestinians."

This is a convenient slogan, capable of many interpretations.

in Egypt, and perhaps in some other Arab countries, there is at

the present time a genuine disposition to try the path of settlement, and

tiiere seems no good reason to doubt the sincerity of the present Egyptian

government in this matter. It would be foolish, however, to overlook the

I ict that there are other Arab leaders who are still firmly determined to

deItroy IsreL and regard any settlement after this last war merely as a

first step towards that end. it would be equally unwise to ignoc-e the
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I act that even the most modratc would gladly adopt the second policy if

they judged tile opportunity favorable. Some Arab officers put Arab aims

In this way: "We and they [the Israelis] both need a period of peace to

recover iron tihet wars which we have fought. This peace will not involve

any measure otf friendship or goodwill, merely that we live side by side

witiout conflict and without armed hostilities. During that period we

shall. see what happens, and how things develop. It may prepare the way for

a genuine peace of good and neighborly relations, or it may merely be an

interval of preparation [or another war. We can keep open minds on this

s,,bject." This is a fairly general attitude and (from the Arab viewpoint)

a fairly setnsible one. Here again, Arab policies will be affected very

l;rgely by American policy or by their perception of American policy,

and of course also by the policies and actions of Israel.

3. Israel

Israeli policy is concerned exclusively with one problem, that of

survival, and with finding the best and safest methods of ensuring that aim.

israelis are, however, not in agreement on how best to achieve this purpose,

how much stress to lay on defensive borders, or how much value to place on

agreements with Arab neighbors. in particular, on the problem of the

Palestinians, they cannot agree on the question of which of their neighbors

or which of the contending parties they should attempt to reach an agreement

with. The Israelis know very well that in a straight conflict between

themselves and their Arab neighbors, without interference by any of the

Great Powers, they would be able to hold their own without serious diffi-

culty. 'hey also know, equally well, that in a conflict between themselves

and their Arab neighbors, in which their Arab neighbors enjoy the support of

the Soviet Union and they do not enjoy the support of the United States,

their position would be very weak indeed. Their policies too, therefore,

will to a very large extent be conditioned by their perception of American

policy and, in particular, of probable American actions in the event of a

new conflict.
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Some Israelis have argued that the only rational policy for

Israiel to pursue is one of Finnish-style neutrality. That is, to retain

Wk'ctorn-style institutions and way of life and to maintain friendly

cultural and coiimiercial relations with the Western world, but to end the

WvLtern alliance and to assure the Soviet Union that Israel would in no

way interfere with Soviet aims and policies in the Middle East as a whole,

provided Israeli independence is respected. The proponents of this view

argue that Amlerica is half-hearted and remote while Russia is near and

detLvriLined and the Middle East will inevitably pass under Soviet domination.

In stuci a situation, they say, Israel's only hope--and it is a slender

one--is to persuade the Soviet Union to accord it the same status as Finland.

Most Israelis reject this argument as a chimera and believe that their

survival ultimately depends on the American alliance.

4. Other Interested Countries

Other interested parties are the lesser world powers--Western

Europe and Japan--and the countries of the Third World, especially those of

Asia and Africa which are largely dependent on Middle Eastern oil. These

countries are affected by a number of factors, but three in particular:

(I) the need for Arab oil and the consequent fear of Arab action; 2) a

residual and recurrent anti-Americanism which frequently distorts their

perceptions and their policies; and (3) at the same time, the need for

American support against the dangers of communist invasion or political

intimidation. These countries were the main victims of the 1973-1974 oil

embargo and of the sharp rise in oil prices. Their policies and actions at

the time of the conflict and oil crisis were short-sighted and selfish

and showed neither wisdom nor courage. In Europe in particular it was

quite clear that they were relying on the United States to incur the odium

of doing what needed to be done for their interests as well as Middle

Eastern interests, while at the same time trying to gain short-term

benefit by making noises and engaging in actions pleasing to the Arab

governments. It is both wise and necessary to involve the countries of

Europe and of Asia and Africa in any kind of concerted action to deal with

the hardships inflicted by the rise in the price of oil and the threat to

th world monetary system. At the moment this seems to be difficult, but
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with the emergence of new Leaders in European countries and the signs of a

growing awareness in Asia and Arrica of the problems of oil, firm and

determined American policy initiatives might well produce results.

5. Uni ted States

The United States has two basic national interusts in the area.

The first is a strategic one--to prevent the area from falling under the

exclusive domination of the Soviet Union, with all the disastrous conse-

quences which would flow from this for Turkey, Iran, Europe, the

Mtdliterranean, Africa, the Indian Ocean, and Asia. This is an overriding

and vital concern of the United States in the area.

A second basic interest of the United States in the Middle East

concerns oil and the various aspects of the oil problem, including the

impact of oil on the Western alliance and on the international monetary

system. A third but less basic U.S. interest is the survival of Israel.

This is a matter of vital interest to an important section of the population

of the United States, and therefore an electoral and political factor of

considerable domestic importance, The Israeli interest and the oil interest

appear to clash, and the exponents of both have argued that their particular

interest coincides with the national strategic interest of the United States.

Neither such identification can be regarded as axiomatic or accepted without

question, but obviously both constitute important factors influencing

Ainerican policy and limiting American policy options in the area. Support

for Israel is based on domestic political considerations, on affinity of

institutions and aspirations with the only state in that area of Western type

and Western democratic institutions. These considerations are sometimes

furthered by the argument that Israel is the only one where the alliance

would certainly survive any change of government or regime and does not

depend on the survival or caprice of an autocratic ruler.

Support for the Arab case against Israel on the other hand is

provided, among others, by those with commercial interests in the area.

The growth of the oil industry and the enormous sums now available to Arab

oil producer states oonstitute a powerful source of political influence and

pressure. Arab funds may easily become a major factor in the whole economic

system of the Western world. The main compensating disadvantage is the pre-

cartonsness of Arab regimes and the unpredictability even of those that survive.
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I . f" cts I the 0t-,'olw r 1913 War

The war (f Oct hb,-r 1973 brought a number of important changes

to the situation. Some of these are negative--to the disadvantage of the

West and the advantage of the Soviet Union. Foremost among these is the

disarray of Europe, the. conflict which arose between the European states

and between Europe and the United States. The disagreements between the

United States and its European allies--first on the question of the supply

route to Israel and second on the best method of dealing with the oil

crisis--greatly strengthened the Soviet position in Europe to the disadvan-

La)ge of both the West European countries and the United States. Another

negative result was the oil crisis itself and the degree of dependence on

Arab oil which it revealed--especially in Europe and Japan but also in the

Un[ted States. Here, however, there was a positive element to be discerned,

in that the use of the oil weapon by the Arab states and others gave fore-

warning at a Lime when it could still be heeded effectively. Had the war

come: a few year.i later, when American dependence on Arab oil would have

doubled or trebled above its figure in October 1973, the damage would have

been far greater. As it is, the United States suffered little more than

incoavenience, and even to some extent profited by the Arab use of the oil

weapon, in that America is itself an oil producer state and therefore

gained some advantage against its industrial competitors in Europe and

Japan who were far more grievously affected. This advantage was reflected

in the rise of the dollar and the profits of American oil companies. The

crisis has given sufficient time to initiate research into the means of

discovering alternative sources of energy and thus to end, or at least

reduce, the present dangerous dependence on a single source in a single

area. Whether, of course, the American government will take the necessary

steps to achieve a greater degree of self-sufficiency is another question.
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Another negative result is the entrenchment of Soviet

pos[tions in Syria and Iraq and their growing influence with the Palestinian

or, anizations which now seem to be turning increasingly to the Soviets for

hcNport. There have been a number of indications of this and even of

S ,vet complicity in, or at least tolerance of, Arab terrorist actions.

The options and alternatives for a solution of the Arab-

Israel conflict remain basically Lhe same as before the war. There are,

however, two important changes in the situation. The first is that both

the Arab states and Israel have been shocked out of their immobility by a

sudden awareness of the degree of their dependence on superpower support

in a state of conflict. The second is the restoration of American influence

in the Arab world. Neither change is necessarily permanent, or even of

long duration, but while they persist they provide an opportunity for

constructive statesmanship, an opportunity that inevitably carries with it

an important element of risk.

Several of the Arab states have indicated their readiness,

even if in carefully indirect terms, to accept the existence and continuance

of Israel as a state. This acceptance, if meant seriously and conveyed

convincingly, could achieve the indispensable preliminary to the solution

of the conflict--namely its normalization. As long as the issue is the

existence of Israel, there is no possibility of compromise or even dis-

cussion; if the existence of Israel is accepted, and the issue its size,

then the conflict becomes for the first time a "normal" political dispute

about frontiers, capable of discussion, negotiation, and eventual solution.

Legally, Israel has never had frontiers, only cease-fire lines--a status

which applies even to the former international frontier of mandatory

Palestine. Thus Article V, Subsection 2 of the Egyptian-Israel Armistice

Agreement of 24 February 1949 states:

I'he Armistice Demarcation Line is not to be construed in
any sense as a political or territorial boundary, and is
delineated without prejudice to rights, claims, and
positions of either Party to the Armistice as regards
ultimate settlement of tiie Palestine question.

Ironically this clause was included on Egyptian insistence.
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The Solution of the frontier question between Egypt and

Israel as states should not prove impossibly difficult to achieve--

perhaps it can be accomplished in stages and with various provisional

arrangement.s. The terrain lends itself to such solutions, and the Egyptian

government has shown real willingness to enter into meaningful negotiations.

'he frontier between israel and Syria presents far greater problems because

ol the intractability both of the terrain and of the dialogue itself.

hlc recently concluded disengagement agreement illustrates both the

difficulties of negotiations and the uncertainty of the results achieved.

o(Je of the main obstacles to the Syrian disengagement agree-

ment, and one of the main dangers to its survival, is the continuing doubt

about Syria's real readiness to come to terms with the existence of Israel

in any shape or form--a doubt reinforced by some of President Assad's

speeches. Some other Arab states, notably Iraq and Libya, are quite

explicit in refusing any form of recognition, and in demanding and working

lor Israel's destruction. This attitude creates difficulties for those who

h;vc already in sonic form agreed to recognize Israel. It throws doubt on

the effectiveness and permanence of such recognition, renews the ever-

present danger of a competition in extremism between Arab leaders, and,

worst of all, encourages the most extreme and uncompromising elements among

the Palestinian organizations.

Among the three groups who claim to represent the

Palestinian people, there are many different views. The Jordanian East

Bank establishment is divided. A minority, including, however, the King

and many senior officers, demands the return of the West Bank and Jerusalem,

if necessary in a system of federal autonomy. Their military honor requires

the recovery of what they have lost; their duty to Arabism imposes this

task on them. UN Resolution 242, calling for the restoration of territories

conquered in 1967, by implication to the previous owners, provides them

with a juridical-political basis for their claim, which is indirectly

supported by the Israeli administration of the West Bank as occupied

Jordanian territory. Another, and larger, group of East Bankers sees the
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West flank and the whole Palestinian problem as a burden and a danger to the

lashemite kingdom, which in their view would do better to concentrate on the

development of the L ranquil and loyal East Bank and leave the fate of the

turbulent West Baiker, to be settled between the local leadership, the

Israelis, and the organizations.

The local leadership probably commands more support among

the Palestinians in Palestine than either the Jordanians or the organiza-

tions. Their dilemma is that they are unable to form a coherent leader-

ship or formulate a decisive policy while the Israelis are still there

and would be overwhelmed in a clash between their two rivals if the

Israelis go. Yet they probably offer the best hope for a peaceful solution,

In agreement with both Israel and Jordan.

The Palestinian organizations have hitherto made no

secret of their refusal to consider any compromise involving the continued

existence of Israel. Though their leaders no longer speak in public of

"driving the Jews into the sea," their program of a secular but Arab state

of Palestine, in which "Palestinian" Jews would find their place as a

religious minority, and non-Palestinian Jews a,-. their descendants would

leave, would certainly mean the end of Israeli statehood. Even now, when

some leaders of the P.L.O. are arguing for the recognition of a truncated

Israel, within the 1947 U.N. partition borders, as a temporary and tactical

measure, they are having great difficulty in winning support.

As between Israel and the Palestinians, three solutions

arc theoretically possible. The first is that of the Palestinian organi-

zations--the death of Israel and the rebirth of Palestine. Since no state

will voluntarily cooperate in its own destruction, this could only be

achieved by force of arms, and might well lead to an Israeli recourse to

nuclear weapons. To Westerners, the destruction of Israel may seem remote

and absurd. To the dominant generation of Israelis, still seared by the

memory of Nazi crimes and Western acquiescence, it remains a fearsome
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possibility, and one that overshadows their political and strategic thinking.

These fears have been increased by the events of the last few months--the

lo.;s (much exaggerated) of military self-confidence, the total abandonment

of Israel by Eu-ope, alld the beginnings of Israeli territorial retreat under

U.S. pressure.

Another theoretical possibility is a binational state.

ilere there arc two obstacles. The first is that no significant group on

either side desires such a solution, the only supporters of which are some

minor Jewish leftwing groups in Israel and certain Western sympathizers of

the Palestinian militants, who either misunderstand or misrepresent their

aims. The second obstacle is that such a scheme, even if attempted, would

probably be unworkable. The experience of binational statehood even in

such advanced and peaceful countries as Belgium and Canada does not augur

well for the union of two peoples divided by decades of strife and separated

by wide social and cultural disparities.

The third possibility is a new and final partition of

thv lands which between 1918 and 1948 constituted Palestine and Transjordan.

Here there are three alternatives. The first is the establishment

of m Arab state, consisting of all those areas of mandatory Palestine

which are not Israel, with frontiers and relationships with its neighbors

to be determined by agreement. The danger of such - state from the Arab

point of view is that it could easily degenerate into an Israeli Bantustan;

Irom the Israeli--and Jordanian--point of view, that it would become a

nest of terrorists and a launching-pad for attacks on its neighbors.

A second possibility, reportedly discussed between

the P.L.O. and the Syrian government, is that this Arab state should be

lederated with Syria. Given the present Syrian leadership, such an arrange-

,vot is unlikely to be acceptable to Israel, Jordan, or even Egypt.

The third possibility is that there be not three but

two states in the area: one of them Israel, the other an Arab state on

both banks of the Jordan. This might be unitary or federal, and might be

called Jordan or Palestine. The difference between the two names !q
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progr;unmatic, and involves thLe maintenance o the Hashemite monarchy or its

replacement by a radical republic. The implications of this choice, in

terms of the international behavior of such a state, are obvious.

Much will depend on the role of Egypt and of Saudi

Arabia, the two most influential of the Arab states, and, to a lesser

extent, on other Arab governments which have influence with the guerrillas.

E. U.S.-Arab Relations

The most important positive result of the war is the restoration of

the American position in some Arab countries. One should not, however,

overrate the importance or permanence of the successes that have been

achieved. The relationship with President Sadat is clearly an excellent

and a valuable one, but it is highly personal. It depends on two things,

Iirst, that Sadat remains in power, and second, that he does not change

his mind. It is something quite different from an alliance based on a

genuine community of interests and policies, and underpinned by basic

;Lflinlties. A relationship based on the individual policy of an autocrat

is necessarily insecure and should be treated accordingly.

The Russians for the moment are in retreat in Egypt. It would be very

unwise to assume that they have written off Egypt. On the contrary, it is

very likely tiiat they are planning to return at the first opportunity.

Prcsident Sadat is now in great danger. He has acquired a series of dan-

gerous enemies in tile Soviet Union and in the Arab world, including Libyans,

Syrians, and Palestinians, and the survival of his regime--or of its

present policies--can by no means be taken as axiomatic. In the meantime,

however, it offers interesting possibilities, which may lead to results.

The present mood of Egypt is Egyptian rather than pan-Arab, and the

President would probably be content with a solution which meets Egyptian

national requirements. The question remains, however, whecher it is

politically and financially possible for him to withdraw from the Palestine

question. The Syrian disengagement agreement makes this easier, and this

may be its principal merit. Pressure in the opposite direction comes

largely from Saudi Arabia, and here there is an opportunity for the

constructive use of American ii fluence.
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There are two interpretations, two perceptions, which are now

current ol the present relations between the United States and its Arab

triends. Each of these has very different consequences.

The first perception sees this as an Arab triumph, the triumph of

Arab oil and Arab money, and some even add the success of Arab arms, in

lorcilg the United States to change its policy. According to this view,

it was the pressure of the Arab oil embargo which compelled the United States

to reconsider its relationship with Israel and adopt a stance more favorable

to Arab interests. This perception has been encouraged both by Israeli

lamentations and by American eagerness. It appears to receive some visible

!;upport by such actions of the United States as the failure co insist on

a condetmation of the Kiryat Shemona massacre in the resolution passed by

the Security Council condemning the Israeli reprisals (thus departing from

previous practice) and by the reported willingness of the United States

to supply sophisticated modern weaponry on a large scale to Saudi Arabia

and possibly to other Arab states without the customary clause prohibiting the

transfer of such weapons to front line states for use against Israel. It may be

argued with justice that such transfer clauses are of little value, a, was

deiinstra ted by France and Libya. But the diplomatic consequences of the

lallure even to insert such a clause, like the refusal to insist on even-

handed condemnation of terrorism by the Security Council, can be and has

been interpreted as a change of policy by the United States under Arab

pressure.

The other interpretation sees the change as a triumph of American

strength and firmness. Here a contrast may be noted between the war of

P)6/ and the war of 1973. In the first the United States maintained a

carefully neutral and even-handed posture, as a result of which America

was accused of supporting Israel and a number of Arab states broke off

diplomatic relations, destroying and attacking American offices and other

property. In 1973 the Americans, for the first time, intervened actively

and decisively, and this time the Arab states resumed diplomatic relations

with the United States. According to this interpretation, it was American

strength and American firmTness and resolution, the defiance of the oil

weapon, and the defiance of diplomatic pressures which persuaded the Arabs
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th, t they had to deal with the United States as the only power capable of

wiiding effective influence in the area. An important element in this

change was the Israeli military success, that is to say, a success of

Amt-rican weapons wielded by an American protege, thus raising the reputation

of both American arts and American patronage. The Russians are at a great

disadvantage, in that they have no leverage in Israel--not even an

omb6assy--aud have no way in which they can exercise influence on Israel

or the benelit of their Arab proteges. The United ates possesses this

advantage. The United States "hand" in the Arab lanus is based on two

c.ards, first on Israeli power and second, on American ability to control

that power. Without the first the second is useless.

. /American l'olici:j Retreat or Resistance?

Is American policy one of weakness or of strength? Are the Americans

courting Egypt or being courted by Egypt? Much depends on the perception

ol the answer. And this in turn must be seen within the larger framework

(i American foreign policy.

Here again there are broadly two possibilities. The first of these is

a policy of retreat. According to this view, America must accept tie

fact of' Soviet superiority in both weapons and morale. With a crippled

government and a demoralized public opinion, with unreliable and disloyal

al lies, the United States in this assessment is unable to offer effective

resistance to the Soviet advance. It is therefore necessary to draw the

appropriate conclusions and to prepare if possible an orderly rather than

a headlong retreat and compel America's allies and wards to do likewise.

A reading ol the American domestic situation and of the policies of the

W.s;teru allies might indeed lead to some such conclus n. The present

state of the alliance and the confusion of Western op nion seem to offer

little encouragement for a firm policy of resistance to Soviet advance.

Nevertheless, a policy of retreat would be profoundly and historically

wrong. International relations are not a chess gajW in which there is a

limited number of possible moves by two sides and in which, therefore, a

master viewing the board can calculate all the possibilities and

I
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C0urcede defeat by an assessment of measurable prospects. Such calcula-

tions would have led to the capitulation of Britain in 1940, of Israel in

1948, and of Egypt in 1907. None of these happened because international

relations are not limited to a finite number of measurable possibilities

-uid are not carried on by strict rules. What happened in these three

cases was that instinctive loyalties and the will to live outweighed

rational calculations, and triumphed. The United States cannot adopt a

policy of defeat and retreat without suicide--and America is not ready

for that yet.

The second possibility is one of resistance and containment. This

means a policy of holding the Soviet Union and where possible, restricting

and reversing the Soviet advance. The first requirement of such a policy

is clarity and firmness of purpose and above all the avoidance of dangerous

:elf-deception and delusion. This is a characteristic hazard of democratic

states, where governments have to keep in tcuch with public opinion and

require from time to time to be reelected. Politicians and their electors

are only too ready to accept apparent improvements and apparent detente

rather than face disagreeable realities. This sometimes leads to the

deliberate refusal to perceive violations and deceptions by the other side,

to .slanted, policy-oriented intelligence assessments, ano even to a kind

of idealization of the adversary who is seen as a counterpart of oneself

operating within the same limits and bound by the same rules and restraints.

lie is not. A firm policy would encourage belief in the accuracy and maturity

ot American judgment, the value and reliability of American friendship,

and the unwisdom of incurring American hostility.

Tihe greatest danger in the present situation in the Middle East lies

in a possible misreading of American policy by the Arabs and the Russians.

The danger would be even greater if it is not a misreading but a correct

read ing.
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Lo:oki ii t Lh Fu u re

It is not difficult to envisage the circumstances in which a new

conflic might begin. The disengagement agreement between Israel and Syria

jight collapse, opening the way to a resumption of hostilities in the

north, which in turn could drag in Egypt and other Arab countries.

Alternatively, and more probably, the disengagement agreement might hold

Ior long enoug{h to begin political negotiations at Geneva. These in turn

could easily get bogged down because of the inherent difficulty of finding

common ground between the two sides. If this were not sufficient, one can

certainly count on deliberate obstruction by the Palestinians, the Soviet

tlnion, and certain Arab countries, each with their different interests in

preventing the conclusion of a peace under American auspices. In such a

.ituatioui a resumption of full-scale war would become a serious possibility.

Clearly, neither side would start such a war without a reasonable

hope of achieving some success. At the time of the second cease-fire on

24 October, the Arab military commands had a pretty good idea of the real

situation, and knew that it was only the intervention of the superpowers

whIch saved them from a further and humiliating defeat. The interval which

they gained, however, served more than one purpose, and it was believed by

many senior Arab officers that had hostilities been resumed two or three

weeks later, after they had had an opportunity to rcdeploy and rearm their

forces, they would have been able to give a very much better account of

themselves and, in their own judgment, to defeat the overstrained and over-

extended israelis.

The crucial factor, however, is not the military capacity of the two

sides, but the reliability of their superpower patrons. The Arabs can be

fairly sure that in a crisis situation the Soviet Union would step in to

save them--that it would not permit the Israelis to advance on either Damascus

or Cairo, as~suming that they have any desire to do so. The Soviets would

prefer to do this themselves, but would be content to do it through the

United States as they did last October. There is no doubt that they would

be willing to take independent action if they felt it to be safe to do so.

In such a situation, a Soviet armed i.ntervention in the area would be a
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real possibility. Alternatively, if the Arab states with Soviet arms seem

to be winning the advantage, the question then arises whether the United

States would intervene to save Israel or, assuming that it did, would be

able to do so with sufficient speed and vigor. One hears different

judgments on this question. Some, notably Dr. Hasanayn Haykal, are of the

opinion that in a crisis situation the United States will always rally to

Israel for reasons both of international and of domestic policy. It was

indecd for this reason that Dr. Haykal opposed President Sadat's policy of

rapprochement with the United States and was removed from the editorship

ol al-Ahram. The underlying assumption of President Sadat's policy is

that Dr. itaykal's analysis is untrue and that the United States can be

relied upon--from an Egyptian point of view--not to support Israel. At

present this means no more than support for what are conceived as legitimate

1 yptian aspirations and withdrawal of support for more extreme Israeli

positions. It could, however, easily give rise to the belief that American

support for Israel in a situation critical for Israel's survival would

either not be forthcoming, or would be late, slow, and consequently

ine [fective.

The Israelis themselves have contributed greatly to the rise

in Arab morale by their incessant criticism of themselves, their army,

and their leadership. Since the war, Israeli radio, television, press and

parliament have been concerned with little else and it may well be that

they have succeeded where the Arab leadership failed in persuading the

Arab peoples that they did indeed win a great military victory in October.

it is noteworthy that the Arabs under Israeli rule are much more elated

than those of the Arab states--no doubt because of the direct impact of

israeli gloom. American eagerness for Arab goodwill, manifested diplomati-

cally, commercially, and militarily, could also encourage similar ideas.

If the belief is genuinely accepted by the Arab leadership that they could

attack and destroy Israel with Russian help and without American inter-

ference, they may well decide it is worth the risk. In due course they

would no doubt find that they had been mistaken, but in the meantime

terrible damage would have resulted--deep divisions within the United

States, divisions within the Western alliance, and a grave danger of open

conflict all over the Middle East.
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foe Arab :Iicv, a.s ha:; already been noted, is between recognizing

Israel and geLtiZ g the best terms that they can on frontiers and other

matt.rs ill a n'LLIement, anid pursuiLng the aim of unraveling the past and

destroying sraeL ill Stages. The choice will depend very largely on the

indications which they receive of American reactions in such a situation.

Fhe first would mean peace, the second catastrophe.
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Fl11 ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT AND TIE

MILITARY BALANCE IN ARABIA AIND CENTRAL ASIA

A. Introduction

'Tlhe outbreak of fighting betLween the Arab states and israel acted as

a catalyst in political, economic, and military terms. All the factors had

been available tor study long before the events of October 1973, and no

c:.traordinary foresight was required to predict that sooner or later the

Arab states, [or all the ir chronic inab lity to act in concert, would

recognize Lhe Utility of the oil ttreat. It was also clear that neither of

the superpowers was prepared either to defend its individual political

position in the region to the point of global conflict or to tolerate the

total defeat of its respective client state. Furthermore, the very wide

gap in military capability betwee-n the Israelis and the militarily back-

ward Arab states was gradually but significantly closing.

What the conflict succeeded in doing was to bring all these matters

suddenly to a heiad. The political incoherence of the Arab states was

highlighted--especially the schism between the Soviet-oriented countries

and the more truly Islamic ones such as Saudi Arabia. The West European

states were made rudely aware of their lack of common policy and their

political insignificance. They were also made aware, with equal brutality,

oh their dependence on the Islamic oil-producing states. The Soviets

perceived the unreliability of the Arabs as client states (or perhaps a

perception already made was fortified). The two superpowers were able to

take the measure of each other's determination in a situation which was in

fact extremely dangerous. As it turned out, what proved to be remarkable

was thre success of U.S. political initiatives and diplomacy from a position
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ot aj)_prenLt political weakness steuuing from domestic controversy over the

position of the President and collapse of any form of unity and lack of

support of U.S. policy on the part of the NATO states. In fact the United

StatLs warded ofC a threat of direct military intervention by the Soviet

Unioi, terminated the war at the earliest practical moment, and since has

payvd the leading part in the subsequent peace negotiations. This has

deionstrated that realities of political power in the modern world rest,

.s they always do, not on moral or transcendental factors but on economic

anod miltary resources measured by superpower standards.

In fact, not a great deal has changed, but a great deal has been

c larified. This paper attempts to assess the regional balance in the light

ml this claritication and to see what this suggests as the most profitable

;tratej,,y tor the United States in the region.

15. The Strategjc Set tin

If Israel is regarded as the storm center of the region under dis-

cussion, tlie whole can be ,ivided rather loosely into three strategically

concentric zones. the first consists of those Arab states which share a

common border with israel which bore the brunt of the fighting in 1967

and 1973: Egypt, Syria, and Jordan, with Lebanon as a passive spectator.

T'h, second consists of Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Libya--three states whose

different attitudes towards the questions of Arab unity and Israel

illustrate the diversity of Arab opinion and also the difference between

professions of policy and interpretation when, as it were, the chips

are down. The Gulf states can be included in tiiis zone. They epitomize

the overal.l Arab predicament, combining as they do immense wealth (in purely

financiat terms) derived from oil revenues, Sheikly or autocratic govern-

ments, and societies which have hardly emerged from a Koranic, feudal stage.

in the third, or peripheral, zone lie Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan,

and India. The last three are somewhat remote from the storm center and

are neither rich in resources nor exert any real external political power.

Furthermore, in the oil bargaining arena, they are on the loser's or buyer's

side of the market. Afghanistaii and Pakistan, however, as strongly Muslim

states, sympathize with the Arab cause, as does India, which has more
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Mtiusl ims than al.1 [akistan and i also completely dependent on Arab oil.

The polit ical significance ol these thret, countries concerns their links

with and aLtitudes toward the Peope's Republic of China and the Soviet

Un i on.

Iran is a dif ferent matter. While tran is in some ways a 'Third

World" country, part of whosei, terri tory is arid and part of whose popula-

Lion is tribal, it is unmistakably an emergent state using its oil revenues

ior modernization and also, as it happens, to build up powerful military

Iorces. Iran is Muslim (but heretically Shia, as opposed to the Sunni

orthodoxy of the Arab states) and is in no sense an Arab state if we accept

the definition that an Arab state is one which is Islamic regardless of

its political orientation as between the rival power blocs, is Arabic-

speaking, and above all identifies itself with the Arab "cause', which

simply turns on the continued existence of Israel and the occupied lands.

Irani itself is the most important power in the region, being able to exert

mii!.tary pressure if necessary and also being prepared to use its

Oil-based wealth for aid programs, as it has in the case of India.

The political linkages and tensions in the regions are themselves

worthy of a deeper and more detailed analysis than is possible in this

primarily military analysis, but they must be mentioned so as to enable

the strategic factors to be seen in better perspective.

The hard core of opposition to Israel is Egypt and Syria, although

"core" is not entirely appropriate because it is geographically split

:nd Arab divisiveness (the basic source of Arab weakness) has prevented

anything more than a loose coordination of policy and strategy, whereas so

large and complex a war as was fought in October demanded unity of command

both for operations and for the subsequent peace negotiations. This is

manitested again in failure to secure the full cooperation of Jordan, wnose

position on Israel's longest land frontier is crucial. Jordan, having had

a- taste oi Israel's enmity and Egypt/Syrian "friendship," is as neutralist

as King Hussein dares.
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I -aq is Soviet-oriented and at odds with powerful anti-Soviet Iran and

hiv a slight military rapport with India over military training, but India,

,nxioua :11out oil, cultiVates friendly relationships with Iran as well.

Iran and Iraq iivk current border disputes over sovereignty concerning

,ivigational rights in the Shatt al Arab, the islands of Turns and Abu

Musa, and Iraq has long cast covetous eyes on Kuwait. Iran for its part

hi.is every intention of resisting any Iraqi adventures and maintaining

control over the Gulf area.

The position of Libya is equivocal--pan-Muslim, pro-Arab, and yet open

to Soviet overtures--as discussed below.

Saudi Arabia is staunchly Arab but has no intention of becoming

militarily committed to hostilities against Israel, except possibly by a

token force, as in the October war. King Faisal prefers to rely on oil

diplomacy. As for his military forces, a significant development is the

reported establishment of a well-armed special force whose primary role is

counter-guerrilla and internal security.

Turning to the eastern end of the region, there are sources of friction

between Pakistan and Iran over the Baluchis who live on either side of the

border and between pro-Soviet Afghanistan and pro-Chinese Pakistan over

the question of l'ushtunistan (the Pushtu-speaking minority who live on

both sides of the old British-delineated frontier). Then there is India

(non-aligned but Soviet oriented). Indian military action has for the moment

removed any threat from Pakistan, but the new state of Bangladesh is

virtually in a state of anarchy and an uncomfortable neighbor. Kashmir

Is a continuing problem and the presence of an armed and apparently

politically intransigent China on its all too vulnerable northern border

does little for peace and stability.

It is with these factors in mind that a tentative estimate of the

mlitary balance in the Middle East is attempted.
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C. The Arab- Israeli ( !l I i tati VC b.L I ZIlaCe

At the oitbreak of the october 1973 war, the Egyptian and Syrian

I orcus outnumbered the Israelis by approximately I to I in manpower, 3

to t in tanks, and more than 2 to I in aircraft. The Soviet Union had

equipped the Arab states witii some of tieir "est modern weapons systems:

uinks, antitank missiles, aircraft, surface-to-air missiles, surface-to-

suirface missiles, guns (artille'ry and antiaircraft), helicopters, transport

aircraft, naval craft and missiles, and a wide range of sophisticated

anlcillary equipment.

But even though the Arab offensive caught their opponent unprepared,

the Israelis, after an initial hesitation which could have been fatal (and

was entirely their own fault), recovered the initiative in a matter of days

and achieved what must be considered a limited military victory.

In retrospect it is quite clear that the Arab armies were saved from

vet another humiliating defeat by the intervention of the superpowers and

the successIul negotiation of a cease-fire. Superior weapons in the hands

oh more determined, better trained, and more competent soldiers, sailors,

and airmen were responsible for Israeli successes, but not before defects

in their tactical doctrine and lack of some modern sophisticated weapons

had been exposed on the battlefield and in the air.

fhe most glaring deficiency on the Israeli side was the failure of

their military intelligence organization to assess correctly the information

placed before them. The Isarelis learned a hard lesson in October 1973,

which they are not likely to repeat. But their whole intelligence organiza-

Lion needs to be updated and their current intelligence-gathering equipment

replaced with more modern systems, particularly in the field of photographic

and infra-red reconnaissance.

One Israeli weakness was in underestimating the effectiveness of

"second-generation" antitank guided weapons (ATGW). They relied on tank

gunnery and airstrikes, having only a few French SSI ATGW in their armory.
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The Egyptlans; and Syri;uis were generously supplied with Soviet Sagger

;rut Itank misi let,, which took a heavy toll of Israeli tanks in the opening

sLages of the war. The Israelis were surprised by the efficiency and

efectiveness of tLie!e weapons, because they had not expected to see them

deployed in such 1 a rge numbers by both the Syrians and Egyptians. All

the Israeli Links (U.S. M 48s, M 60s and British Centurions) proved highly

vulnerable (no modern tank is likely to prove immune to the current genera-

tion of ATGW and certainly not to the next). The Israelis have since made

good this deticiency with the acquisition of Hughes TOW missiles from

the United States, a few of which were received just before the war ended,

hut not in time to play a decisive role in the tank battles. Israel is

now also ordering up to 50 of the latest Bell/Cobra AHIQ attack helicopters

a-rmed with TOW, which will give Israeli forces a distinct advantage over

Arab armies equipped with Soviet Sagger missiles, which are currently

capable of being fired from the ground only. The Soviets are producing

their owin antitank helicopter, the MIL 24 Hind, capable of carrying six and

possibly eight Saggers. Another deficiency which the Israelis must make

good is their lack of an effective shoulder-fired antitank weapon such as

the Soviet RP; 7.

The 105mm tank guns used by the Israelis appear to be more effective

and more reliable than the Soviet 100mm and 115 mm guns (although it is

questionable whether this would be the case if they were Soviet-manned).

At the moment the Israelis are markedly superior in all aspects of armored

warfare except missiles, but this advantage will inevitably be narrowed

as Arab training is improved and more advanced equipment comes to hand.

Israel will not be able perpetually to face adverse odds with a certainty

of winning.

israel must as a matter of urgency substantially improve its air

defense capability, especially in the field of missiles. Its airfields

and industrial complexes are virtually undefended except by manned aircraft,

which cannot provide air cover, direct support for the ground forces and

protect the home base. Its Hawk surface-to-air missile batteries barely

saw action because of the failure of the Egyptian air force to intervene,

a circumstance which may be unlikely to be repeated. By contrast the Arabs
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lad, as is we Il-known, a complete i ami ly of weapons--static SAM-2s , and SAM-3s,

.11d tie highi'y successitul mobile SAN-6s and the hand-held SAM-7s--which

Cxorcised a pOwe, rful tacLical inlfluence on the c()urse oi operations. Losses

(Iu to battle casual ties and Il avish missile expenditure have been more

than made good by the Soviet Union. There is nc doubt whatever that this

wiLL alter the character of all future operations in the region.

There art, other weapon systems in which the Israelis will be deeply

interested, as ,ach holds Mt prospects of greater efficiency cnd there-

lore of the manpower saving so essential to the Israeli philosophy of war.

The, first system includes so-called "precision munitions" such as the U.S.

laser-guided 'Lark 84 bomb and the Maverick electro-optical weapon. The

second system consists of electronic countermeasures (ECM and ECCM).

[hc third system is the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) such

as the Boeing E3A. It is a truism that efficient command and control

Systems are as effective in improving overall effectiveness as actual

weapons, especially in complex two-front air-land battles such as'the

October War. The fourth system involves the use of the developing Remotely

Slloted Vehicles (RIPVs), particularly in the reconnaissance and ECM roles

with tle future possibility of a strike role against certain specific

targets. Of these, EGM should have priority, especially against the SAM-6.

IO.tense suppression weapons are another field deservi-, priority. The

ba lance in the Middle East, as elsewhere, will be decided by the pendulum

ol measure and countermeasure.

In surface-to-surface weapons, the Arabs are well supplied with Frog 3

and Frog 7 missiles as well as tue longer range Scud, which no doubt the

Soviet ULLion will continue to supply as required. Israel has its own

lericho missile, and it is likely that its range will be increased (or a

new missile developed) to reach most major Egyptian and Syrian industrial

complexes, airfields, logistic supply depots, and other targets. All

these unguided "area" missiles are untested in action apart from a few

harassing rounds fired by tie Syrians into the northern settlements.

Israel, however, is by virtue of its size and position far more vulnerable
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tLo imilba rdI it'lI than it s oppent tS , and if the Arabs obtain a quantity of

, gilidcd smiss :ie-to-sulace issiles capabie ot carrying a

at.,Ivy h i I ex o iv" pay load , t ire wouLd be a i gil J i cant change in ttie

III I I t ar' ba I ai c%-. It would at hot the quest ion of def en.; ible fron tiers--

these becomin. less importaut--aad affect the powerful constraints which

h.ive Iate lv restrainetd the isrielis from preent tive action and both sides

I rom bombing civil ian centers ci population.

At sea the Israelis demonstrated the superiority of their own Gabriel

;url ace- to-sI1Lface missile over the Soviet Styx missile, and there seems

I itt LL doubt that the israelis also enjoy a marked superiority over the

,rabs in the perform.ance of tleir Saar-class fast patrol boats (KPBs) over

t.- Soviet-supplied Osa-and Komar-class boats. In the air the Phantom

I.s4K, the A4l/II Skyhawk, and the Mirage 3B/C proved to be superior to all

the Soviet-supplied Arab aircraft, including the much vaunted MIG 21

[isdhbed and the SU 7 Fitter. Comparisons between the load-carrying

capacity, range, speed, and armament of the respective aircraft clearly

show the actual and potential superiority of current and projected Israeli

aircralt over those likely to be supplied to the Arabs by the Soviet

Uniont, and few would question the superiority of Israeli pilots flying

tLhese aircraft in aerial combat or strike missions.

The superpowers are continuing to provide their proteges with modern

armaments, not only to replace the losses suffered in the October war but

also to increase their militar- potential. According to the Israeli

[irnance Minister, the 18-day war cost Israel some $7,140 million, and a

record dralt budget of $8,440 million was recently presented in the Knesset

lor 1974-75 representing approximately 40 percent of total spending.

lcraeJ's I)efense Minister has drawn up an impressive shopping list covering

aliost every range of modern weapons and equipment for land, sea, and

air forces. These include surface-to-air missiles, antitank missiles, pre-

cision munitions, tanks, supersonic interceptors, strike aircraft, ECM

equipment, heavy artillery, vehicles of all kinds, defense suppression

weapons, and naval misslle.s. All this is in addition to the output of

local arms industries In Israel whose production is to be stepped up.
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I). I)1,LO> i hi. I ' ut J i r. I,, r:&-ae

lsir£i, i' s ab iding Ipro IIt i I ies not so much in th Lacto r of relative

Mi I itary strengtls, ,1,; in whetijer or not it can establ ish frontiers which

ive a rcasonab Ic prosqpeu' ofI del ens. It is hardly net ssary to argue

that. I rat I's original I rontiers were aImos t impossible to defend if the

precondition ot dCtense was t hat the initiative should be surrendered and

Il.it Israel should aidopt a "blamo less" nonaggressive stance taking only

thii,.e miLLtary measures required to preserve its own territory inviolate and

thLert fore tfghting ins ide it. own borders. The 1967 war was fought, in

Pil itarV term.., for tacttcal ellow room. in the north, the Syrians were

drivw'n f rom the Golan Hteights and thus deprived of a start line for offen-

S ivt.e operations and a line of observation from which the settlements in

hitlvob could be airassed and any move by the Israelis could be checked.

l tLte t,cast, toe dangerous Arab enclave west of the Jordan valley was

removed and a defensible position established along the escarpment over-

looking the Jordan valley. In the south, Sinai was gained as a theater

of ianeuver where much ground could be ceded tactically, if only temporarily,

to jbsorb an Egyptian offensive. This is exactly how the Israeli defen-

sive operation was conducted in October 1973--a classic example of the

dehfense 'on interior lines."

There was one tactor, however, missing from the equation. There was

no Arab otfensive on the eastern frontier with Jordan, for three reasons.

Iirst the Jordanian army had been very roughly handled in 1967. Had it

been committed at the outset in the October war it might have suffered

severe losses, especially in its elite Bedouin-recruited units who are

the mainstay ol Lhe regime. King Hussein would have been reluctant to

dissipate this important asset. Second, the main thrust, by reasons of

terrain, would have been into former West Bank Jordan territory with

aimost certainLy bloody consequences for the Arab population. (It would

be reasonable to credit hussein with this humanitarian consideration. All

his policy appears to have been to avoid involvement and suffering in a

hairrn cause for his poor and backward people. The King's real goals are

stability for Is regime and the return of his West Bank territory.) The

third reason is--and here Is a typical Arab situation--that his real enemies

.ire his Arab neighbors.
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itwo I mlhe pm r e t I y ;o ib I U t-o lit)I n L a Jo rdlaiii an of ftens ive fra in

tOw east s it time Jo rdan \,.it ley , f ormi dablec thoughi the terrain appears.

I- r aI , I re I i I t ilC 1 I md LtiIeL GOlan 1 1 I li gIlt 6 successfully in 1967,

mm0vi mIg a1111 rmeiti) what. appeum red to be Imiposs ible routes. Such an operation

woo Id have to coinlcide W ith Arab offtens ives in Sinai and the Golan, so as

tom spread the ISraeli defenIses. A force of at ]Last tWo equivalent
in -ty di-im~ ol . equired for tile initial assault. Ti

wmmmmd he beyond the capacity Of JIordan and geographically the obvious

re LinforcIng country would be Iraq, assu~ming that Saudi Arabia adheres to

its preLsent_ attitUde Of modified belligerence towarcs Israel.. But tihe

mle tinLg King Hussein cannot afford to risk is the establishment of a

Ioreign inil i tary Arai? presence oi, I'is soil, at any rate in strength too

IgreaLtofr htmn1 to, contain with his own loyalist units. It does, therefore,

,'ecLm that ;is lonig oms the present regime in Jordan reirains secure and stable

J116 tmme King call Cimlt inUe tmm pursue his cautious pa1licy towards both his

dangerIIous Aral) iteijghbois and Israel, ther Israel's defense commitment on

to (preset) eastern frontier can be limiteu to maintaining forces in

mmlsevatim..1 tom r the internal securi ty of the occupied Jordan territory.

I'ime importance of geographical fron~iers may be less prominent in

[,i(ali arguments if the Arabs become more powerful in the air and acquire

greater nummbers of long-range, more accurate surface-to-surface missiles.

Eg6ypt has shown a weasure of disillusionment with the Soviet Union

lollowimig the outcome of tile Middle East war and is now seeking to acquire

11mm1re efctive weapons systems from the West. Oil concessions will no

dmoubt be a icature in any negotiations with a Western country willing to

smipply arms. tsrael could find itself at a severe disadvantage if the

Arabs were to acquire an overwhelming missile strike capability against its

iimltstrial. base, ports, airfields, and logistic depots, particularly fuel

storage dumps. Oil supplies to Israel are precarious at the best of times,

andm, withb access to only one oil-producing area, Israel could find its fuel

suppLies highly vulnerable tmmai and missile attack.
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I I ran and _[ rajl

lhet LoLa I st. re,t It o I tOW Iranian armed forces is now over 213,000

wi 0t OW possibiliLy of further increases. Its navy consists of three

destroyers, eight frigates; and corvettes, and Len patrol boats--to which

are to be added six new FPBs armed with the French Execet ship-to-ship

missile and four 351mi Oerlikon air defense guns. The navy is supported

by six ori n P3C maritime aircraft and about 150 helicopters. This

,onst itutes the most powerful naval force permanently in the Gulf and

1,ij acent waters.

I'he army nas three armored and two infantry divisions plus four

brigades--two armored--to which a fifth is shortly to be added. 'lhe

(,nk strvngth is to be increased from 900 to 1,660 (760 Chieftains), and

i. art illery strengthened by the addition of the U.S. long-range 175mm

Sl' gun and heavy 203mmn howitzers. It is well supplied with helicopters,

including the CH147C medium-lift helicopters. Some of the 202 Bell AHIJ
}, enera1 .- purpose heticopters on order are to be converted to carry the

Hughes TOW AT(;W, of which a large number of the land version has already

been acquired for the army. The iranian air force is arming at a rapid

pact' with the most modern weapons systems available from all sources. To

its existing squadrons of 64 Phantom F4D/Es, Iran plans to add at least

70 more. The Iranians are also considering placing an order for 50 F15

Eagie air-superiority fighte:s, the very latest the United States has to

oI fer, to add to the 30 Grumman FI4As aiready orderL,. Iran already has

six squadrons of '5A fighLer bombers (84), to which it plans to add 140

FISs. It is also currently considering acquiring more Grumman F14A

lighter aircraft. An order has also boen placed for 280 Bell 214

LLtility helicopters to add to the 200 AHIJs already ordered, and in keeping

with its desire for the most modern early warning equipment, Iran shows an

interest in the Boeing E3A AWACS aircraft. Stabilized sights and laser

marker equipment have also been acquired for the Phantoms, which will

Carry the Mark 84 laser guided "smart" bomb.



By comparison, Iraq is really not in the same league. With a total

pIrsoiunl i trengthi of smething over 100,000 (of whom about 90,000 are in

the army), Iraq could not otter effective opposition to Iran in maritime

operations in the Gulf, and would certainly be no match in the air for

Iran's sophisticated aircraft and weapons systems. The Iraqi Army

consists of one arnored division, one mechanized brigade, and two infantry

divisions equipped with 900 Soviet T54/55 tanks, 90 T34 and 45 PT76

tanks--no match for Iranian Chieftains. They are about to acquire Sagger

ATCW and some additional PT76 tanks.

The Iraqi air force has 100 MIG 21s and 40 MIG 17s for air defense,

supplemented by tne usual Soviet mix of guns and missiles for surface-to-

air defense, basically SA-2s and SA-3s.

For the support of ground forces it has 36 British Hunters and 60

SI) 7s, to which 30 more are to be added. Iraq proposes to add 20 more

MiI 8 and Alouette helicopters to its present force of 70 Mi 4s and Mi 8s.

Now that the Egyptian and Syrian losses in the war have been replaced,

It may well be that the Soviet Union will seek to improve the Iraqi armed

lorces; it is obvious that very substantial improvement in numbers and

quality will be required to produce anything approaching parity with Iran.

F. The 'e rsian Gulf

Kuwait, Bahrain, and Qatar, together with the Union of Arab Emirates

(which was formed in 1971 and which consists of seven small states with

snall populations--none more than 60,000--but with considerable revenue

from oil) are all militarily weak. Tribal feuding has been a way of life

with ost of them for centuries, and over them Saudi Arabia, the richest

and currently the most influential of all the oil-producing countries,

casts its shadow. There is a never-ending conflict in Oman and Dhofar

encouraged by Soviet and Chinese subversive . :ganizations such as the

Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf. Any disturb-

ance of the delicate balance of power which would lead to an intensification

ol the conflict would almost certainly involve Iraq and Iran on opposing

sides.
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These t iy states have armed iorces ol a sort, but what distinguishes

theil trom the more powerftil Arab countries is that their equipment and

LacticaL training is almost entirely British. Tle most powerful of the

tL4if States is Kuwait, with a population of about 950,000 and armed

lorces of more than 10,000, of whom about 8,000 are in the Army.

E:quipment includes 100 British Centurion and Vickers tanks; 250 Saladin,

Saracen, and Ferret armored cars; 25-pounder guns; and 155mm howitzers.

Their British-equipped air force of about 40 aircraft is more a status

symboL than lor real defense. These forces are entirely for internal

:;ecurity and an insurance against covetous advances by its immediate

ie i ghbo rs.

The arned forces of Bahrain ahd Qatar number less than 2,000 men and

aire armed with British armored cars and guns. All tne smaller countries

in the ['nion of Arab Emirates have similar army and air force equipment,

but even collectively would be incapable of resisting aggression by Iraq

or Saud[ Arabia.

The discovery of massive new reserves of oil in most of these countries

has had, however, a stabilizing influence. Instead of internal feuding, they

are now devoting their energies to spending at least some of this new-found

wealth on the improvement of the living standards of their people. Never-

theless the memories of old enmities, the temptation offered by weak

states in possession of vast wealth and the rivalry of powerful neighbors

make the Gulf an area of political instability and potentially an

actual theater for conflict.

Gi. Afihanistan, Pakistan, and India

Afghanistan, although strongly nationalist and fanatically Muslim,

is in the Soviet camp. Its total armed forces number 85,000 (78,000

in the army) and are completely equipped with Soviet weapons. Its two

aroored divisions and four infantry divisions have a total of 200 medium

and light tanks, mostly T34, T54, and PT76. The Afghans have some Soviet

Snapper ATGW. 'Tle small air force of 110 combat aircraft is entirely

Soviet equipped: 10 IL 28 bombers, 24 SU 7 fighter bombers, and a mixture

of some 70 MIG 15s, 17s, and MIG 21s; 16 AN 2 and IL 14 transport aircraft;
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and eight helicopters. It isi also reputed to have some SA-2s. Afghanistan

maintains some 200,000 reserves, mostly armed tribesmen, capable of

troublesome guerrilla warfare against its neighbors.

Pakistan is a weak link in the political structure of the region, and

as such constitutes a danger to the whole. The loss of Bangladesh was

an economic blow, and the defeat of its army in the field and the complete

loss of its force in East Pakistan was a severe jolt to national morale.

The question of Kashmir remains to bedevil its relationship with India,

and the Baluchi and Pathan problems continue to offer opportunities for

mischief on the part of its neighbors.

'The Pakistani armed forces are equipped with a mixture of French,

British, U.S., and Soviet equipment, some of it obsolete (the artillery

is mainly World War If British 25 pounders). The army is predominantly

infantry (12 divisions) and is really only suited to internal and border

scurity. The repatriation of thu 75,000 prisoners of war may have a

double-edged effect on the morale of the forces--improving it in one way

but also possibly tending to depress it by revealing firsthand accounts

of the defeat. In the long term, however, the contraction of Pakistan

to a manageable size, the disposal of what was in fact a colony whose

population was ethnically and linguistically different and was strategically

impossible to defend, and the painful exposure of its traditional illusion

of military invincibility vis a vis India can only do good. India's test

of a nuclear weapon suddenly has made the merits of CENTO apparent once

again, and it would have important and beneficial consequences if Pakistan

resumes active membership and good relationships with Iran, Turkey, and

Britain, especially in the Gulf and the northeastern end of the region.

india dominates the eastern part of the region and its coastal

waters, possessing as it does not only the most powerful navy

in the area but also armed forces whose higher direction and combat

effectiveness have been proved regularly against Pakistan. India is a

tough opponent whose troops are far superior to those of any of the Arab

states. india's force structures are well suited to their strategic role

which, with Bangladesh disposed of, is defensive and exploits its enormous

reserves of military manpower. India has approximately one million men
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under arms (if the Border Security Force is included) , with no fewer than

27 equivalent infantry divisions (ii organized for mountain warfare),

reflecting its long and difficult common frontier with China.

Dependent on advanced nations for weapons, IndLa has avoided

cotmiltment to any one by acquirlng a mixture of British, Soviet, U.S.

and French equipment (which must present difficulties over spares and

maintenance). Its current reequipment program calls for the expansion of

its armored forces by a division with Soviet tanks and ATGW. India has

a few SA-2s, but its economic and technological base is too small to support

massive rearmament with advanced and expensive weapon systems. As it has

not yet had to meet a major threat, it is wisely making do with what is

well-tried and manageable. India alone among the regional states (except

for Israel) has a useful native arms industry turning out aircraft, tanks,

ammunition, and vehicles.

A startling development was India's decision to embark on a nuclear

weapons program--possibly as much for reasons of status and political

impact as for realistic strategic reasons, for a full development would be

beyond its resources in terms of cost and technology, if it considers

creating a true nuclear arm. Nevertheless, India could if it chose use a

manned aircraft delivery system and eventually develop a MRBM capable of

reaching targets in China, including China's nuclear test and development

areas in Sinkiang.

Ii. implications of the October War for the Local Military Balance

The stability of the Middle East area has so far depended upon the

lollowing policies and assumptions. First, the Un.ited States is determined

not to see the state of Israel liquidated, and has underwritten Israel

economically and assured its supply of modern arms. Whether or not ttne

United States would resort to force of arms to prevent the final over-

running of Israel in the case of a sudden or unexpected defeat is some-

thing the United States has wisely left unspoken, leaving the guessing and

the risk-taking to Israel's enemies.
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Svcond, Israel is talikely to be reduced by a direct attack, that is,

by strategic or missile bombardment on its center of civilian population.

It would be possible, to inflict irreversible damage on Israel by this

means, but its means of retaliation even in the process of defeat would

meian equally intolerable damage on the Arab centers within its reach.

This is what has restrained the Arabs, rather than any humanitarian

considerations. Israel has always acted violently to threats of this

nature, whether by ground guerrillas or, as occurred in the October War,

in reply to the Syrian bombardment of some settlements using Soviet missiles.

(One possibility is that the Israelis are in possession of their own

nuclear weapon and means of delivery which they are prepared to use as a

desperate last-ditch measure. The longer this question remains in doubt

the more effective is its deterrent effect).

Third, the political situation in the Arab world is such that the full

Arab military potential is never brought to bear on Israel. In the

October War there were token detachments from Morocco, Iraq and Jordan,

but the casualties and hard fighting were all borne by the Egyptians and

Syrians.

Finally, Israeli military prowess, in terms of command planning and

decisions, military skills such as are required to operate modern weapons,

battle-craft, and sheer courage and determination in combat (as evidenced

by the very few prisoners of war, wounded or unwounded, lost by them), is

so far in advance of the Arab forces that, provided arms and munitions are

forthcoming in sufficient quantity, the Israelis can beat off any possible

threat without significant loss of territory.

Some of these assumptions appear to have been eroded by the events of

the October War, but in fact this had been more in appearance than in

reality. Israeli self-confidence has been shaken by the loss of captured

territory in Sinai and the subsequent political search for a military

scapegoat. This was due to naive references to the so-called Bar-Lev line,

which gave public opinion the impression that it was an impregnable defense

system of the Maginot type whereas it was, and could only be, a line of

fortified outposts forming the forward edge of a defense system in depth.

The troops in the Bar-Lev positions did in fact put up a fairly stout defense
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altLer their initial surprise, but an absolutely rigid defense is impossible

in modern warfare. The power of modern weapons is such that there must be

some "give", and indeed the original object of holding as far forward as

the east bank of the Canal was to allow space for a defensive battle in

depth. (Reading between the lines, the glaring error on the part of the

local Israeli commanders was in not ordering a permanent stand-to by the

outpost garrisons when it became clear that the Egyptians were massing.)

The other, unmistakable and unpleasant surprise for the Israelis

was the improvement in fighting skills on the part of the Egyptians. But

this must be seen in perspective. In 1967 the Egyptians, with the exception

of a few units, were so bad that most of them broke at the first shock.

The Six-Day War was a rout. It revealed the sterility of a military aid

policy which was limited to the donation of a mass of modern equipment to

countries lacking technical training in its operation. Quite apart from the

poor educational standard of the sectors of the population from which the

rank and file are drawn, the leadership was defective and the officer

class alienated from their troops. Quite obviously the entire command

structure required overhaul and the leaders retrained and remotivated.

'lie improvement was indeed remarkable, but it must be borne in mind that it

was merely a move on the military scale of values from abysmally bad to

moderately bad. On the credit side the Egyptians and Syrians proved able

to take the offensive, to accept casualties without flinching, and also to

face armored attack on the heaviest scale. (One can detect the Russian

influence. Given an army of unskilled, half-educated peasantry, the

best tactics are to teach them drills to be applied unthinkingly, equip

them lavishly, supply maximum firepower, and use them en masse. This, if

persisted in, can be relied on to wear down a less numerous if more skilled

opponent.)

The deficiencies on the part of the Egyptian and Syrian commands were

numerous and basic. They made no effective use of their air forces. This

gives rise to the suspicion that both these countries are too backward to

provide pilots with the necessary qualities to handle modern high-perfor-

mance aircraft. Not the slightest attempt appears to have been made to

ground the Israeli air force, on whose continued existence all Israeli
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s trategy turns. Thc Syrians with the advantage of surprise and enormous

odds completely mismanaged their attempt to recapture the Golan territory

and suffered heavy losses. (They might have concentrated on their infantry

arm, which seems to have fought the Israelis in minor engagements on fairly

even terms.) The Egyptians completely failed to exploit their successful

crossing of the Canal. This really was the turning point of the war. Had

there been a united, overall command, had there been some attempt to

coordinate operations between the northern and southern fronts, and had

the first Egyptian objective been the line of the passes in Sinai, the

risks might have been greater but the problems for the Israeli command,

with all the disadvantages of fighting on two fronts, might have been

insoluble. We can conclude therefore that as far as qualitative assess-

ments are concerned the improvement on the part of the Arabs (Egyptians)

might be seen as ominous in the long term, but the present balance is still

very much what it was, weighted heavily in favor of Israel.

One of the outstanding political lessons to be drawn from the Middle

East War is that despite modern intelligence-gathering equipment, including

a comprehensive ground organization and aircraft and satellite surveillance

which can provide accurate information on military strengths commonly

ref rred to as capability, it is possible to misread enemy intentions.

The Israelis nearly paid a heavy price for failing to assess correctly

Egyptian and Syrian intentions prior to 6 October 1973. Europe must not

make the same mistake. If such a catastrophe were to happen, there would be

no possibility of recovering the initiative and no second chance. An

intelligence organization, embracing every modern method of gathering

information and presenting it instantly to those concerned with security

in Europe, must be provided as a matter of urgency, and those responsible

for assessing the information and advising the politicians must be highly

trained not only in assessing the value of the information provided, but in

their ability to communicate it to those who will have to make the ultimate

decision on peace or war in the event of a crisis in Europe.
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The attrition rate in the October war in expensive weapons systems

was shown to be far in excess of what had been expected. The Arab countries

are better placed financially to replace losses, provided they have access

to guaranuteed sources of supply--which means either the Soviet Union or

the industrialized nations in the West--at least until the Arabs are

able to provide their own industrial base and their own armaments industry.

Equally, Israel, despite its industrialization and a modest armaments

industry, will only be able to match another Arab buildup if it continues

to receive massive U.S. support. Even then, manpower will become a pro-

gressively more difficult problem for Israel, and perhaps one of the most

critical factors of all will be Israel's access to energy supplies and

particularly oil, which poses no problem for the Arabs.

In Europe, because of the unwillingness of European countries to

increase the manpower element in their conventional forces, greater

reliance will have to be placed on high-technology weapons systems, which

today can greatly increase the volume of firepower available and direct it

more accurately against enemy targets. The destruction of selected

targets could be achieved more quickly, more effectively, and with much-

reduced collateral damage by such weapons as laser-guided bombs, electro-

optical missiles, antitank missiles, artillery with terminal guidance,

surface-to-air missiles, both static and mobile, air defense suppression

weapons, mines (nuclear and conventional), and small tactical nuclear

weapons--to name only a few. But these new weapons systems, more modern

communications, and warning and control systems will be very expensive.

Nevertheless, the Western powers cannot have it both ways: they cannot

disregard the disparity in conventional arms that exists today between

the Warsaw Pact countries and NATO, and at the same time refuse to increase

the effectiveness of their conventional forces, which would mean either

increased manpower or, alternatively, the use of high-technology weapons,

which would mean higher costs.
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'he Soviet Union believes iti "mass" in conventional forces even when

high-technology weapons are available, and having achieved parity (even

superiority) in the nuclear tield, the potential military threat to

Europe and the West grows greater with each month that p:isses. In

Soviet doctrine, numbers count; the West will disregard this concept at

their peril. In the maritime field the situation is little better. The

Soviet navy is rapidly overhauling the West, not merely in naval construc-

tion, but in their efforts to deploy naval forces on and under all the

oceans of the world, while European naval forces are reluctant to venture

outside NATO's maritime limits at the Tropic of Cancer.

There is a tendency in Europe to believe that the deployment of

maritime forces outside the oceans immediately adjacent to the European

coast line is no longer necessary, and in any case it can be left to the

U.S. maritime forces to patrol the world's oceans. Occasional visits by

British and French naval forces to the South Atlantic and Indian Ocean do

nothing to offset the growing economic, diplomatic, and political

influence which the Soviet Navy is attempting (with some success) to exert

on the littorals of these vast ocean areas. Quite apart from the potential

(but remote) threat which Soviet naval forces pose to the West, security of

interests on and under the oceans, following the outcome of discussions on

the law of the sea at the Caracas Conference, will become a matter of

concern to all European countries.

There is one further lesson from the Middle East War which may have

passed without attracting the attention it deserves, yet one which could

seriously affect the conduct of operations in Europe if there should be

another war. During the closing stages of the October 1973 war, massive

airlifts of arms and equipment were provided by both the superpowers to

their respective proteges. The U.S. air force had to fly their C-5s and

C-141s across the Atlantic more than 5,000 miles to Israeli airfields.

Thie Soviets, on the other hand, were able to operate over much shorter

distances and with far more facilities than were available to the United

S tates.
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on the whole, both air'lifts were successful, but it must be remem-

bered that reception airfields in Lgypt, Syria, and Israel were not

subjected to attack during the course of the airlifts, eitlier by manned

atrcraft or by surface-to-surface missiles. No such imm:inlty wouLd be

permitted in a European conflict, and the advantage would almost certainly

be on the side of the Warsaw Pact countries, with shorter internal lines

of cotmmunication and more airfields at their disposal. The United StaLes

and Europe, in assessing tie effectiveness of the airlift to Israel, must

he careful not to draw the wrong conclusions about reinforcement and

resupply across the Atlantic in the event of a war in Europe. Airlift

reinforcement, unless backed by ample strategic warning, would be no

substitute for forces on the ground if the Warsaw Pact should decide on a

surprise attack. Rapid mobilization in accordance with a carefully worked

out plan saved Israel in the Middle East War from a serious defeat within

the first 48 hour,; of the launching of the Egyptian and Syrian offensives;

but even though Israel had to fight on two fronts, it was able to stabilize

the northern Golan front while holding the Sinai position until complete

mobilization enabled it to launch counterattacks.

Mobility in any future war will be essential to Israeli forces, and

Israel should take steps to provide its army with the means to achieve it.

Similarly in NATO, whose forces are outnumbered by 1 1/2 to 1 in manpower,

3 to I in tanks, and 2 to I in tactical aircraft, increased mobility is an

urgent requirement. Medium-lift helicopters are one means of providing it,

but NATO armies are sadly deficient in these aircraft.

Finally, a question to be answered is whether the October War

revealed one of the periodic swings in favor of the defense, which can

sometimes be observed in military analysis. The answer is, tentatively,

yes. The effect of the SAM systems on offensive air operations requires

no reiteration; nor does that of the ATGW on the main tank, which nonethe-

less retains a residual utility as a powerful defensive weapon. Above all,

modern intelligence-gathering systems, including satellites and the proper

use of the information they provide, militate against strategic surprise and

diminish the value to the aggressor of the initiative.
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Arms Aid and the Export of Tactical Doctrine

It will be seen that every advaace in weapon tecluology involves an

increase ill sophistication and therefore in costs. Any increase in

sOphistication requires--eveu it allowance is made for some degree of

automation and the employment of equipment requiring minimum maintenance--

an increase in the skill of the operators and also in the logistic backing.

Guided missiles, obviously, cannot be handled in the same casual way as

"iron" munitions. Even in advanced countries, one of the restraining

I actors in adopting ever wore sophisticated weapon systems is the

tendency to draw ore men away from the limited pool of skilled and intell-

igent personnel into the infrastructure of radar operators, signalers,

repairmen, engineers, etc., leaving fewer for the combat units. This can

be crucial in the undeveloped Arab countries. In the West, high-pressure

salesmanship on the one hand and an understandable desire to cut a good

international military figure on the other have led to overloading the

armed forces of African and Asian counxtries with equipment too sophis-

ticated for them to handle, tactical doctrines requiring leaders with

more experience than they have yet managed to train, and infrastructures

and field organizations which they have not the managerial skill to operate.

The Soviets, on the whole, are no less sanguine about their client

states. Their own weapons and their own tactical doctrine are simpler

and more clear cut than those of the West. For although Russian education--

and in particular the education of the Soviet service man--has advanced

a great deal in recent years, Soviet ideas still derive from what was

suitable for an army of ill-educated peasants who were not trained in

any military qualities except discipline and blind obedience. Their basic

equipment is simple and robust, and their tactical doctrine reduced to

simple formulas suitable for such an army, although their aircraft, missiles,

and electronic equipment are very advanced. They have the advantage, of

course, of standardization with their Warsaw Pact partners, some of whom,

particularly East Germany and Czechoslovakia, are advanced industrialized

countries well able to cope with high-technology weapons. The introduction

in 1970 of the "Coordination Committee for War Techniques" to include all

the Warsaw Pact countries suggests closer collaboration between them and

the Soviet Union, not only in weapons procurement but also in tactical

doctrine, logistics, and technical maintenance.
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The Soviet Union nevert hiLILSS Seems to have foisted its own military

idteas, tables ol equipment , and even its habit of extreme secretiveness

on to the Arabs lock, stock, and barrel without any consideratioi of what

is best suited to Lhet Arabs and their real needs. (The, seem to have issued

the' Syrians a comp[ete set of anti-chemical war equipment--a development

which may havIe been less sinister than it appears. It probably was part

of- the standard l/O&L) . I'he, Russians seem to have no empathy with their

Third World clients or appreciation of what they can and cannot achieve.

One thing that both the 1967 and 1973 operations have made absolutely

clear is that backward Third World countries cannot be made capable of

sophisticated 20th century waifare simply by lavish arms aid and the loan

ot instructors and advisers.

Typically, the Israelis have always adopted a more realistic policy,

in spite of the fact that they rank among the developed nations and can,

l inancial considerations permitting, draw on the advanced technology of tie

United States. Israel's infrastructure is basically its civilian economy,

;1od the bulk of its limited manpower is drawn from a part-time citizen

defense force. Manpower must therefore be employed so as to achieve

maximum utilization of the most alert and intelligent, with a strong bias

in favor of the combat units, especially the elite air force, and training

time must be confined to teaching the bare essentials. The choice of

weapon systems, therefore, has so far excluded some of the most advanced

weapons and includes a great degree of the most robust and simple: those

which at best can be manufactured in Israel and maintained (for example,

its Inventory of heavy nrtars) without imposing too severe a nonproductive

industrial burden. ley may have to modify this policy if Israel is to

take advantage of the progress in weapons technology which holds out the

prospect of offering an effective counter to invasion by massed armored

formations, and also a means of countering the SAM systems which, deployed

in mass, inhibited the preemptive and defensive use of the Israeli air arm.

Nevertheless, in the present state of development of the countries of

the region, Israel is by far the best one for investment in the way of

arms aid. The Soviet rulers should by now have become disillusioned with

anything more than the transfer of token supplies. Bulk supplies, if they
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colLillue, wit he mo, re tor politicai- influenc and [or Lk- nomic or monetary

reasons, being a means of acquiring currency from oil-rich states, than

Irom a real hope of enabling: the Arabs to make any real military progress

against the Israelis. (The reasons for the current deliveries of Soviet

irms to Libya may be manifold, but pendir(; fuller information may be

assessed in this light.)

If we attempt to sum up the strategic profit and loss of all the

Soviet effort, it would appear that a very large capital expenditure has

resulted, on the profit side, in the establishment of a limited Egyptian

bridgehead in Sinai and a jolt to Israeli military self-confidence (which

may do Israel no harm in the long run), and, on the debit side, loss of

a significant part of Syrian territory and the unchallenged establishment

of the United States as the arbiter of events in the area.

J. U.S. and West European Relationships in Light of the War

At the outset of this analysis it was suggested that the war has

acted as a catalyst, accelerating existing reactions rather than creating

new ones. One of the existing features of the Atlantic Alliance and

the U.S./NATO relationship has always been the difficulties of consultation,

poLicy formulation, and concerted, purposeful action. On the one hand,

the United States has inevitably on occasion pursued an individual super-

power policy taking initiatives as the situation on the superpower plane

demanded. A classic instance of this was the strategic alert ordered on

25 October (curiously and ungratefully resented as a step likely to

precipitate war). On the oti,-r, the NATO nations, admittedly originally

set up to counter the massive Soviet threat in Europe, have taken a narrow

and parochial view of what should be an appropriate strategy for the alliance.

It excluded the Levant and Middle East from its purview as well as naval

operations south of the Tropic of Cancer. This was, to say the least,

short-sighted, for it has been obvious that the Arab-Israeli confrontation

was by far the most dangerous to world peace, and that the bulk of energy

requirements of the We:st European nations in peace and war originated in

the region and were transported via a sea route most of which NATO pro-

claimed as being outside its strategic interests.
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Thece wa:i a certain lac.\ of political will. l ng I inmliarity with

the Soviet threat, even though it was actually increasing, diminished

its impact. The various con fercnces (SALT, CSCE, MFR) encouragud a

euphoric feeling of detente. on the more practical side, the rising cost

of defense coupled with inflation and an increasing distaste for conscript

service diminished any enthusiasm that elected leaders, especially those

operating on minority Votes, fult for defense questions, except on how to

r.duce the defense burden. in addition, there had long been manifested

some impatience with U.S. tutelage in defense matters, reinforced by a

distinct element of anti-Americanism, manifesting itself as a fea. that

U.S. "hawkish" initiatives were likely to provoke conflict rather than

damp it down (for example, the interpretations on certain proposals to

retarget nuclear weapons by Defense Secretary Schlesinger in January 1974

and the reiterated description of the alert of 25 October as a "nuclear"

alert, implying that the United States was about to plunge the world,

unconsulted, into nuclear war). On their side the Americans were progres-

sively exasperated with European indifference to defense questions, in which

the Europeans seemed prepared to lean on tne United States while at the

same time criticizing its p,)licius.

Policies for action cannot be hastily concocted after the emergency

has occurred. The Cuban crisis was a different affair; no immediate

sacrifice was required by Europe, only a general approval of President

Kennedy's policy. The October War confronted Europe with an economic crisis--

a crisis in the sense that policies devoted to material growth at all cther

cost might be temporarily imperiled--in which it was felt that any loss

of "fa,:e" or the alienation of the United States was worthwhile if :t

warded off the use by the Arabs of the oil weapon. Nor was there merely a

nLt between European NATO and the United States. NATO itself was in

disarray, with only the Netherlands standing firmly by Israel.

C~oncurrently with this, on the purely economic side, there has been

trouble brewing in the EEC. This is not surprising, since the political

and emotional readjustments required of sovereign states if the Community

is to be more than a customs union are severe and unlikely to be made

without trauma. The immediate future is uncertain, with a short-term

g;overnment in Britain, the fall of Herr Brandt, and a new French president.
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It is a gloomy prognosis, and it is possible to wr-L a scenario in

which Europe is 1ragmented Into states incapablIe of coope Iat ion, reluct alt

to defend themselves, or even face the unpleasant facts ui the world

situation; the U.S. withdrawn in disgust; and a Europe (vEntually

"Finilandized" under Soviet hegemony.

It i s, however, a mistake to take counsel of one's fears, as distinct

Irom appreciating dangers. It may well prove that American steadiness

in L973 and American pursuit of peace in 1974 will not go unremarked; that

European members of the ALliance will realize that if either Europe or

NATO is to have any meaning, then it must have a concerted outward-looKing

policy and that it must make sacrifices, if only of comfort and convenience,

for its defense; that its defense is global and indivisible; and

above all that the citadel of Western defense is in the United States. On

its side, the United States will have to show the patience and forbearance

towards weaker and intransigent allies which is inseparable fron the

exercise of superpower.

K. A Future Strategy for the United States

The aim of all foreign policy and therefore the supporting military

strategy in the region can be summed up in one word--stability. The

region exemplifies two conditions which invariably attract Soviet interest:

its international tensions make for instability and militarily it is

relaLively weak. In addition the distances from the Soviet Union are not

great, and in certain areas there is a common frontier. What is of even

greater significance is that from the eastern Mediterranean to the Bay of

Benyal there is a continuous coastline interrupted only the the Isthmus of

Su-z. The whole sea region is an ideal area for the exercise of the forward

naval policy of the Soviet Union so powerfully advocated by Admiral Gorshkov.
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Briefly, therefore, the strategy of tile United States must be directed

at the following objectives: (1) reducing tensions and fhlereby Lhe roidi Li(sII"

Lavorable to Soviet meddling, (2) the strategic support of states which iay

[eel theimseives under Soviet pressure, and (3) control f the sea area.

It is easy enough to adumbrate these aims; to formulate specific regional

policies is another matter.

'taking the first objecLive, the key area is the central one of israel.

U.S. diplomacy has ,iad a successful outcome in its efforts to achieve a

cease-fire and disengagement on both fronts. The necessary compromises to

enable a truce to come about have been made by the Egyptians, the Syrians,

aLid the Israelis without Israel's having to give up any territory of

strategic significance, such as the Jordan enclave on the West Bank.

'ihle maintenance of the truce depends on a number of largely unpredictable

factors. Tie Arabs are notoriously volatile, opinions on both sides of

tle truce lines are highly inflammable; there is a constant temptation to

indulge in harassment; and United Nations truce supervisory forces have

proved in the past a weak agency. In addition, there are intractable

elements on both sides. There are Israelis who from before the inception

of the State of Israel believed that its "natural" frontiers are where they

lie now, while on the Arab side, as exemplified by the extremists in the

various Palestine movements, there are those who will be satisfied with

nothing less than the liquidation of Israel as a national Jewish state.

A peculiar danger arises from the action of these extremists, at

present based in a neutralist Lebanon which through fear is forced to

tolerate semilegalized guerrilla or irregular armies on its soil close to

tie Israel frontier. These "re deliberately and to some degree success-

fuLly intended to hinder any form of rapprochement by committing acts of

inhuman terror as at Maalot and Qiryat Shmona whose real object is to

provoke the Israelis into acts of counterterror. Lebanon's position is

extremely equivocal with its mixed Christian and Muslim population. It

is unlikely that its rulers will ever nerve themselves to deal witti this

parasitic guerrilla force in the way King Hussein did in the "glack

September" of 1970. Until the Lebanon-based guerrillas can be neutralized

they will provide an element of instability to the truce arrangements,

whatever they may be.
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One essential deduction Irom these factors is that the Uni ted StatLes

must continue to underwrite Isracl's security. Quite apart from the pur] _v

military/strategic consequences of Israel's collapse, it has for so long

been a futndamental plank in the foreign policy of the United States that to

be forced to abandon it, or even appear to compromise over it, would very

seriously affect the validity of the U.S. strategy worldwide. 'lhcr , remain

the diificult negotiations which must soon begin to formulate a peact

treaty between Israel and the Arab states. U.S. diplomacy will be needed

in these negotiations.

Closely connected with this central point of regional tensions is te

attitude of Egypt. Historically Egypt stands slightly apart from the rest

of the Arab world and in fact was only involved in the Palestine question

by President Nasser as a means of providing an external distraction. Egypt

is not oil-rich, is zenophobic ratV'r than anti-West or pro-Arab, and is

still traditionally resentful of its imperial experience. Egyptians are

more outward looking than other Arabs and with more experience of relations

with Western peoples. Admittedly its experience of imperialism poisoned

this to a large degree, but with the need to modernize the state politically

and economically these anti-Western attitudes are being modified with

the passage of time. Since complete independence the Soviet connection

has proved utterly uncongenial not so much for political reasons or

because Soviet military aid was inadequate, as for the simple reason that

Soviet personnel were tactless and overbearing. The Egyptians as a whole

and not merely those involved in deciding policy were in 1974 tired of

the wasteful and worrying period of undecided hostility--the "no-peace-no-

war" syndrome--and having had a moderately successful campaign are probably

more in favor than ever before of some sort of permanent settlement

(although it may prove difficult to make Israel disgorge all of Sinai,

which may be rich in oil and other minerals). Finally, there is the all-

important question of the opening of the Suez Canal which may bring Egypt

back into its former profitable position on a world trade route (and

which is being done, significantly, with Western aid, in particular the

U.S. Navy and the Royal Navy). Resumed and cordial Western relations with

Egypt will be a diplomatic prize of great strategic consequence, and the

United States, being free of former imperialistic associations, is peculiarly

fitted to attempt its capture.
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A fresh development in the eastern Mediterranean i., the attempt by

the Soviet Union, using the threadbare ploy of arms aid, to draw the

previously hostile and fanatically Muslim Libya into the Soviet orbit. It

would be premature to forecast the effects of this as LJiya has no military

tradition, has no practical military ambitions or objectives apart from

a noisy pro-Palestinian stance, and in any case is unlikely to be able to

make effective use of any sophisticated weapon system. It may well be that

the Soviet Union's objective is purely commercial and it is disposing of

arms which it can afford to part with in order to mop up some of the oil-

won currency of which Libya, like the Arab states in general, seems unable

to put to any more constructive use. In some ways this development may

alarm Egypt as much as it does NATO, because if events followed their

normal course it could lead to a Soviet foothold outflanking Egypt on its

western side. In the long term this move could be turned to the disad-

vantage o! the Russians.

While these diplomatic processes are working themselves out it is

essential that the United States back them up by a restrained but unmis-

takable demonstration of its strength in the eastern Mediterranean. The

Aegean is strategically part of the sourthern flank of NATO: this in

reality, if not in name, is closely connected with affairs in the Levant as

a whole. The neutrality, or at least the nonbelligerence, of the littoral

states is equally essential. The most suitable agent for encouraging this

is maritime power. It is therefore essential that both the United States

and NATO maintain an unmistakable naval presence in the eastern Mediterranean,

which to be effective must be combined with continuous surveillance.

No mention so far has been made of Turkey in this discussion. CENTO

was reduced in value when Iraq decided to withdraw in 1959 and Pakistan

became preoccupied with its quarrel with India and its entanglement in

Bangladesh. Pakistan has also suffered from a degree of internal

instability and from minor political distractions involving its frontier

with Afghanistan and the future of the notional "Pushtunistan". As a

counterweight, Iran is wealthy, internally stable, and building up its

military strength with the aims of ensuring against any military adventurism

on the part of its neighbors, especially the Soviet oriented Iraq, and the
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control of the Persian Gulf. Clearly part of the essential strategy of

the United States (and of course of the United Kingdom) is to persevere

with the CINTO idea, more especially as President Bhutto has declared

renewed interest in the Organization following India's nuclear test.

Turning to the eastern end of the region, there is India with armed

forces which are probably the most effective in terms of experience,

cotiiand and combat skills of any in the region with the exception of the

Israelis. its position with regard to materiel is less satisfactory as

in an attempt to avoid dependence on a single arms supplier and also to

create a link with the Soviet Union as a counter to its confrontation with

China it has accepted arms from a variety of sources which must present

considerable problems from both the operational and maintenance points

of view. Much of its equipment is obsolete, but India coes possess a

useful navy with 21 seagoing ships exclusive of four old ex-Soviet sub-

marines. India is sensitive about big-power intrusion into the Indian

Ocean, or rather the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal, but with a rapidly

expanding population, a low GNP and an inadequate industrial base, a

continuing quarrel with Pakistan, a debilitating guerrilla war in its

northeast, and an increasingly unstable internal security situation, it is

not in a position to do more than use its armed forces to maintain the

status quo on its own land and sea borders. In short, the position is that

none of the Indian Ocean states of the region can do more than use their

military forces for their own security and to exercise a limited control

of their coastal waters.

Thus for some time past the Indian Ocean area has constituted a

strategic vacuum of the type which inevitably attracts Soviet attention,

where a small investment by way of a naval presence could provide

valuable dividends in the long run. It is also a good field in which to

exercise the emergent--and efficient--Soviet oceangoing navy. A small

but effective fleet averaging 22 vessels of various types regularly cruises

there.
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If, when the Suez Canal is again operational, it is open to transit by

naval forces, the Soviet Navy will obviously gain great advantages in

steaming time, gain the Red Sea as a transit cruising ground, and be able

to shift forces conveniently from Mediterranean waters t the Indian Ocean.

There are four key points in the region itself: the Levant, the actual

Suez Canal, the Straits of Bab el Mandab, and the Persian Gulf. These

constitute a strategic region which must be considered in connection with

the routes through the Mediterranean, the Cape route and the trade routes

which focus as the Sumatra Strait. The transcendent task for the United

States is to maintain a credible military presence in the all-important

seaward part of this region.

This alone is not enough. One mood out of which the other Atlantic

powers must be persuaded--or jolted--is the complacent belief that this

task can be shouldered by the United States alone. Everything that has been

said about the strategic importance of the region to the United States

applies equally or indeed even more strongly to the Atlantic Alliance,

whose members must grasp the elementary strategic proposition that their

defense must be based not on some arbitrary boundary but on those sea

areas through which their vital trade routes travel.
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